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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY AND FINANCE ANNUAL REPORT 2014-15

The Honourable David Tollner MLA
Treasurer
GPO Box 3146
Darwin NT 0801
Dear Treasurer
I am pleased to provide to you the 2014-15 Annual Report for the Department of Treasury and Finance (Treasury),
which has been prepared in accordance with the provisions of section 28 of the Public Sector Employment and
Management Act, and section 12 of the Financial Management Act.
Pursuant to my responsibilities as the Accountable Officer under the Public Sector Employment and Management
Act, the Financial Management Act and the Information Act, I advise that to the best of my knowledge and belief:
a) proper records of all transactions affecting Treasury are kept and that employees under my control observe the
provisions of the Financial Management Act, the Financial Management Regulations and Treasurer’s Directions;
b) procedures within Treasury afford proper internal control, and a current description of such procedures are
recorded in the Accounting and Property Manual, which has been prepared in accordance with the requirements
of the Financial Management Act;
c) there is no indication of fraud, malpractice, major breach of legislation or delegation, major error in, or omission
from, the accounts and records;
d) in accordance with the requirements of section 15 of the Financial Management Act, the internal audit capacity
available to Treasury is adequate and the results of internal audits have been reported to me;
e) the financial statements included in the annual report have been prepared from proper accounts and records and
are in accordance with Treasurer’s Directions;
f) all Employment Instructions issued by the Commissioner for Public Employment have been satisfied; and
g) Treasury is working in compliance with section 131 of the Information Act.
In addition, the Chief Executive of the Department of Corporate and Information Services (DCIS) has advised that,
in relation to items a) and e), and to the best of her knowledge and belief, proper records are kept of transactions
undertaken by DCIS on behalf of Treasury, and the employees under her control observe the provisions of the
Financial Management Act, the Financial Management Regulations and Treasurer’s Directions. The Auditor-General
has conducted compliance audits during the year to provide audit assurance that DCIS has maintained appropriate
controls and record‑keeping practices.
Yours sincerely,

Jodie Ryan
Under Treasurer
30 October 2015

Purpose of this Report
This report is designed to meet Treasury’s annual reporting requirements as specified in the
Public Sector Employment and Management Act, Financial Management Act and Information Act,
and aims to align the department’s achievements against the strategic goals in Treasury’s 2014-16
Corporate Plan, the Framing the Future strategy, and 2015-16 Budget Paper No. 3.
It reports on Treasury’s performance to the Treasurer, the Legislative Assembly, government agencies
and other stakeholders, including Treasury’s own staff.

Related Annual Reporting
The Utilities Commission and Northern Territory Treasury Corporation produce their own annual reports.
Each forms part of Treasury for administrative purposes and summary information of their performance
is provided in the Achievements section of this report.
The Northern Territory Superannuation Office (Superannuation Office) also produces an annual report
for each superannuation fund.
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Under Treasurer’s Review
I am pleased to present Treasury’s Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2015.

Overview
The 2014-15 year was another busy year with Treasury’s focus on the fiscal and
economic priorities of Government, as well as providing economic and commercial
advice to Government and agencies.
The 2015-16 Budget was tabled in Parliament in April 2015 and was developed in
accordance with the Government’s fiscal strategy to return the Budget to balance by
2017-18.
Treasury also represented the Territory’s interests in the Commonwealth Grants
Commission 2015 Methodology Review, an important component in determining the
Territory’s share of GST revenue from 2015-16.

Year in Review
In 2014-15 Treasury continued to develop the Territory’s electricity market to promote competition and
efficiency with one aspect, the Interim Northern Territory Wholesale Market, commencing in May 2015.
In addition, Treasury provided support to the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Commissioner in
overseeing the management of the Motor Accidents Compensation Scheme following the sale of
the Territory Insurance Office in December 2014, and provided data and advice to support the
Government’s Fuel Summit.
Commercial and financial assessment and advice was provided on major government projects
including the Palmerston Regional Hospital, the North East Gas Interconnector, long-term lease of the
Port of Darwin and residential land release projects.
Treasury provided advice and input to Government and agencies in relation to a number of ongoing
projects, including whole of government submissions to the Productivity Commission, Infrastructure
Australia and the Commonwealth Government on public infrastructure and competition.
During 2014-15 the Territory Revenue Office (TRO) introduced a number of initiatives to make it easier
for clients to do business with Government, including the introduction of a ‘Conveyance by Return’
scheme online, which has eliminated the obligation to provide a monthly return, enables clients to enter
partial transaction details and TRO to issue an itemised invoice detailing complete transfers.
The Superannuation Office commenced reporting to the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
due to the revised Heads of Government Agreement during 2014-15 and continued to put a strong
emphasis on communication with members.
Treasury’s recruitment, retention and development of its staff was a significant focus in 2014-15,
with the award winning Finance Office in Training graduate program providing a firm foundation for
Treasury’s staffing. Treasury continued to practise its ‘grow your own’ ethos by providing around
80 opportunities for professional development internally for staff and investing in a range of initiatives to
encourage staff development.
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The Year Ahead
During 2015-16 Treasury will continue to focus on the ongoing fiscal and economic development of
the Territory, with the Territory’s financial position, while improving, still requiring careful management.
The enhancement of the Territory’s utility regulatory regime will be ongoing, with the long‑term aim of
increasing competition in the electricity market. Treasury will also play a key role in the long‑term lease
of the Darwin Port, the North-East Gas Interconnector project and the attraction of a luxury hotel.
Treasury’s many accomplishments in 2014-15 were achieved due to the professionalism and
commitment of its staff, and I gratefully acknowledge the contribution of all Treasury staff that makes
our achievements possible.

Jodie Ryan
30 October 2015

UNDER TREASURER’S REVIEW
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Overview
The Department of Treasury and Finance (Treasury) was established at Self-Government in 1978 and is
responsible to the Treasurer.

Vision
To be recognised for excellence in the provision of economic, financial and regulatory services for the
Northern Territory Government.

Role
Treasury’s primary role is to provide specialist fiscal, economic and commercial policy advice and
services to the Government to assist in delivering services and infrastructure for the benefits of
Territorians.

Purpose
To promote sustainable fiscal strength and economic development of the Territory and contribute to
improved wellbeing of Territorians.

Services Provided
• A financial management framework consistent with the Government’s fiscal strategy.
• Appropriate and effective intergovernmental financial relations.
• Accurate and timely commercial advice to optimise the Territory’s financial position.
• Expert advice on the Territory economy.
• Prudent management of the investment and borrowing activities of the Government.
• Effective collection of taxation and royalty revenue, and the development of a fair and efficient
taxation system that is competitive with other jurisdictions.
• An efficient and legislatively compliant superannuation framework.

Stakeholders
Treasury serves the Government and the community through the Treasurer. Other key stakeholders
include government agencies, the Territory community and Treasury staff.
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Organisation Chart
Figure 1: Organisation Chart as at 1 July 2015
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Note: Deputy Under Treasurer Tony Stubbin is on extended leave.
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Senior Executive Staff
Senior Management Group
Senior Management Group (SMG) is responsible for strategic decision-making and policy setting in relation to Treasury’s
operations and internal processes. The group also provides leadership and strategic direction to the department. Chaired
by the Under Treasurer, Treasury’s SMG generally meets on a fortnightly basis.
Jodie Ryan was appointed Under Treasurer in July 2013 following six months as
Deputy Chief Executive of the Department of the Chief Minister. Prior to that, Jodie
was Deputy Under Treasurer from February 2011. Jodie has worked mainly in Treasury
since commencing as a graduate in 1992, has a Bachelor of Business (Accounting)
from Northern Territory University (now Charles Darwin University) and is a Certified
Practising Accountant. Jodie is Chair of the Treasury Corporation Advisory Board and has
responsibilities in a range of high‑level interagency committees including the Executive
Remuneration Review Panel and the Infrastructure Subcommittee.

Tony Stubbin was appointed Deputy Under Treasurer in February 2011. He joined Treasury
in 1992 and has more than 30 years’ experience in various Territory and Commonwealth
government departments. Tony has a Bachelor of Arts (Economics) from the University of
Wollongong and a Postgraduate Certificate in Management from the University of Southern
Queensland. Tony is responsible for providing advice on economic and commercial
issues affecting the Territory and has oversight of the operations of the Northern Territory
Treasury Corporation (NTTC) and Superannuation Office.

David Braines-Mead was appointed Deputy Under Treasurer in July 2014, after acting in
the position since February 2013. David joined Treasury in 2004 after more than 15 years’
experience in a number of roles within the accounting profession both in Darwin and
the United Kingdom. David is also a Fellow of the United Kingdom‑based Association
of Chartered Certified Accountants. David is responsible for providing high-level policy,
strategic and technical advice on the full range of financial and budgetary issues affecting
the Territory and has oversight of the operations of the Territory Revenue Office (TRO).

Craig Graham was appointed Assistant Under Treasurer in July 2011, responsible for
economic, commercial and intergovernmental financial relations issues, after holding the
Senior Director Economic position since August 2008 in the Economic Policy and Public
Finance areas. Craig commenced in Treasury as a graduate in 1998 after completing a
Bachelor of Economics at Northern Territory University (now Charles Darwin University).
Craig has been acting in the role of Deputy Under Treasurer since June 2014 in Tony
Stubbin’s absence.
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Tracey Scott was appointed Assistant Under Treasurer in February 2013 and is responsible
for providing high-level strategic policy and management advice on a complex range
of financial management matters that affect the Territory. Previously, she was the
Executive Director of Business Services within the Department of Lands and Planning.
Tracey joined the Northern Territory Public Sector (NTPS) in 2005 with more than 16 years’
experience in a multinational professional services firm where she provided consulting
and advisory services to all levels of government as well as the private sector. Tracey
has a Bachelor of Business (Accounting) and is a member of the Australian Institute of
Chartered Accountants.
Grant Parsons was appointed Assistant Under Treasurer (Revenue) in March 2012
and is also the Commissioner of Territory Revenue and Mineral Royalty Secretary. He
is responsible for management of the Territory’s taxation and royalty arrangements.
Previously, Grant was Executive Director, Operations in the Victorian State Revenue
Office, where he held a number of positions over 12 years. Grant has also held senior
positions in the Department of Justice in Victoria and the Department of Premier and
Cabinet in Queensland. He completed studies in Political Science and Law at the
University of Melbourne and at Oxford University and holds a PhD and a Masters in
Public Administration.

Senior Staff
Samantha Byrne was appointed Senior Director Economic Policy in December 2014 and is responsible for providing advice
on economic policy issues relevant to the Territory. Samantha has a Bachelor of Business from Northern Territory University
(now Charles Darwin University), is a Certified Practising Accountant and an Associate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.
Dwayne McInnes was appointed Senior Director Financial Management Group (FMG) in September 2011. He is responsible
for providing specialist and strategic advice on matters relating to agency financial and budget reports and the Territory’s
whole of government consolidated financial reports. Dwayne has a Bachelor of Business, majoring in accounting and is a
Graduate Member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
Tim McManus was appointed Senior Director Budget Development in January 2015. His current and previous roles in
FMG have provided him with substantial experience in high-level analysis and assessment of policy and budget proposals.
Tim has a Bachelor of Business Studies from Northern Territory University (now Charles Darwin University).
Alex Pollon was appointed General Manager of NTTC in May 2010 and is responsible for the overall management of
NTTC’s staff and resources, ensuring the efficient, effective and appropriate control of the borrowing, lending and
investing activities on behalf of government. Alex is a member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and holds
Australian Financial Markets Association dealer accreditation.
Sarah Rummery was appointed Commissioner of Superannuation in June 2014 and is responsible for administering a
range of statutory superannuation schemes. Sarah has a Bachelor of Economics from the University of Western Australia
and a PhD in Economics from the Australian National University.
Gerard Taylor was appointed to Director of Corporate Support in July 2010. Gerard is responsible for all corporate support
functions for Treasury including the reporting of the financial aspects of the National Disaster Relief and Recovery
arrangements for the Territory Government.
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Treasury Functions
Economic Group
• Provides advice on economic policy and minor economic reform proposals.
• Monitors and analyses macro-economic trends.
• Publishes information and analysis on the Territory economy.
• Provides demographic analysis, research and statistical coordination across government.
• Provides advice and analysis on intergovernmental financial relations including GST policy and
revenue distribution.
• Manages submissions and data returns to the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
• Negotiates, develops and provides advice on national partnership agreements.
• Provides commercial advice on major government infrastructure projects and initiatives, and on the
government owned corporations framework.

Financial Management Group
• Manages and coordinates the Territory budget process and whole of government financial reporting.
• Manages the Territory’s financial management framework.
• Analyses and provides advice on whole of government resource allocation issues, including major
government projects and initiatives with resource implications.
• Develops the Territory’s infrastructure program from a whole of government perspective.
• Monitors each agency’s financial performance.
• Manages the Central Holding Authority.
• Manages financial and commercial accountabilities and risks as prescribed in the Financial
Management Act and the Fiscal Integrity and Transparency Act, including the fiscal strategy.

Funds Management Group
Northern Territory Superannuation Office
• Manages and develops NTPS superannuation policy and legislation.
• Administers and makes benefit payments.
• Invests members’ funds.
• Provides support services to the trustee and review boards, and members of various schemes.

Northern Territory Treasury Corporation
• Borrows, lends and invests funds on behalf of the Territory as its central financing authority.
• Invests surplus short-term cash balances of government accounts.
• Provides loans to the Government, agencies, government owned corporations and, in certain
circumstances, local governing authorities.
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Territory Revenue Office
• Collects Territory revenue in accordance with the relevant tax and royalty legislation.
• Provides advice on, and administration of, tax and royalty legislation.
• Provides education and information programs to assist tax and royalty payers’ compliance.
• Minimises losses to revenue through compliance activity.
• Administers the First Home Owner Grant and other home incentive schemes.
• Provides revenue modelling and forecasting.
• Develops tax and royalty-related systems.

Treasury Services Group
The Treasury Services Group provides services to Treasury, including:
• finance, procurement and office services;
• human resource management, recruitment, employment and staff development programs;
• information technology, communications and records management;
• publishing services;
• overseeing Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements on behalf of the Territory; and
• central coordination and liaison between the Treasurer’s Office, Ministers, Cabinet Office,
Legislative Assembly and other government agencies on Cabinet and ministerial business.

Utilities Commission – Economic Regulation
The Utilities Commission manages of the Territory’s economic regulatory regime in relation to the
provision of utilities services (that is, electricity, water and sewerage services) and, as necessary,
promotes competition or, in its absence, simulates a competitive market to prevent the misuse of
monopoly power. Services include:
• regulating prices charged by government and other businesses for providing certain monopoly
services;
• performing licensing functions;
• developing, monitoring and enforcing compliance with, and promoting improvement in, standards
and condition of service and supply;
• making and monitoring the operation of codes and rules relating to the conduct or operations of a
regulated industry or licensed entities;
• investigating complaints relating to the conduct or operations of licensed entities;
• assisting consumers and potential market participants with information; and
• advising the Minister on any matter referred by the Minister.
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Treasury People –
Our Most Valuable Resource
Treasury recognises that the quality of its workforce is reflected in the expert advice it is able to provide
to the Territory Government and its agencies. Treasury prides itself on providing a working environment
in which employees are challenged to grow and develop both professionally and personally by
encouraging further study and offering professional development opportunities. Treasury also works
with the Territory community to encourage future leaders by forming partnerships with schools for
awards to recognise academic excellence, and Charles Darwin University to offer scholarships and
work placements to young Territorians. Treasury joins other agencies in providing scholarship support
and work placement to young Indigenous staff completing their degrees, with 2015-16 seeing an
additional two placements offered.

Employee Snapshot
• As at pay 26 (17 June 2015), Treasury employed a total of 173 staff (headcount).
• Treasury’s youngest employee was 19 years and the oldest 69 years.
• Ninety-two (53.2 per cent) of Treasury staff members are under the age of 35.
• Females comprise 63 per cent of Treasury’s workforce and 36.4 per cent of executive staff members,
up by 4 per cent and 1.4 per cent, respectively, on last financial year.
• Flexible work arrangements were utilised by 21 staff members (12 per cent) to take extended leave
or maintain work/life balance.
• Of our workforce, eight are graduates completing an intensive 12-month postgraduate training
program, six are scholarship holders completing their degree, two are Indigenous cadets completing
their degree and one is an entry-level trainee in the Treasury Services Group.
• As at 17 June 2015, 90.3 per cent of staff members had recorded their equal employment
opportunity details.
• Five staff (3 per cent) identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, 12 staff members (7.3 per cent)
come from non-English speaking backgrounds and five staff members (3 per cent) identify as
having disabilities.
• Over 35 per cent of Treasury staff members have 10 years or more service, 30 per cent between one
and five years, and 25 per cent between five and 10 years. Eight staff members (5 per cent) have
over 30 years’ service.
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Staff by Level
Table 1: Treasury Staff Snapshot as at Pay 26
Number
Staff numbers

NTPS
Percentage Comparison
%

FTE yearly average in 2014-15

%

155

1

FTE staff as at pay 26, 2014

150.2

Part-time staff (headcount)

13

8.7

FTE graduates, cadets, apprentices and vacation employees

10.3

6.9

Total number of staff paid (headcount)

173

Demographics
Male:female ratio (FTE)

60:90

40:60

37:63

11.9:6

67:33

54:46

People with a disability

5.0

3.4

1.0

Indigenous staff

5.0

3.4

9.1

Male:female executive ratio (FTE)

2

Average age

34.5

43.0

Turnover
Commencements3

22

Separations4

26

Staff turnover rate

5

17.4

24

1
2
3
4

Full-time equivalent.
Includes Executive Contract Officers and Senior Administrative Officer 2s.
Includes employees on temporary transfer to Treasury but excludes casual and vacation employees.
Includes resignations, end of contract and permanent transfers from Treasury, but excludes casual and vacation employees, and
staff on leave without pay prior to resignation.
5 Calculated as the number of permanent separations divided by the FTE average per pay day in 2014‑15.

Treasury People
Sylvia Pantelos and James Richards (Superannuation Office), Jacqueline Wairegi (Economic Group)
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Table 2: FTE Staff by Gender and Designation as at Pay 26
Designation

Total

Male

Female

Percentage

Trainee

1

Graduate

8

2

AO1

1

1

AO2

1

4.7

2.7

2

3.1

AO31

6.9

2

4.9

4.6

AO4

1

1

0.7

6

5.3
0.7

25.49

5

20.49

17

AO5

1

27.07

9

18.07

17.9

AO6

1

22.01

11.8

10.21

14.7

16.3

5

11.3

10.8

15.8

8

7.8

10.5

1

AO71
SAO1

2

SAO2

4

2

2

2.7

3

ECO1

7

5

2

4.7

ECO23

5.2

3.2

2

3.5

ECO3

2

1

1

1.3

ECO4

2.7

2.7

ECO6

1

2

3
3
3

Total

150.17

60.4

1.8
1

0.7

89.77

100

Note: These figures do not include staff on leave without pay or staff who were employed but unpaid (such as casuals) at 17 June 2015.
1 Administrative Officer.
2 Senior Administrative Officer.
3 Executive Contract Officer.
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Figure 2: Age and Gender Distribution as at 30 June 2015
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Treasury People
Niall Stone, Matthew Spratt, Suzette Luis Parreira and Rhanii Lee (Financial Management Group)
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Achievements

Framing the Future
Economic Group
Financial Management Group
Funds Management Group
Territory Revenue Office
Treasury Services Group
Utilities Commission – Economic Regulation

18
19
22
24
26
29
34

Framing the Future
Prosperous Economy

Strong Society

• Released an online system that allows greater
flexibility and reduces red tape in the conveyancing
process.

• Provided monthly reports on key social data for the
Territory to inform Government decision-making.

• Implemented a risk-based compliance strategy using
data-matching technology.
• Developed and delivered the 2015‑16 Budget, tabled
in Parliament in April 2015, in accordance with the
Northern Territory Government’s fiscal strategy target
to return the Budget to balance by 2017‑18.
• Published the 2015‑16 Northern Territory Economy
book as part of the suite of 2015-16 Budget Papers.
• Developed and delivered the 2013-14 Treasurer’s
Annual Financial Report (TAFR), tabled in Parliament
in October 2014.
• Developed and delivered the 2014‑15 Mid-Year
Report, tabled in Parliament November 2014.
• Provided financial, economic and commercial advice
on a number of major government infrastructure
projects, with the aim of ensuring an efficient
allocation of Government resources.
• Assumed responsibility for the administration and
coordination of the Government’s Unsolicited
Proposals Policy.
• Continued to reform the Territory’s electricity market
to promote competition and efficiency.
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• Represented the Territory’s interests in financial
arrangements with the Commonwealth to support
Government’s capacity to provide health, education,
housing and other key services.
• Maintained a fair and equitable tax regime.
• Participated on a number of tender panels related to
the release of greenfield residential land to increase
housing affordability for Territorians.
• Maintained partnerships with schools to educate and
promote how the Territory Government invests in the
future for all Territorians.
• Invested in young Territorians through partnerships
with Charles Darwin University offering scholarships
and employment opportunities.

Confident Culture
Treasury celebrates the diversity of its workforce by
promoting mental health awareness, multicultural events
and offering recognition to youth for their academic
achievements.

Balanced Environment
During 2014‑15 the Superannuation Office moved to
an electronic only Northern Territory Government and
Public Authorities’ Superannuation Scheme (NTGPASS)
Report to Members, saving around 30 000 pages
annually.
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Economic Group
Strategic Goal 1:
To provide quality analysis and public policy advice on economic and commercial issues.

Priority 1.1: Undertake analysis and formulate advice on the economic and commercial
implications of policy proposals, to assist in informed Government decision-making.
• Provided economic and commercial advice to Government and agencies in relation to:
–– the development of a number of government policies and strategies related to infrastructure
funding development and delivery;
–– residential and industrial land release;
–– economic development on Indigenous land;
–– gaming applications;
–– reform of the Territory’s electricity market;
–– the transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme; and
–– the development of major projects including the Palmerston Regional Hospital, North East Gas
Interconnector, Darwin International Grammar School and the long-term lease of the Port of
Darwin.
• Published the 2015‑16 Northern Territory Economy book, tabled in Parliament in April 2015, providing
a detailed assessment of the Territory’s economic performance including estimates and forecasts of
key economic indicators and industries over the forward estimates period.
• Produced, as new data is released, briefs analysing key indicators of economic activity in the
Territory to inform Government decision-making.
• Provided a timely summary and analysis of the performance of the Territory economy through weekly
updates of the Territory Economic Review.
• Monitored the Territory fuel market and provision of data and advice to support the Government’s
Fuel Summit and other initiatives to reduce fuel prices in the Territory.
• Provided assistance and advice to agencies in complying with regulation‑making requirements
to reduce impacts of inefficient regulation including restrictions on competition and unwarranted
business compliance burdens.

Priority 1.2: Provide advice to facilitate private investment in public infrastructure and to assist in
managing the Government’s commercial agreements.
• Provided advice to Government and agencies relating to the ongoing development of policy
frameworks for the private provision of public infrastructure.
• Provided input into whole of government submissions to the Productivity Commission, Infrastructure
Australia and the Commonwealth Government on public infrastructure as well as by the private
sector.
• Assumed responsibility to administrate and coordinate the Government’s Unsolicited Proposals
Policy, which aims to encourage the private and non-government sector to develop unique and
innovative solutions to provide infrastructure or services in line with government strategies and
priorities.

ACHIEVEMENTS
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• Membership of a number of steering committees, working groups and project control groups for
major infrastructure projects involving the private sector, such as the Darwin Correctional Precinct,
and the long-term lease of the Port of Darwin.
• Provided support to the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Commissioner in overseeing the
management of the Motor Accidents Compensation Scheme and outsourced management
agreement with Allianz.

Priority 1.3: Develop effective corporate governance and policy frameworks for government
owned businesses.
Commenced a review of existing corporate governance and policy frameworks and drafted the
Northern Territory Government Owned Corporations Corporate Governance and Reporting Guidelines.

Priority 1.4: Develop regulatory frameworks that promote economic efficiency and performance
of the Territory economy.
Continued to develop the Territory’s electricity market to promote competition and efficiency
through the transfer of the economic regulation of the Territory’s regulated electricity networks to
the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) and the commencement of an interim wholesale electricity
generation market in the Darwin‑Katherine region.

Strategic Goal 2:
To maintain and develop effective intergovernmental financial relations.

Priority 2.1: Represents the Territory’s interests in Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC)
processes, which is an important determinant of the Territory’s share of GST.
Represented the Territory’s interests in CGC’s 2015 Methodology Review through written submissions,
and bilateral and multilateral consultations with CGC staff and commissioners.

Priority 2.2: Analyse and advise in relation to national agreements and national partnership
agreements including implementation plans and other national reform initiatives.
Conducted analysis and provided advice on a range of new and renegotiated national partnership
agreements and project agreements.

Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, the Economic Group priorities are to:
• continue to be actively engaged in consultations with CGC as part of its rolling program of
methodology reviews;
• coordinate the data provided by Territory government agencies for CGC’s 2016 Update;
• conduct analysis and provide advice on options presented in the Commonwealth’s White Papers on
Federation and Taxation;
• continue to develop a regulatory framework and market mechanisms for the Territory’s electricity
market to encourage competition and efficiency, and adopt national arrangements where suitable to
the Territory’s circumstances;
• continue to provide high quality economic and commercial advice relating to infrastructure, major
projects, land release, gaming applications, and corporate and financial due diligence;
• continue to provide analysis and advice on key economic indicators and industries in the Territory to
support government decision-making and policy development;
• review the methods and infrastructure for producing projections of the Territory’s population;

20
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• oversee reform of the Northern Territory Public Sector (NTPS) workers compensation insurance
arrangements; and
• collaborate with the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) for the Northern Territory Census count in
2016, particularly for key population groups such as the Indigenous population in urban and remote
locations, mobile and homeless people, public housing tenants, travellers and miners.
Table 3: Economic Management Output Performance
Previous Years
Performance Measures

2012‑13
Actual

Current Year

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

Target

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

Quantity
Capacity to provide policy advice and
analysis on economic and related
issues

$4.69M

$4.95M

$5.78M

$5.27M

$5.74M

1

1

1

1

1

Provide Territory economic briefs

193

176

175

174

174

Publish Territory Economic Review

12

12

12

11

11

Publish Social Indicators briefs

12

12

12

11

11

6

5

≥5

5

≥5

Briefings on ABS economic data
provided on day of release

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Economic publications published by
agreed date

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Publish Northern Territory Economy
book

Quality
Treasurer satisfaction survey rating
Timeliness

Table 4: Payments on Behalf of Government
Previous Years
Performance Measures

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

$63.36M

$64.58M

$64.23M

$64.23M

$65.83M

$7.32M

$7.32M

$7.32M

$7.10M

$7.09M

Quantity
Community service obligation
payment for uniform tariff subsidy
GST collection costs
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Financial Management Group
Strategic Goal 3:
To produce a budget and financial management system that supports stable and sustainable economic growth.

Priority 3.1: Provide accurate and timely advice on key fiscal targets to support key
decision‑making.
Treasury is responsible for developing several major government financial publications, which in
2014‑15 included the 2015‑16 Budget, the 2013‑14 TAFR, the 2014‑15 Mid‑Year Report and the
Treasurer’s quarterly financial reports. These publications were developed in accordance with the
Government’s fiscal strategy to return the Budget to a balanced position by 2017‑18 and provided
detailed analysis on the Territory’s current fiscal position and future years’ projections.

Priority 3.2: Ensure expenditure is kept within appropriate and authorised amounts.
Treasury continued to ensure expenditure was kept within appropriate and authorised amounts by:
• providing advice on budgetary and financial issues affecting the Territory’s financial resources;
• analysing agency budget requirements and proposals;
• managing financial accountabilities as prescribed in the Financial Management Act, including the
continued development, review and amendment to Treasurer’s Directions;
• reporting and analysing infrastructure budget requirements; and
• continuing to monitor and analyse monthly agency budget versus actuals outcomes and Central
Holding Authority transactions and its effect on fiscal targets.
Treasury also continued to facilitate early engagement with agencies experiencing budget pressures
through regular agency meetings to provide advice and pre-empt budgetary issues.

Priority 3.3: Support initiatives to achieve allocation of resources to high value areas.
Treasury continued to be involved in the early development stages of major government projects and
initiatives, to assist in providing a better understanding of project resource requirements and availability.
In 2014‑15, this included input into the Territory‘s infrastructure program incorporating the Building the
Territory initiative, educational reforms and review of funding arrangements to support child protection
services.

Priority 3.4: Work collaboratively with agencies to minimise the cost of delivering government
services and update delivery models as required.
In 2014‑15, Treasury continued to develop relationships and work collaboratively with agencies to
manage whole of government budget processes. Treasury also continued to capture and disseminate
agency information through ongoing communications with agencies, including reviewing and
addressing emerging agency budget issues as they arose, and contributed towards professional
development for agency finance teams.
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Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, the Financial Management Group’s priorities are to:
• prepare and publish the 2014‑15 TAFR and the 2015‑16 Mid-Year Report;
• assist Government in the development of the 2016‑17 Budget;
• continue to monitor, develop and publish critical whole of government financial information in the
Budget and TAFR;
• continue to provide advice, analysis and assistance on whole of government major projects and
agency issues that have resource implications; and
• continue to develop, review and amend the Treasurer’s Directions.
Table 5: Financial Management Output Performance
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

Develop and present the Budget

2

1

1

1

1

Financial reporting –
Pre-Election Fiscal Outlook,
TAFR, Mid-Year Report, Treasurer’s
Quarterly Financial Reports

6

5

5

5

5

$5.43M

$4.80M

$5.46M

$4.36M

$5.35M

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

6

5

≥5

6

≥5

Budget published by date set by
Treasurer

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

TAFR published in accordance with
legislation

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Mid-Year Report published in
accordance with legislation

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Treasurer’s Quarterly Financial
Reports published in accordance
with legislation

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Performance Measures
Quantity

Capacity to provide policy advice and
analysis on financial management
issues
Quality
Compliance with the Uniform
Presentation Framework
requirements for whole of
government financial reporting
Treasurer satisfaction survey rating
Timeliness
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Funds Management Group
Strategic Goal 4:
To provide effective funds management and public sector superannuation.

Priority 4.1: Provide the Government with cost-effective funding, efficient financial management
and reliable service.
Priority 4.2: Undertake borrowing and investment activities appropriate to prevailing and
prospective conditions in financial markets.
The following indicators are provided by the Northern Territory Treasury Corporation (NTTC) as
measures of performance:
• weighted average cost of term borrowings during the 2014‑15 year – 3.23 per cent
• weighted average cost of issued debt at 30 June 2015 – 5.19 per cent
• weighted average duration of borrowings – 4.3 years
• weighted average term to maturity of borrowings – 5.3 years
• weighted average interest rate of loans issued during the 2014‑15 year – 4.56 per cent
• weighted average interest rate of outstanding loans at 30 June 2015 – 5.62 per cent
• weighted average duration of loans – 3.4 years
• weighted average term to maturity of loans – 4.3 years

Priority 4.3: Provide effective and responsive superannuation services that meet the expectations
of fund beneficiaries, members and employers.
Superannuation Investments
There was continued strong investment returns during 2014‑15 with the NTGPASS default
‘Growth’ option returning 10.79 per cent and the pension ‘Growth’ option returning 10.05 per cent to
31 January 2015.

Member Communication
The Superannuation Office continued to put a strong emphasis on communication with members during
2014‑15. This included:
• delivery of face‑to‑face information sessions to 319 members in Darwin, Palmerston and Katherine;
• preparation and publication of annual reports for three of the superannuation schemes administered
by the office (NTGPASS, the Legislative Assembly Members’ Superannuation Fund and the Northern
Territory Police Supplementary Benefit Scheme (NTPSBS));
• publication of the NTGPASS Report to Members;
• preparation and printing of individualised Member Information Statements for all NTGPASS, NTPSBS
and Northern Territory Supplementary Superannuation Scheme (NTSSS) members; and
• ongoing review and updating of other publications, such as fact sheets, the Superannuation Office
website and the NTGPASS and NTSSS Member Information Book.

Priority 4.4: Continue efficiency drive through simplification of legislation and scheme rules
administered by the Northern Territory Superannuation Office.
• A revised Heads of Government Agreement, relating to the administration of exempt public sector
superannuation schemes, commenced during 2014‑15. This agreement ensures that while they are
not legally regulated, exempt public sector superannuation schemes are nonetheless administered in
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line with the Commonwealth’s retirement income policy objectives. The revised agreement includes
new obligations to supply statistical information to the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, with
this reporting commencing during 2014‑15.
• Legislative amendments for a number of initiatives aimed at achieving administrative efficiencies and
modernisation of the Territory public sector superannuation schemes were introduced and passed
by the Legislative Assembly during 2014‑15, details are summarised in the Legislative Changes
2014‑15 section of this report.

Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, the Funds Management Group priorities are to:
• finalise successor fund transfer of the accounts of non‑active NTGPASS members, who are no longer
eligible employees;
• implement Government’s 2015‑16 borrowing program; and
• continue to ensure the Territory’s funding, investment and liquidity benchmarks are met.
Table 6: Superannuation Output Performance
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

$4.18M

$3.80M

$4.51M

$3.70M

$3.80M

1 771

1 590

1 800

1 751

4 3761

$196.49M

$232.51M

$250M

$263.35M

$515M1

10

17

17

7

10

Members and associated boards

5

5

≥5

5

≥5

Treasurer

6

4

≥5

5

≥5

Performance Measures
Quantity
Capacity to provide policy advice and services
on superannuation
Quality
Benefits processed
Benefits paid
Seminars held
Stakeholder satisfaction survey rating

1 2015‑16 will include the one-off transfer of retained NTGPASS members to a successor fund.

Table 7: NTTC Business Line Performance
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

4.01%

4.23%

5.50%

3.23%

5.00%

Borrowing rate margin compared to industry peers1

+ 0.38%

+ 0.38%

≤ 0.50%

n.a.

≤ 0.25%

Investment portfolio return above benchmark

+ 0.36%

+ 0.28%

± 0.25%

+ 0.27%

± 0.25%

Clients3

5

5

≥5

5

≥5

Treasurer

6

5

≥5

5

≥5

Performance Measures
Quantity
Weighted average cost of borrowings during the year
Quality
2

Stakeholder satisfaction survey rating

n.a.: not available
1 State and territory governments’ central financing authorities. NTTC did not issue any term debt into the wholesale financial market in 2014‑15.
2 The benchmark is the weighted relevant Bloomberg AusBond indices. The composite benchmark return for 2014‑15 was 2.60 per cent while NTTC
achieved a return of 2.87 per cent.
3 A stakeholder satisfaction rating is obtained from government‑owned business divisions, the government owned corporation and local government
authorities.
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Territory Revenue Office
Strategic Goal 5:
To provide a fair and efficient Territory revenue system.

Priority 5.1: Ensure the integrity of tax, royalty and benefits schemes.
• A range of changes were made to the First Home Owner Grant (FHOG), stamp duty for Senior,
Pensioner and Carer Concession administered by the Territory Revenue Office (TRO), as well
as systems, publications and processes in the 2015‑16 Budget. Details are summarised in the
Legislative Changes 2014‑15 section of this report.
• High quality and timely advice was provided to government to ensure the integrity of the revenue and
benefit schemes.
• Implemented business intelligence initiatives to improve effectiveness and efficiency in business
processes.
• Continued efforts to source external datasets that strengthen data matching and compliance
activities. These include additional datasets from the Australian Taxation Office and other Territory
Government agencies.
• Powerful business intelligence tools and data‑matching algorithms were used and capabilities
in areas of compliance were enhanced to better understand revenue segments. A range of risk
assessment methodologies was used, segments were targeted for non-compliance and appropriate
strategies applied to ensure integrity.
• During 2014‑15, continued efforts were made to source external datasets to strengthen data
matching and compliance activities such as data from land title registry and work health to assist
with improving compliance and revenue laws and correspondence and other communications were
ammended to draw on lessons learned from behavioural economics by accounting for the effects of
psychological, social, cognitive and emotional factors on the decisions of individuals to make paying
taxes a priority.

Priority 5.2: Deliver value for money across all operations.
Several improvements to information systems were made to streamline business processes and make
them more effective and efficient including a new on-line application that streamlined the returns made
by approved conveyance duty stamping agents.

Priority 5.3: Make it easier to do business with the Government.
• One of the key roles of the TRO is to develop and deliver education and information programs to
assist tax and royalty payers’ compliance. During 2014‑15, TRO delivered training to conveyancers
and lawyers as part of moving the Conveyance by Return scheme online. On 1 October 2014 the
Microsoft Access® conveyance by return database was decommissioned and replaced by a web
application achieving the highest standard in web accessibility. Using a web-connected device,
clients can now do their business anytime and anywhere. Further improvements to the scheme
include:
–– eliminating an obligation to provide a monthly data return;
–– ability to enter partial transaction details and complete the process on the day of settlement; and
–– the issuing of an itemised invoice by TRO detailing completed transfers, which substantially
assists clients to reconcile their financial affairs.
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• TRO assisted in the development of a series of short YouTube videos on specific payroll tax topics
and participated with other revenue offices in the delivery of weekly harmonised payroll tax webinars,
see www.payrolltax.gov.au.
• Stakeholders were actively engaged to identify opportunities for greater cooperation, together with
better targeted communication and education, resulting in improved services.
• Red tape and compliance costs were assessed and steps have been taken to meet red tape
reduction targets.
• The Territory’s non-renewable mineral and petroleum resources continued to be promoted to
ensure the Territory’s fiscal regimes were administered transparently based on best contemporary
administrative practices to achieve a principled, fair and consistent outcome for all royalty payers.
• Commissioner’s Guidelines and payroll tax rulings − guidelines and rulings on specific topics
were published to provide guidance on the interpretation of various provisions of Territory
revenue legislation or details of administrative policies, practices or procedures utilised by TRO
in administering those laws. One guideline and one payroll tax ruling was withdrawn following law
changes introduced as part of the 2015‑16 Budget (CG-PRT-003 and PTA007).
• Revenue circulars are an information tool intended to provide advice to taxpayers and their advisers
on changes to Territory revenue laws. The circulars are current as at the date of issue, but are not
updated to reflect developments that supersede the information provided in an earlier circular. Four
revenue circulars (RC-GEN-016, RC-PRT-007, RC-SD-004 and RC-SD-005) were released in 2014‑15
in relation to the revenue measures that formed part of the 2015‑16 Budget.
• Employers’ Guide to Payroll Tax in the Northern Territory − an aid to employers who may have a
liability for payroll tax, the guide comprehensively explains the basic provisions of the Payroll Tax Act
and gives examples of how to calculate payroll tax. The guide was updated in May and June with the
updates published on 1 July 2015.
• Compliance strategy and approach − during 2014‑15, new web pages were published that provide
clients with a better understanding of what to expect during a mineral or petroleum royalty audit by
TRO and on Mineral Royalty frequently asked questions (FAQs). The Mineral Royalty FAQs also direct
stakeholders to the relevant Mineral Royalty Act guideline.

Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, TRO’s priorities are to:
• continue modernisation of the revenue laws, including participating in the Commonwealth Tax White
Paper process;
• enhance the administration of taxes through access to better data and business intelligence
approaches;
• upgrade core information technology systems;
• develop information and educational tools that make it easy for taxpayers to comply with their
obligations; and
• develop budget revenue options for Government.
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Table 8: Revenue Management Output Performance
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

$665.59M

$766.87M

$872.42M

$915.29M

$876.96M

$6.48M

$5.96M

$6.84M

$6.70M

$7.21M

$15.48M

$18.80M

$22.79M

$18.97M

$5.61M

- 0.5%

- 1.65%

± 5%

+ 17.29%

± 5%

5.16

5.21

≥5

5.21

≥5

6

5

≥5

6

≥5

Assessment accuracy

99.8%

99.9%

≥ 99%

99.9%

≥ 99%

Accuracy of FHOG payments processed

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Revenue received within agreed timeframes

95.1%

93.0%

≥ 95%

93.3%

≥ 95%

Services completed within agreed service
standards5

97.9%

96.7%

≥ 95%

96.4%

≥ 95%

Performance Measures
Quantity
Territory revenue collected1
Capacity to manage Territory revenue‑related
activities
Subsidy payments
Quality
Territory revenue forecast accuracy2
Stakeholder satisfaction survey rating
Taxpayers3
Treasurer
4

Timeliness

1
2
3
4
5

Includes taxes, gambling revenue and mining royalties.
Reflects the difference between the estimate and actual revenue collected.
Determined via an email survey issued to more than 2300 clients.
The percentage of assessments issued for the year not revised by way of allowed objections and appeals.
The weighted average performance of a series of lower level measures in the TRO Service Charter as published on the TRO website. Table 9 details
the components that comprise the weighted average.

Table 9: TRO Standards Published in the Service Charter
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

%

%

%

%

%

Stamp duty assessing document turnaround
(proportion assessed within five working days)

98

96

90

93

90

Response to written inquiries within 14 days of
receipt

90

85

90

85

90

Audits completed within respective timeframes1

81

87

80

87

80

Objections determined within 120 days

85

83

80

74

80

100

100

100

100

100

Other grant applications determined within
respective timeframes2

1 Territory payroll tax, stamp duty and FHOG audits completed within 120 days, and mining and petroleum royalty audits completed within 180 days of
commencement.
2 The measure is the weighted average performance of other grant applications processed within the timeframes stated in the TRO Service Charter.
The relevant standards are that 95 per cent of approved FHOG payments are made within 24 hours of the payment eligibility date and other grant
applications are paid within five business days of receipt of all relevant information.
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Treasury Services Group
Strategic Goal 6:
To develop the capability of Treasury and its people.

Priority 6.1: Enhance open and effective communication between staff in Treasury.
Treasury’s Business Plan ensures Treasury staff and key stakeholders are informed of, and contribute
to, department goals and responsibilities. The Treasury Services Group also ensures internal systems
are robust and adequate to provide the information required. The department intranet page is used as
a primary source of communication, as well as the Corporate Manual where Treasury-specific policies,
procedures and forms are located.

Priority 6.2: Develop productive and relevant partnerships with agencies and key external
stakeholders.
• Treasury developed and maintained cooperative partnerships with its stakeholders, which include
the Treasurer, Cabinet, other government agencies, the Legislative Assembly, the Auditor-General
and external stakeholders such as the Territory community, business groups and Treasury staff.
Treasury staff members also sit on a number of boards and committees. Further details of Treasury’s
involvement with boards and committees are provided in the Corporate Governance section of this
report.
• Treasury is committed to promoting itself as an employer of choice through career days, Treasury
forums, sponsorship and academic awards. Treasury’s participation in career expos and information
sessions publicises the various employment programs and opportunities offered. The annual
Treasury forum invites local secondary schools to attend a half-day session, which highlights the
various roles and functions of Treasury and includes interactive sessions that incorporate mock
budget exercises. The forum received very positive feedback from both students and teachers.
• The relationships established by the Treasury Services Group with other Territory Government
agencies ensured Treasury’s processes continued to be of a high standard in areas such as
procurement, risk and audit and corporate governance. Further details are provided in the Corporate
Governance section of this report.
• The Treasury Services Group also provided support and assistance to divisions within Treasury
to ensure their publications were released within set deadlines, including annual reports, TAFR,
Mid‑Year Report and Budget Papers.

Priority 6.3: Recruit and retain appropriately skilled staff.
• The employment programs supported by Treasury are important components of Treasury’s
recruitment and retention of staff. Treasury’s very successful and award winning Finance Officers in
Training (FOIT) graduate recruitment program provides a firm foundation to ensure Treasury has a
highly skilled, flexible and resilient workforce. In 2014‑15, Treasury:
–– recruited eight graduates to the FOIT program;
–– permanently placed seven graduates from the 2014 FOIT program;
–– continued to support four Work Integrated Learning scholarship (WILS) recipients through their
final year at university;
–– recruited two additional WILS cadets;
–– supported four of the five eligible WILS cadets in applying for the 2016 FOIT program;
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–– supported two Indigenous cadets for the Indigenous Cadet Support (ICS) program through their
second year of university and nominated for an additional two cadets in 2016;
–– nominated for two entry-level Indigenous trainees for 2016; and
–– permanently appointed a 2014 business apprentice and placed an Information, Communications
and Technology (ICT) apprentice.
• 2016 will see the employment of up to 10 FOITS, two additional ICS cadets, two entry-level
Indigenous trainees and a further two WILS cadets, maintaining a successful cycle of supporting and
‘growing’ high quality applicants for Treasury’s workforce.
• Treasury encourages a work environment of continuous staff development and support that
positions Treasury as an employer of choice. Treasury provides a full program of in-house training
opportunities and in 2014‑15 invested $161 924 in a range of initiatives to encourage staff
development through study assistance, seminars, conferences, short courses and workshops.
Staff is encouraged to continue tertiary study with Treasury supporting study assistance by way of
financial reimbursement of enrolment fees and time off to attend courses. In 2014‑15, 182 episodes
of individual training were recorded. In 2014‑15, the TRO enhanced staff competence and
satisfaction through a dedicated and structured program of up-skilling training, succession planning
and shaping organisational culture.

Priority 6.4: Develop management and leadership capability of staff.
• Treasury continued to practice its ‘grow your own’ ethos and in 2014‑15 approximately
80 opportunities for professional development were provided internally to staff, over half of which
were with higher duties. Treasury also provides opportunities for staff to develop skills in other areas
and supports relevant training.
• In 2014‑15, Treasury assisted managers in developing their management skills by supporting:
–– five staff in the future leaders program provided by the Office of the Commissioner for Public
Employment (OCPE);
–– seven senior and executive staff in a number of Australia and New Zealand School of Government
training programs including delivering better outcomes, Chief Executive Officer forum and the
China reciprocal development program; and
–– graduates and developing leaders through the Executive Mentors program.
• As a self-awareness exercise, all executive staff participated in a Hermann Brain Dominance
Instrument workshop and in late 2015 Treasury will trial its pilot Emerging Leaders program,
encouraging AO7 level staff in the organisation to develop their leadership potential.

Priority 6.5: Strive for a healthy work/life balance.
Treasury strives for a healthy work/life balance for its employees and has a number of initiatives in place
to provide education, training and support to encourage employees to maintain a healthy lifestyle, work
in a safe manner, and are provided the tools required to assist them in handling difficult or stressful
situations at work or at home.

Provide and promote work/life balance initiatives to staff
In 2014‑15, Treasury continued to offer flexible work arrangements to staff, including part-time
employment, home-based work, and work and career breaks:
• two staff members have working-from-home arrangements;
• 15 applications for flexible work arrangements were approved;
• 14 staff utilised part-time flexible work arrangements;
• seven staff utilised recreation leave at half pay; and
• four staff accessed the purchased leave option.
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Provide a safe workplace and educate staff on appropriate workplace behaviour
• Treasury ensured staff received relevant internal and external training as required for work health
and safety (WHS) and appropriate workplace behaviour, including:
–– 17 staff attended Appropriate Workplace Behaviour training;
–– 21 staff attended Giving and Receiving Feedback training;
–– 15 staff attended two refresher training sessions for emergency wardens and chief emergency
wardens;
–– 15 staff attended information sessions for emergency wardens on cyclone season;
–– three first aid officers completed ‘Apply First Aid’ training;
–– supported WHS committee training; and
–– one-on-one inductions provided to all new staff, which included reinforcing appropriate workplace
behaviour and the Treasury Personal Accountability Framework.
• In 2014‑15, the WHS audit program included quarterly WHS work area inspections and annual first
aid risk assessments, a summary of which is provided to Treasury boards on a quarterly basis.
Treasury also reviewed and updated the WHS Management System and continued to hold its
annual Mental Health Awareness Week for all staff. All staff undergo an ergonomic assessment on
commencement or relocation of their workspace.

Support staff participation in team building and charity events
Through Treasury‘s Social Club, staff members support a number of charitable and social events each
year, with graduates and trainees taking an active role in the club as business unit representatives and
event organisers. The events are an important opportunity for staff to gather socially and contribute
toward local community events and fundraising appeals.
In 2014‑15, Treasury’s charitable and social events raised over $2700 with donations going to a
number of charity organisations. These events included: Footy Colours Day, which raises money for the
Fight Cancer Foundation; Movember, which raises funds and awareness for men’s health; Chinese New
Year morning tea with a performance from the local Chung Wah Society Lion Dance Troupe; Jeans for
Genes Day with donations towards the Children’s Medical Research Institute; a Harmony Day lunch
fundraiser for the Darwin Asylum Seekers Support and Advocacy Network (DASSAN); Red Nose Day to
support SIDS and Kids; and Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea to support the Cancer Council.
Treasury People

Chinese New Year morning tea Lion Dance (Chung Wah Society),
Simon Lawrence, Lance Dolan, Eric Vo and Shlok Sharma (Movember)
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Harmony Day
Harmony Day was a notable event on the Social Club calendar as many staff members shared their
cultural backgrounds and culinary skills by contributing a dish to a staff lunch, while enjoying a showing
of a locally produced short film ‘Our Journey’ by Multicultural Youth NT. The event celebrated the cultural
diversity of Treasury staff and the Territory more generally, and staff members were able to appreciate
dishes originating from the Philippines, China, North America, Thailand, England, Scotland, Greece,
Belgium and Italy, among others. Funds raised were donated to DASSAN, a local asylum seeker support
network.
Movember
During November 2014, several Treasury staff members participated in Movember. The event is held in
Australia and around the world and aims to raise vital funds and awareness for men’s health, specifically
prostate cancer and male mental health issues. For the month of November, male staff members grew
moustaches and sought sponsorship for their moustache-growing efforts, raising a combined total of
$1245. Special mention goes to Lance Dolan and Shlok Sharma who coordinated the donations from
Treasury staff.
Katherine to Darwin Challenge
Staff member Andrew Baylis participated in the Katherine to Darwin Challenge, 27 to 29 June 2015,
a cycling event with 30 riders completing over 300km in three consecutive days. The aim was to raise
funds for Total Recreation, a community-based not-for-profit organisation that provides opportunities for
people with disabilities to participate in sporting and recreational activities. This year the ride raised a
massive $51 650, Andrew was successful in raising $1511 through donations.
Celebrate staff life achievements
In 2014‑15, staff members achieved the following academically and professionally:
Duncan Sandie

–– successful completion of Masters in Economic Studies and successfully
nominated for OCPE’s Future Leaders Network intake

Anthony Pizanias –– successful completion of Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting)
Sarimah Hodges –– successfully nominated for 2015 Lookrukin Program intake
Naomi Grattan

–– successfully nominated for OCPE’s Future Leaders Network intake

Zovuyo Mazibuko –– successfully nominated for OCPE’s Future Leaders Network intake
Eliza Jongue

–– successfully completed Graduate Diploma of Chartered Accounting

Priority 6.6: Ensure systems meet current and emerging business needs.
The Treasury Services Group provided a secure environment for the protection of Treasury’s intellectual
property, systems and information in the workplace, managed the integrity and improved the capability
of Treasury’s intranet and internet sites and improved internal reporting capability and processes. In
2014‑15, this was achieved by the development of:
• a number of SharePoint sites to facilitate document collaboration within the department as well as
with other agencies; and
• Governance documentation, including policies, procedures and business rules to assist staff with the
transition to Electronic Document Records Management (EDRM).

Priority 6.7: Develop and review processes to meet Treasury’s vision.
The Treasury Services Group provides executive and corporate services to enable Treasury to fulfil
its role as the key central agency for the provision of fiscal, economic, regulatory and resource
management advice.
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In 2014‑15, Treasury provided a transparent and compliant environment with the goal of meeting
stakeholder’s expectations, ensuring compliance with all internal and external policy and accountability
requirements. In 2014-15 Treasury:
• reviewed divisions’ business plans for 2015;
• surveyed key stakeholders, which included introducing a survey of internal stakeholders of the
Treasury Services Group for 2014‑15;
• formalised the Strategic Capability and Capacity Building Framework to allow for improved monitoring
and reporting of achievements against Treasury and NTPS strategic goals;
• provided a robust internal audit and compliance program that included the regular review of assets,
which this resulted in substantial cost savings to the department’s computer and laptop asset fleet;
and
• converted Treasury’s physical records to EDRM which included improving EDRM functionality and
integration with current systems. This resulted in a reduction of physical on-site record holdings
by 76.52 per cent, a total of 906 boxes containing 5415 files were archived in 2014‑15. In addition,
5546 records were captured as electronic conversion documents in HP TRIM.

Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, the Treasury Services Group’s priorities are to:
• develop and launch Treasury’s Emerging Leaders development program with the first intake in the
latter part of 2015 targeting AO6 and AO7 staff;
• increase Indigenous representation in the workforce;
• continue to promote Treasury as an employer of choice by expanding community networks;
• review and revitalise Human Resources’ electronic documents and webpage including employment
program access and information, and social media;
• launch an Annual Bullying and Harassment Awareness week in October 2015;
• implement phase 3 of the EDRM project plan to other Treasury divisions and transition the
department to EDRM;
• manage network drives to ensure compliance with records management standards and create
structured shared drives for remaining reference information;
• conduct a Treasury network document review to identify historical or short‑term records for archiving,
deleting or transferring to HP TRIM;
• develop an automated action tracking system for ministerial and Cabinet documents investigating
replacement of the e-Cab SharePoint workflow system currently in use; and
• develop and apply disposal schedules to archived records to reduce off-site holdings and
associated costs.
Table 10: Corporate and Governance Output Performance
Previous Years
Performance Measures

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

$5.25M

$4.33M

$4.87M

$4.65M

$4.95M

n.a.

n.a.

≥5

5

≥5

Quantity
Capacity to provide corporate and
governance services to support the
function of the agency
Quality
Stakeholder satisfaction survey rating1

n.a.: not applicable
1 Stakeholders are internal clients of the Treasury Services Group.
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Utilities Commission – Economic Regulation
Strategic Goal
To provide an economic regulatory framework for the delivery of utility services that serves the
long‑term interest of Territory consumers.

Key Objectives
Key objectives for the Utilities Commission (Commission) in 2014‑15 were to:
• contribute to a measurable improvement in the technical performance of the power system;
• contribute to the development and implementation of the reform program for the Territory’s electricity
industry; and
• ensure the Commission’s existing functions were undertaken in an effective and efficient manner
including through collaborative work with regulatory bodies from other jurisdictions.

Key Achievements
To contribute to a measurable improvement in the technical performance of the power system.
During 2014‑15, the Commission completed a technical audit of Power and Water Corporation (PWC)
and Territory Generation following the 12 March 2014 System Black incident in the Darwin-Katherine
power system. The technical audit considered PWC and Territory Generation’s compliance with
technical obligations of their respective network, system control and generation licences. A summary of
findings from the technical audit is included in the Commission’s 2013-14 Power System Review. As a
result of the audit findings, the Commission commenced an audit of PWC’s compliance processes and
reporting framework. The compliance audit was completed in July 2015.
Following several incidents in the Darwin-Katherine power system in mid-2014, the Commission directed
PWC System Control to engage an independent expert to undertake an investigation and prepare a
report to the Commission in relation to a number of reportable incidents involving Under Frequency
Load Shedding following the failure of a single generation unit. The Commission considered the
investigation report and continues to monitor progress of actions to address the report’s findings.
The Commission continued to focus on the technical performance of the Territory’s power systems as
part of its annual Power System Review. The review provides a thorough assessment of the adequacy
of the power system, including generation, transmission and distribution networks.
The Commission continued to monitor power system incident timeframes and monitor actions to
address recommendations from major incident reports, including the 12 March 2014 System Black
Investigation Report.
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To contribute to the development and implementation of the reform program for the Territory’s
electricity industry.
During 2014‑15, the Commission provided advice and assistance to Government to facilitate the
transfer of responsibility for network access and price regulation from the Commission to the AER,
effective from 1 July 2015.
The Commission continued to provide advice and assistance to Government on implementation of
a wholesale electricity market. In May 2015, the Commission approved amendments to the System
Control Technical Code to implement the interim wholesale electricity market.

To ensure the Commission’s existing functions are undertaken in an effective and efficient
manner through collaborative work with regulatory bodies from other jurisdictions.
Competition Oversight
The Commission undertook an investigation following a complaint from a large customer against
a licensed market participant. The investigation included a review of pricing, financial security
arrangements, negotiation processes and standards of service. The Commission reported the results
of its investigation to the Treasurer and a copy of the Commission’s report was provided to the relevant
parties to the complaint.

Network Price Regulation
In accordance with clause 78 of the Network Access Code (schedule to the Electricity Networks (Third
Party Access) Act), the Commission reviewed and approved PWC’s 2015‑16 network access tariffs and
charges. The reference tariffs and charges are the maximum that PWC can charge for standard network
access services provided with respect to its prescribed electricity networks.

Licensing
The Commission engaged in discussions with potential retail and generation licence applicants
interested in entering the Territory electricity market and provided advice in relation to the Territory’s
licensing and regulatory frameworks and the Commission’s licence application process.
In August 2014, the Commission approved an electricity retail licence for Rimfire Energy Pty Ltd. In
November 2014, the Commission received an application from EDL NGD (NT) Pty Ltd for an electricity
retail licence and an application for a standard generation licence.

Advice to the Minister
In 2014‑15, the Commission undertook a review and provided advice to the Treasurer on issues related
to electricity retail pricing.
During the year, the Commission continued to engage with national bodies such as Australian Energy
Regulator, Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) in the review of power system performance and
market development.
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Publications
The Commission provides a comprehensive list of publications in its Annual Report and on its website.

Future Priorities:
During 2015‑16, the Commission’s priorities include to:
• monitor progress of actions arising from major system incidents and encourage greater focus on
planning and performance of the power system;
• encourage market participants to adopt policies and procedures consistent with those used by
national bodies and representing good electricity industry practice;
• provide advice and assistance in implementing to the full Territory electricity market;
• consider the outcomes of PWC’s review of ancillary services and determine the efficient cost of
such services;
• consider elements of the National Energy Customer Framework, which may be adopted in the
Territory;
• continue to engage with national bodies, such as the AER and AEMO, and other jurisdictional
regulators;
• continue to focus on ensuring the compliance systems of licensees and industry participants are
robust;
• ensure access and price regulation of the Port of Darwin is undertaken in an efficient and effective
manner; and
• engage with Government on the future role of the Commission and contribute, where possible, to the
Government’s reform program.
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Table 11: Utilities Commission Output Performance
Previous Years

Current Year

Target

2012‑13
Actual

2013‑14
Actual

2014‑15
Estimate

2014‑15
Actual

2015‑16
Budget

Capacity to administer regulatory
regime

$0.91M

$0.99M

$0.94M

$0.91M

$0.94M

Capacity to advise Regulatory Minister

$0.39M

$0.42M

$0.40M

$0.39M

$0.40M

6

5

≥5

5

≥5

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Performance Measures
Quantity

Quality
Treasurer satisfaction survey rating
Timeliness
Determinations and approvals
issued within statutory timeframes1

1 Covers determinations and approvals on monopoly pricing, minimum service standards and other activities as provided for under the
Utilities Commission Act and other relevant industry regulation legislation.

Treasury People
Jenna Hutt and Petros Pastrikos (Information and Records Managment Unit),
Despina Glynatsis (Economic Group), Zovuyo Mazibuko (Economic Group)
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Corporate Governance Framework
Treasury’s Corporate Governance Framework provides an outline of how Treasury’s corporate governance principles
and strategies interact with the Northern Territory Public Sector (NTPS) values, and staff.
Figure 3: Corporate Governance Framework

Northern Territory Public Sector Values

Corporate Governance Principles

Commitment to Service: The NTPS is professional,
hardworking, effective, innovative and efficient, working
collaboratively to achieve the best results for the
Northern Territory.

The key principles that Treasury considers when making
decisions and taking action on day‑to‑day operations
are:

Ethical Practice: The NTPS upholds the highest
standards of practice and acts with integrity in all that
it does.
Respect: The NTPS respects all people, and in particular
their rights as individuals.

Diversity: The NTPS
values the diversity of its
workforce as well as the
Northern Territory population
it serves.

Transparency: decisions, actions and advice are open
to, and can withstand, the scrutiny necessary to ensure
that stakeholders can have confidence in Treasury
decision‑making processes;
Leadership: modelling and fostering behaviour
that supports NTPS values, inspires
and influences others and shapes
Corp
ora
organisational culture;
t

eG

s

Under Treasurer
SMG and
Subcommittees
Directors and Staff

S tr a

Principles
ance
ern
ov

Impartiality: The NTPS is apolitical
and provides the Government
with advice that is objective,
timely and based on the best
available evidence.

NTPS
Va
lue

Accountability: The NTPS is transparent and
accountable in all its actions.

Accountability: Treasury and its staff take responsibility
for their decisions and actions;

Integrity: actively promoting
honesty and ethical conduct
by upholding appropriate
standards of behaviour; and
Equity: fairness and equity
in decision‑making that is
free from bias.

te gic G o als

Strategic Goals
1. To provide quality analysis and public policy advice
on economic and commercial issues.

4. To provide effective funds management and public
sector superannuation.

2. To maintain and develop effective intergovernmental
financial relations.

5. To provide a fair and efficient Territory revenue
system.

3. To produce a budget and financial management
system that supports stable and sustainable
economic growth.

6. To develop the capability of Treasury and its people.
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Corporate Planning
Treasury’s 2014 Corporate Plan was developed in line with the NTPS values and released in 2014. The
three‑year Corporate Plan is reviewed annually to ensure it continues to address emerging issues and
government priorities.
In 2014, Treasury’s Senior Management Group (SMG) updated divisions’ business planning process,
which resulted in an extensive internal review by divisions on their business plans to ensure they
aligned with Treasury’s 2014 Corporate Plan and NTPS values. Divisions also conducted internal
strategic planning sessions. Business plans are by calendar year, and the 2015 plans were finalised and
endorsed by SMG in December 2014. The 2014-15 Annual Report is the first time divisions have aligned
their achievements to strategic goals.
In 2015-16 business plans will be reviewed for 2016 and the 2017 Corporate Plan developed.

Corporate Governance Committees
Four standing committees support SMG in carrying out its responsibilities in providing leadership on
key issues affecting the department. SMG considers reports and briefings from each committee and
provides direction and approval of corporate policy and department projects. Each committee’s role,
membership and performance in 2014-15 are outlined in this section.
For administrative efficiency and to ensure appropriate senior involvement and oversight, SMG sits as
the risk and audit and human resource management subcommittees.
Membership reflects committee members as at 30 June 2015.

Risk and Audit Committee
Role
The Risk and Audit Committee oversees internal reviews and quality assurance relating to financial
management, risk management and fraud control, and considering how these can potentially impact
Treasury.

2014-15 Performance
Treasury’s achievements in risk and audit for 2014-15 are summarised in this section of the report.

2015-16 Priorities
During 2015-16, the Risk and Audit Committee’s priorities are to:
• implement the 2015-16 risk management and audit schedule;
• develop the 2016-17 risk management and audit schedule;
• review internal reporting for risk and audit; and
• implement the risk management framework.
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Human Resource Management Committee
Role
The Human Resource (HR) Management Committee guides the development and implementation of
human resource management policy and planning in Treasury.

2014-15 Performance
Treasury’s achievements in HR management for 2014-15 are summarised in the Achievements section
of this report.

2015-16 Priorities
During 2015-16, the HR Management Committee’s priorities are to:
• expand leadership development to include an emerging leaders program, focusing on
Administrative Officer (AO) 5 to AO7 staff development;
• strengthen the capacity and capability of the workforce by encouraging intra and inter‑agency
rotations, graduate and other employment programs, and a whole of department approach to
recruitment and talent management;
• provide new managers with supervisor induction training supported by the online Manager’s Toolkit;
• revitalise and streamline the Employee Development Framework (EDF) process; and
• provide more flexibility with development, training and induction opportunities.

Professional Development Committee
Role
The Professional Development Committee is responsible for setting policy and considering applications
for assistance relating to professional development of staff.

Membership
• Deputy Under Treasurer, David Braines-Mead
• Acting Deputy Under Treasurer, Craig Graham
• Assistant Under Treasurer (Revenue), Grant Parsons
• HR representative

2014-15 Performance
In 2014-15, the Professional Development Committee:
• approved 16 study assistance applications; and
• spent $161 924 (0.87 per cent of employee expenses) on training and development for Treasury staff,
compared to $129 265 (0.72 per cent of employee expenses) in 2013-14.

2015-16 Priorities
In 2015-16, the Professional Development Committee’s priorities are to continue to emphasise
professional and technical development that aligns to the Treasury and NTPS strategic priorities and
enhances the workforce capability to respond to community emerging needs. The Treasury workforce
capability framework is underpinned by the drive to offer long‑term career goals to Territorians.
Sponsored training and participation in professional body activities supports the existing workforce in
its career development while at the same time utilise graduate programs and scholarships to ‘grow our
own’. Treasury’s focused development program ensures an agile workforce that is constantly developing
and gaining experience. Committees, such as the Professional Development Committee, ensure the
training remains aligned to identified skill gaps and opportunities are equitable.
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Work Health and Safety Committee
Role
The Work Health and Safety (WHS) Committee oversees and sets direction for WHS activities.

Membership
• Director Corporate Support, Gerard Taylor (Chair)
• Corporate Support Group Coordinator, Liza Sutton (Secretary)
• Governance and Business Support Coordinator, Nadine Parkinson (Project Officer)
• Revenue Officer, Shlok Sharma
• Assistant Director Policy, Heidi Maruna
• System Administrator, Alvin Teo
• Executive Assistant to the Under Treasurer, Tamara Hutcheon
• Economic Group Coordinator, Sarah Schubert

2014-15 Performance
Treasury’s achievements in WHS for 2014-15 are summarised in the Achievements section of this report.

2015-16 Priorities
During 2015-16, Treasury’s priorities are to:
• provide information sessions to Treasury staff on the WHS Management System (WHSMS);
• maintain the WHS training program for staff as per legislation;
• maintain regular committee and building committee meetings as per legislation; and
• continue educational sessions and activities for staff, including Mental Health Week.

Internal Reporting
Treasury’s WHS Committee produces a quarterly WHS report, which is provided to SMG and associated
Treasury boards for tabling.

Treasury People
Janice Johnston and Debbie Davis (Human Resources), Ken Li (Territory Revenue Office)
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Risk Management
Managing and Mitigating Risk
Treasury manages its risk through understanding its functions and potential areas of exposure,
implementing appropriate strategies to address these areas and monitoring the progress and
effectiveness of those strategies.
Treasury’s main areas of risk at a department level are:
• external – failure to comply with processes, rules, regulations or laws, the effect of which could
impact negatively on Treasury’s reputation or on that of the Treasurer and the Government; and
• internal – limited ability to pursue Treasury’s strategic goals due to difficulty in recruiting and retaining
appropriately qualified staff.
Table 12: Internal Risk Controls
Accounting and Property Manual
(AMP)

The Financial Management Act requires the Accountable Officer to issue and
maintain an APM for use by Treasury’s employees. Treasury’s APM was renewed in
March 2015.

Business Continuity Plan (BCP)

Treasury’s BCP details the action that Treasury, as a central agency, will take
following an unexpected event or disaster in order to maintain continuity of business
operations. Treasury’s BCP was reviewed in October 2014.

Conflict of interest

Treasury ensures all conflicts of interest (potential, perceived or actual) are
recognised and managed effectively with a transparent and standard process.
Treasury canvassed all staff to disclose conflicts of interest. Seven staff had an
actual, potential or perceived conflict of interest.

Control self assessment (CSA)

CSA is a governance tool designed to help managers assess business processes,
control organisational effectiveness and ensure legislative requirements are met.
CSA uses monthly, quarterly and annual questions to apply adequate controls and
mitigate certain risks, ensuring appropriate action is taken to report on these risks.
Currently, CSA is used by the Treasury Services Group, which includes Human
Resources, Finance, Information and Records Management, Office Services,
Communications, WHS, and Information, Communication and Technology (ICT), and
Northern Territory Treasury Corporation (NTTC).

Corporate delegations

Delegations create a clear guideline for staff and accountable officers in Treasury
on their financial, procurement and human resource limitations and are reviewed
annually, or as required. Treasury has four delegations, financial, HR, procurement
and contract.

Induction process

All Treasury staff complete a new starter checklist with their supervisor and a
representative from HR and an electronic induction process, and are provided with
Treasury’s Reference Manual ‘About Us’ on commencement. All new Treasury staff
underwent an induction in 2014-15.

ICT BCP

Treasury’s ICT BCP summarises specific ICT requirements for its divisions and is
forwarded to the Department of Corporate and Information Services (DCIS) for its
records. Treasury’s ICT BCP was reviewed in October 2014.
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Procurement

Treasury’s procurement policies and procedures, including the Procurement
Management Plan, are reviewed annually. All procurement is handled by Treasury’s
Office Services team and the Department of Business procurement services, which
ensures compliance and consistency across the department
Treasury’s procurement documents were reviewed in June 2015.

Risk management and audit schedule Treasury’s risk management and audit schedule, which summarises the
department’s internal and external audit program including the Auditor-General’s
formal audit program, is developed annually. This schedule is considered by the Risk
and Audit Committee in formulating Treasury’s annual audit program for the coming
year. A summary of the progress against the schedule is submitted to the Risk and
Audit Committee quarterly.
Risk management framework

Treasury’s risk management framework is reviewed annually to ensure its continued
compliance with relevant legislation and Australian and New Zealand standards.
Incorporated into Treasury’s risk management framework is Treasury’s risk
assessment matrix, which is reviewed by divisions annually and outlines for each
business unit possible risks, existing controls and measures of the risks.

Risk register

Treasury’s risk register records foreseeable risks within a specified area of the
workplace and also lists actual risks identified through incidents. Treasury’s risk
register includes, but is not limited to, WHS, and is reviewed quarterly.

Whistleblower Policy

Treasury’s Whistleblower Policy is to ensures its continued compliance with the
Public Interest Disclosure Act 2008 and is reviewed annually. Any disclosures made
in good faith are taken seriously by Treasury, with action taken to address any
improper conduct and with every care taken to keep the whistleblower’s identity
confidential. The harming, harassment or intimidation of a whistleblower will not be
tolerated.
No public interest disclosures were lodged in 2014-15.

Monitoring Risk
A quarterly report is provided to the Risk and Audit Committee summarising the progress of the risk
management and audit schedule to date, and updates the committee on all external and internal
reviews and audits undertaken. The Auditor-General has a formal audit program that covers, in detail, all
of Treasury’s significant financial systems and accountabilities in the areas of Treasury budget, Territory
revenue, NTTC’s borrowings and investments, and the Territory’s superannuation funds. During 2014-15,
the Auditor‑General’s office conducted 10 audits or reviews.
A number of audits and reviews were also undertaken as part of the internal audit program. Treasury’s
internal reviews or audits are those either initiated by staff for an area requiring further investigation, or
those requiring regular audit or review for security or compliance reasons.
The Committee receives a number of regular reports throughout the financial year, including, but not
limited to:
• a risk management and audit schedule progress report;
• the risk register; and
• WHS quarterly reports.
All findings and recommendations from internal and external audits were reviewed by SMG and
appropriate action taken.
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Table 13: Audits and Reviews – External
Area

Audit

Audit Outcome

NTTC

Financial statements 2013-14

No significant matters identified.

Interim financial statements 2014-15

No significant matters identified.

Compliance – APEX system Internal Control

No significant matters identified.

Treasurer’s Annual Financial Report for the year
ended 30 June 2014.

No significant matters identified.

Territory Revenue Office

Territory Revenue Office Corporate Support
Compliance Audit – taxes, royalties and
tax‑related subsidy schemes 2014-15.

No significant matters identified.

Superannuation Office

Financial statements – Legislative Assembly
Members’ Superannuation Fund 2013-14

No significant matters identified.

Financial statements – Northern Territory Police
Supplementary Benefit Scheme 2013-14

No significant matters identified.

Financial statements – Northern Territory
Government and Public Authorities’
Superannuation Scheme (NTGPASS) 2013-14

No significant matters identified.

Interim financial statements NTGPASS 2014-15

No significant matters identified.

Review of superannuation operating standards
for the year ending 30 June 2014.

No significant matters identified.

Audit

Description

Audit Outcome

ICT access security (quarterly)

Audit staff access to the network drive, building, Four audits were conducted with
Microsoft Suite (MS) Outlook email distribution
no adverse findings.
groups, MS Webmail and OMA (phone email),
ePASS and virtual private network (remote access)
accounts.

Financial Management Group

Table 14: Internal Audits

Location association to access control Audit on locations in HP TRIM, ensuring access
workgroups (quarterly)
is restricted to members with the appropriate
security and caveat requirements. An audit is
conducted per access workgroup per business
unit, per quarter.

Treasury currently has nine
workgroups. A total of 43 audits
were conducted with no adverse
findings. Minor updates were
made as a consequence.

Stocktake – telecommunications
(bi-annual)

Audit of type and location of telecommunication Two audits were conducted with
devices.
no adverse findings.

Record census (annual)

Audit on physical location of records.

Audit was conducted in
November 2014. A report of
missing records was forwarded
to divisions for investigation.

Stocktake – portable and attractive
asset register (annual)

Audit of portable and attractive items
and main asset register.

Audit was conducted in
March 2015. No major
discrepancies were identified,
however a number of items were
identified as available for gifting.
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Table 15: Internal Reviews
Review

Description

Review Recommendations

Location security clearance review
(quarterly)

Review on security clearance access for staff
in HP TRIM. The location security renew is
conducted per work group with the purpose of
ensuring all locations (staff) have been assigned
to the correct business unit and have appropriate
HP TRIM security to enable them to conduct their
business.

Treasury currently has eight
workgroups, with each
business unit within the groups
individually audited per quarter.
28 audits were conducted with
no adverse findings, however
some security record locations
updated as a consequence.

Review of ex gratia and waiver
payments (monthly)

Review of taxation payments owed to
the Territory Government to determine if debt is
applicable for its intended purpose under the
Financial Management Act.

There were no adverse findings.

Review of information held by
agency (annual)

Part 2 section 11 (1) of the Information Act
requires that a public sector organisation must
publish a list of information held by the agency
at least once a calendar year.

Review was conducted in
February 2015 and findings
published March 2015.

Security review of declassification
of files (annual)

Review of security clearance on records in
HP TRIM.

Review was conducted in
January 2015 with no adverse
findings. System updated to
incorporate changes in security
classifications.

WHSMS (annual)

Review on all policies, procedures and forms in
WHSMS.

Documents reviewed, updated
and approved as required.

Risk Management Framework
(annual)

Review of Risk Management Framework and of
matrix by divisions.

Reviewed in conjunction with
business planning.

Financial delegations (annual)

Review of agency delegations with legislation.

Delegations were reviewed and
updated December 2014.

Procurement delegations (annual)

Review of agency delegations with legislation.

Delegations were reviewed and
updated June 2015.

Cabinet information security
measures compliance
check (annual)

Compliance check to ensure Cabinet security
measures are in place and operating.

Review was conducted in
April 2015. Treasury’s Cabinet
information security measures
were found to be of a high
standard, with some minor
changes recommended to
further strengthen security.
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Insurance
Under the Treasurer’s Directions (M2.1), agencies are required to detail the mitigation strategies and
processes employed to reduce the risk for workers compensation, assets and inventories, public
liabilities and indemnities. They exclude financial risks and legal costs in action.

Workers Compensation
Workers compensation insurance was purchased for one employee living and working interstate during
2014-15. This was the only commercial insurance purchased by Treasury.
During 2014-15, no new workers compensation claims were lodged. Table 16 compares data from
2012‑13 through to 2014-15.
Table 16: Workers Compensation Claims
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Total expenditure

Nil

$9 699

$373

New claims

Nil

1

Nil

Claims resolved

n.a.

1

n.a.

Staff receiving ongoing workers compensation payments

Nil

Nil

Nil

n.a.: not applicable

Assets and Inventories
Treasury maintains an electronic asset management system, with assets barcoded to enable
completion of more efficient and timely stocktakes. Asset registers were maintained for fixed, leased
and portable and attractive items, and regular stocktakes were conducted. Further details are provided
earlier in this section in the internal audit summary.
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Public Liabilities
Access to Treasury work areas was restricted, except for two front counter areas, and quarterly risk
assessments were completed on the building, including the public access areas.

Indemnities
Risk assessments are completed for all new agreements.

Self-insurance
As a general government agency, Treasury self-insures. In 2014-15, there were no self-insurance claims,
which was consistent with 2013-14.

Treasury People
Jenna Hutt, Christina Bailey, Annie Rose and Petros Pastrikos (Information and Records Managment Unit),
Wendy Nguyen and Chloe Ford (Cadets), Joseph Shanahan (Office Services)
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Information Act
Pursuant to section 131(2) of the Information Act, the Under Treasurer must report on Treasury’s
compliance with Part 9 (Records and Archives Management) of the Act.

Information Act Website
The Information Act website assists members of the public who are considering applying to access
information held by Treasury. The website and supporting documents are reviewed and updated
annually. Also, there are links on the website to:
• Treasury’s Information Officer’s contact details;
• the Act and Regulations;
• a register of government information held by Treasury. The register will assist an applicant to decide
if Treasury is likely to have the information they seek and specifies if it is available outside the formal
process of lodging a request under the Information Act;
• relevant policies, procedures and forms; and
• the Information Commissioner’s website.

Information Act Compliance
During 2014-15 three requests for information, one for access to personal information and two to
access government information, were lodged with Treasury and processed in accordance with the
Information Act.
In 2014-15 the department commenced its transition to electronic document records management with
an audit undertaken of all hard‑copy on-site record holdings. Governance documents were developed
and existing procedures amended to incorporate changes in business process, changes in technology
such as the introduction of Enterprise Vault and improvements in information management in line with
relevant overarching legislation.
Treasury continues to monitor and make improvements to its information and records management
policies and practices to ensure proper preservation of records and compliance with Records
Management Standards for Public Sector Organisations in the Territory.
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HR Operational Performance Reporting
Employment Instructions and Agency Requirements under the Public Sector Employment Management Act (PSEMA)
Employment Instruction

Agency Achievement

Number 1 – Filling Vacancies

All vacancies filled in line with PSEMA and NTPS Recruitment and
Selection Policy implemented 1 June 2015 with no appeals or grievances.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) must develop
a procedure for the filling of vacancies
consistent with PSEMA, its subordinate
legislation and any relevant award or enterprise
agreement.

Treasury fully implemented the NTPS Recruitment and Selection Policy
on 1 June 2015 ensuring the most suitable applicant is selected and the
recruitment process is:
• simplified;
• consistent with other NTPS agencies;
• fair and transparent;
• courteous and respectful of applicants; and
• designed to assess applicants’ suitability based on proven capabilities;
The panel will be informative about the reasons for selecting successful
applicants.

Number 2 – Probation

All probations resulted in employment confirmation with only one
probation extension required during the reporting period.

CEO must develop a probation procedure
Treasury ensures the probation process is communicated through all
consistent with PSEMA, its subordinate
levels of the department and all parties are aware of their respective
legislation and any relevant award or enterprise responsibilities.
agreement.
Treasury’s Probation Policy, procedure and supporting documents are
available to all staff through the Corporate Manual on Treasury’s intranet
site.
All new employees receive a face-to-face induction with HR within their
first week of employment. The Reference Manual provided includes
information on the probation process.
Number 3 – Natural Justice

A culture that supports the principals of natural justice and open
feedback.

The principles of natural justice are to be
observed in all dealings with employees.

Internal policies and procedures reflect the principles of natural justice
and are readily available on Treasury’s intranet site.
All new staff receive a face-to-face induction with HR, which includes the
principles of natural justice.
Treasury recruitment and selection processes comply with the NTPS
Recruitment and Selection Policy.
Regular opportunities, both formal and informal are provided to Treasury
staff to provide and be given feedback.
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Employment Instruction

Agency Achievement

Number 4 – Employee Performance
Management and Development Systems

A fully integrated employment development and management system
resulting in no significant performance issues in 2014‑15.

CEO must develop and implement an employee Treasury has implemented and continues to improve its Employment
performance management and development
Performance and Development System, which is supported by:
procedure consistent with PSEMA, its
• face-to-face, one-on-one induction and individual workforce plan for all
subordinate legislation and any relevant award
new employees within the first week of employment;
or enterprise agreement.
• a range of policies and procedures readily available to all staff on
Treasury‘s intranet site and introduced to staff at induction;
• Treasury’s internal‑specific automated performance management
system, EDF, which comprises an assessment tool based on the
NTPS’ Capability and Leadership Framework, providing six-monthly
feedback reviews and goal-setting, upward feedback from employees
to managers and executive, and identification of development
opportunities; and
• in-house workshops on Giving and Receiving Feedback Effectively,
which are offered three times a year to equip staff and managers with
the skills and techniques to provide and receive effective feedback, and
complement the EDF.
Number 5 – Medical Examinations

Nil medical examinations either formal or informal in 2014‑15.

CEO may engage a health practitioner to
undertake an examination of an employee
in accordance with section 45 and 49B of
PSEMA. The principles of natural justice must
be applied.

Treasury’s policies and procedures support the principles of natural
justice and section 45 and 49B of PSEMA. Policies and procedures are
available through the Corporate Manual on Treasury’s intranet site.

Number 6 – Employee Performance and
Inability

Nil performance issues escalated beyond informal stage and nil inability
processes in 2014‑15.

Agency to provide OCPE with information
relating to performance and inability.

Treasury HR staff in consultation with OCPE determine the most
appropriate remedial strategies.

The HR Manager works with the division manager and affected staff
member to ensure the Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment
(OCPE) guidelines are followed and provide assistance and support
throughout the process.

The agency has procedures in place for
Treasury reports annually through the OCPE State of the Service Report.
undertaking performance management
and inability consistent with PSEMA and its
subordinate legislation and any relevant award
or enterprise agreement.
Number 7 – Discipline

Nil performance issues escalated beyond informal stage and nil
disciplinary processes in 2014‑15.

Agency to provide OCPE with information on
Treasury reports annually through the OCPE State of Service Report.
the extent to which this employment instruction
Treasury has an Employee Accountability Framework and supporting
has been used by the agency.
policies, which are outlined in the induction process and readily available
CEO may establish procedures regarding
to staff through Treasury’s intranet site.
discipline within his or her agency consistent
with the PSEMA, its subordinate legislation and
any relevant award of enterprise agreement.
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Employment Instruction

Agency Achievement

Number 8 – Internal Agency Complaints and
Section 59 Grievance Reviews

Nil complaints escalated beyond informal stage and nil section 59
Grievance Reviews in 2014‑15.

CEO must develop an internal employee
grievance handling policy and procedure
consistent with PSEMA, its subordinate
legislation and any relevant award or enterprise
agreement.

Treasury’s Grievance Policy is readily available to all staff on Treasury’s
intranet site.

Number 9 – Employment Records

All HR-related documents are stored electronically through secure
HP TRIM and completion of archived records is anticipated during
2015‑16.

Agency has responsibility for keeping
employee’s employment records. The agency
must comply with the requirements of
PSEMA and its subordinate legislation, the
Information Act (NT) regarding correction,
collection and handling of personal information
contained on an employee’s employment
record.

DCIS is responsible for storing and security of all agency personnel files.

Number 10 – Equality of Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Programs

Treasury has transitioned to the NTPS Recruitment and Selection Policy
and reviewed the Indigenous Employment and Career Development
(IECD) Framework.

CEO must develop an EEO program consistent
with PSEMA, its subordinate legislation, the
Anti-Discrimination Act and any relevant award
or enterprise agreement. EEO programs must
be integrated with corporate, strategic and
other agency planning processes. CEO is to
report annually on programs and initiatives the
agency has developed. Report should also
include reports detailing specific action relating
to IECD.

Treasury’s compliance to the NTPS Recruitment and Selection Policy
and associated documentation serve to promote and uphold the EEO
principle.

Number 11 – Occupational Health and Safety
Standards Programs

Full integration of WHSMS during 2014‑15.

A CEO must ensure the application of
appropriate occupational health and safety
(OHS) standards and programs.

• Treasury’s WHSMS outlines how Treasury develops and maintains safe
work practices and systems, maintains legislative compliance, and
develops, implements and monitors WHS measures.

Agency to report annually on OHS programs.

• WHS information including committee members, policies, training
opportunities, related information and useful links.

Treasury’s HR unit provides advice and support to managers and staff in
dealing with grievances.

Any agency requests for access are processed in accordance with DCIS
policy and relevant legislation through HR. This process is outlined in a
procedure and readily available through Treasury’s intranet site.

Treasury’s Equity and Diversity Framework, in addition to supporting
Treasury’s own IECD Strategy, incorporates departmental requirements
under PSEMA and the Anti-Discrimination Act, as well as whole of
government strategies such as the EmployAbility Strategy, to promote and
encourage its diverse workforce.

• Support on WHS is provided by the WHS Committee with representation
from all divisions, and reports to SMG.
• Treasury reports on the WHSMS through State of Service Report to
OCPE.
• Details are summarised in the Achievements section of this report.
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Employment Instruction

Agency Achievement

Number 12 – Code of Conduct

Clearly defined expectations on acceptable behaviour in the workplace
and obligations as a Treasury employee.

The Code of Conduct stipulates the basic level New staff members receive a face-to-face HR induction on
of conduct expected of public sector officers commencement that explains the Code of Conduct, a copy of which is
as defined in PSEMA.
provided as part of their commencement package.
CEO may issue an agency-specific Code of
Conduct consistent with PSEMA, its associated
subordinate legislation, this code and any other
relevant legislation.

Treasury has a Personal Accountability Framework that incorporates
Treasury values, the Code of Conduct, accepting gifts and benefits, use
of ICT and other resources, confidentiality, conflicts of interest, fraud
and ethics, harassment and bullying, health and safety, making public
comment, outside employment, privacy and record keeping.
Both documents are readily available on Treasury’s intranet site and
referenced in the Corporate Manual.

Number 13 – Appropriate Workplace Behaviour No formal complaints within reporting period 2014‑15.
CEO must develop and implement an agency
policy and procedure to foster appropriate
workplace behaviour and a culture of respect,
and to deal effectively with inappropriate
workplace behaviour and bullying. The policy
and procedure are to be consistent with the
PSEMA, its subordinate legislation and any
relevant award or enterprise agreement.

Treasury’s Appropriate Workplace Behaviour policy and procedure
(available to all staff on Treasury’s intranet site) outlines the steps to
be taken should anyone be subjected to, or witness to, inappropriate
workplace behaviour.
Anti-Discrimination and Appropriate Workplace Behaviours training
is offered several times a year through in-house training, details are
summarised in the Achievements section of this report.
There were no formal complaints of inappropriate workplace behaviour or
bullying during 2014-15.

Number 14 – Redeployment and Redundancy
Procedures

One surplus employee accepted an offer of voluntary redundancy after
all other avenues had been exhausted.

Agency to ensure an ongoing employee who
may be surplus to requirement is afforded the
opportunities as outlined in sections 41-43 of
PSEMA and the CEO must give a copy of the
written notice issued to the employee stating
the reasons for a declaration of surplus status
to both the commissioner and any employee
organisation prescribed by regulation for the
employee.

One surplus employee was provided with and accepted an offer of
voluntary redundancy during 2014‑15 with the oversight and approval of
the Commissioner for Public Employment.
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Agency Achievement

Number 15 – Special Measures

One Indigenous graduate successfully appointed to AO4 role, two
Indigenous cadets successfully entering their second year of their
degrees and an additional two Indigenous cadets and two entry-level
graduates were recruited for the 2015‑16 year.

Sets out the requirements and conditions for
approval of agency special measure plans,
programs or arrangements.

Treasury does not at this time have any positions under Special Measures
Recruitment however supports Indigenous employment through its
traineeships, graduates and scholarship programs.
Treasury had two Indigenous Cadet Support employees in 2014‑15 and
intends to offer an additional two placements in 2015‑16. This program
aligns to Treasury’s ‘grow your own’ leadership framework with applicants
successfully completing their degrees moving into permanent AO4 roles.
Treasury has enrolled for two entry-level Indigenous cadets in 2015‑16,
targeting applicants they can support through tertiary studies.

PSEMA – Reports by the Commissioner of
Public Employment

Met all requirements under PSEMA and associated legislation.

Within three months of the end of each financial Treasury provides a detailed response annually to the Commissioner of
year, the Commissioner of Public Employment Public Employment through the State of Service Report.
must report in writing to the Minister on HR
management in the public sector during that
financial year.
PSEMA – Reports by the Commissioner of
Public Employment

Award for the best Financial Reporting section of the NTPS Annual
Reports.

The CEO of an agency must present a report Treasury provides an Annual Report to the Minister each year within the
to the appropriate minister on the operations of timeframes and guidelines required.
the agency during a financial year within three
months of the end of the financial year.

Treasury People
Tracy Stevens (Human Resources), Theo Rossides (Information, Communications and Technology)
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Legislation Administered
Advance Bank Integration Act
Appropriation (2015-2016) Act 2015
Bank of South Australia (Merger with Advance Bank) Act
Competition Policy Reform (Northern Territory) Act
Electricity Networks (Third Party Access) Act
Electricity Reform Act
Financial Agreement between the Commonwealth, States and Territories (Approval) Act 1994
Financial Management Act
Financial Relations Agreement (Consequential Provisions) Act 2000
First Home Owner Grant Act
Fiscal Integrity and Transparency Act 2001
Gaming Control Act (provisions about taxes and levies)
Gaming Machine Act (Part 8)
Government Owned Corporations Act
McArthur River Project Agreement Ratification Act (provisions about royalties)
Merlin Project Agreement Ratification Act (provisions about royalties)
Mineral Royalty Act
Mining (Gove Peninsula Nabalco Agreement) Act (provisions about royalties)
Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act
Motor Vehicles Act (Part V)
Northern Territory Treasury Corporation Act
Occupational Licensing (National Uniform Legislation) Act 2011
Payroll Tax Act
Petroleum Act (provisions about royalties)
Racing and Betting Act (Part IV, Division 5)
Revenue Units Act 2009
Soccer Football Pools Act (provisions about duties)
Stamp Duty Act
Superannuation Act
Superannuation Guarantee (Safety Net) Act
Taxation Administration Act
Territory Insurance Office Act
Totalisator Licensing and Regulation Act (Wagering Tax)
Unclaimed Superannuation Benefits Act
Utilities Commission Act
Water Supply and Sewerage Services Act (Economic Regulation)
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Legislative Changes 2014-15
Economic Management
Electricity Networks (Third Party Access) Regulations
Regulations to require the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) to consult in the same manner it would
under specific sections of the National Electricity Rules.

Electricity Reform (Administration) Amendment Regulations
The amendments provide for the establishment of an interim wholesale electricity generation market in
the Darwin-Katherine region.

Electricity Reform (Administration) Amendment (Prescribed Class of Customers) Regulations
The amendments prescribe a class of customers such that standard electricity contracts apply to all
electricity customers unless they have negotiated a written agreement.

Electricity Reform (System Control and Market Operator Functions Code) Regulations
The regulations require that an electricity entity to comply with the regulatory requirements of the interim
wholesale electricity generation market in the Darwin-Katherine region.

Government Owned Corporations (Power Corporations Restructure) Regulations
To transfer assets, liabilities, instruments, rights and proceedings between the Power and Water
Corporation, Power Generation Corporation and Power Retail Corporation on 30 June 2015.

Motor Accidents (Compensation) Commission Act
To establish the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Commission to administer the Motor Accidents
(Compensation) Scheme, manage the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Fund and promote road safety.

National Electricity (Northern Territory) (National Uniform Legislation) Act
To facilitate the transfer of the economic regulation of the Northern Territory’s regulated electricity
networks from the Utilities Commission to the AER, including necessary amendments to the Electricity
Reform Act and Electricity Networks (Third Party Access) Act.

Funds Management
Northern Territory Supplementary Superannuation Scheme Instrument
The Northern Territory Supplementary Superannuation Scheme Instrument was amended to remove
ambiguities in definitions and align the definition of ‘dependant’ with that in the Superannuation Act.

Superannuation Act
Amendments were made to:
• broaden who comprises a ‘dependant’ for the purposes of NTGPASS and the Northern Territory
Government Death and Invalidity Scheme (NTGDIS);
• allow the release of superannuation benefits following a release request from the Australian Taxation
Office;
• close the NTGPASS account‑based pension product and transfer the pension members to a
successor fund;
• introduce confidentiality provisions; and
• allow scheme members to appeal decisions made under the Superannuation Act to the new
Northern Territory Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
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Superannuation Regulations
Amendments were made to:
• specify time limits for seeking the review of decisions under the Superannuation Act; and
• update the list of entities declared to be public authorities under the Superannuation Act.

Own-Source Revenue
2015-16 Budget
Home Incentive Schemes (Stamp Duty Act, First Home Owner Grant Act)
As part of the Territory’s 2015‑16 Budget, the stamp duty senior, pensioner and carer concession was
increased from $8500 to $10 000 for conveyances entered into on or after 28 April 2015. Further, from
28 April 2015, the First Home Owner Grant, the stamp duty principal place of residence rebate and
the senior, pensioner and carer concession were amended to only require one, rather than all, of the
applicants for a grant or concession to satisfy the relevant occupancy requirements.
For the stamp duty senior, pensioner and carer concession, at least one person who is a senior (that is,
at least 60 years of age), or the holder of an Northern Territory Pensioner and Carer Concession Card,
is required to comply with the scheme’s occupancy requirements.

Stamp Duty on Insurance (Stamp Duty Act)
From 1 July 2015, stamp duty on life insurance was abolished. Amendments were also made to clarify
that life insurance ‘rider’ policies, which attach to, and provide additional cover over, policies of life
insurance, are taxable as general insurance.
Miscellaneous reforms were also made to update the existing stamp duty exemption for holders of
health insurance policies, and to exempt residential building insurance policies and fidelity certificates
required under the Building Act.

Payroll Tax Act
From 1 July 2015, the ‘charities’ exemption in the Payroll Tax Act was amended to ensure entities that
operate commercially in competition with the private sector, or are carried on the promotion of trade,
industry or commerce, are not exempt from payroll tax. The amendments clarify that political parties and
industrial associations are not eligible to receive the ‘charities’ exemption.
The amendments also removed the payroll tax exemption for apprentices and trainees, with the funds
retargeted into direct grant schemes operated by the Department of Business.
Miscellaneous payroll tax reforms removed the ‘insurance sellers’ and ‘door-to-door’ salesperson
relevant contract exclusions, and clarified the wording and operation of the ‘owner‑driver’ relevant
contract exclusion.

Casinos (Gaming Control Act, Gaming Control (Taxes and Levies) Regulations)
From 1 July 2015, Territory casinos are required to pay a 10 per cent community benefit levy on profits
from electronic gaming machines.

Miscellaneous
Minor amendments were also made to clarify and correct the stamp duty exemption for gifts of motor
vehicles between parents and stepchildren, the stamp duty treatment of property subject to trusts for
sale, valuation provisions in the Taxation Administration Act, and to refocus a stamp duty anti-avoidance
provision.
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Membership of Boards and Committees
Northern Territory
Aboriginal Land Chief Executive Officers Working Group
Aboriginal Land Working Group
Agents Licensing Fidelity Guarantee Fund Investment Board
ASNET Executive Review Group
ASNET Steering Committee
Charles Darwin University Audit and Risk Committee
Charles Darwin University Council
Charles Darwin University Finance and Infrastructure Development Committee
Chief Executive Officers Strategic Policy Group
Chief Finance Officers’ Forum
Chief Information Officers’ Forum
Coordination Committee of Northern Territory Government Chief Executives
DCIS Risk and Audit Committee (external member)
Defence Working Group
Department of Correctional Services Risk and Audit Committee (external member)
Department of Lands Planning and Environment Risk and Audit Committee (Chair)
Department of Transport Risk and Audit Committee (external member)
Domestic and Family Violence Steering Committee
Economic Development Committee of Coordination Committee
Executive Remuneration Review Panel
Finance Technical Reference Group
HR Management and Development Committee
ICT Governance Board
ICT Leadership Group
IECD Resource Group
Information Management Committee
Infrastructure Standing Committee
INPEX Industry Participation Plan Steering Committee
Land Development Corporation Board (Member and Treasury observer)
Legal Practitioners Funds Management Committee
Major Infrastructure Investment Steering Committee
National and Northern Australia Infrastructure Audit Working Group
National Australia Bank Steering Committee
National Superannuation Policy Officers Group
Native Title and Aboriginal Land Working Group
Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission
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Northern Territory Police Legacy Board
Northern Territory Water Policy Working Group
NT Build Board
NTTC Advisory Board (Chair and member)
Palmerston Regional Hospital Control Group
Palmerston Regional Hospital Steering Committee
Population Reference Group
Port Steering Committee
Procurement Review Board (Darwin)
Public Trustee Investment Board
Records Management Reference Group
Regional Infrastructure Study Project Control Group
Regulation Impact Committee (Chair)
Regulation of Water and Sewerage Industries Working Group
Security Assessment Board
Statistical Liaison Network
Superannuation Trustee Board
Territory Taxation Administration Liaison Committee (Chair)
Township Leasing Working Group
Youth Justice Framework Committee

National
Australian Statistics Advisory Council
Australian Taxation Revenue Office Compliance Committee
Council of Australian Governments working groups:
–– Energy Council Standing Committee of Officials
–– Energy Market Reform Working Group
–– Gas Market Development Working Group
–– Gas Market Reform Working Group
–– Gas Supply Hub – Jurisdictional Working Group Meeting
–– Infrastructure Working Group
Defence Support Industry Working Group
GST Administration Subcommittee
GST Policy and Administration Advisory Group
Heads of Treasuries
Heads of Treasuries committees/working parties:
–– Accounting and Reporting Advisory Committee
–– Budget and Financial Framework Advisory Committee
Heads of Treasuries Deputies
Indigenous Expenditure Report Working Group (Subgroup of Steering Committee for Review of
Government Service Provision)
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National Disability Insurance Scheme Senior Officials Working Group and Design Working Group
National Injury Insurance Scheme Senior Officials Working Group
National Partnership Network (Subgroup of Heads of Treasuries Deputies Working Group)
National Public Private Partnership Working Group
Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements Stakeholder Group
State Accounts Users Group
State Heads of Treasuries
State Statistical Forum
State Tax Commissioners committees and subcommittees:
–– Business Practices Committee
–– Commissioners Group
–– Commissioners’ Royalty Administration Committee
–– Compliance Committee
–– Information and Communication Technology Committee
–– National First Home Owner Grant Committee
–– Revenue Offices Compliance Committee
–– Tax Law Committee
–– Training and Customer Education Committee
Steering Committee for the Review of Government Service Provision
Treasury Corporate Services Directors’ Forum
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Financial Performance

2014-15 Financial Statements
Treasury
Central Holding Authority
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2014-15 Financial Statements – Treasury
Dual Role
The Department of Treasury and Finance (Treasury) has a unique role and set of responsibilities in the
Territory’s financial management framework, which makes the Financial Performance section of this
Annual Report different from other agencies.
First, Treasury manages two sets of financial statements: one on behalf of the Territory (whole of
government) including the Central Holding Authority (CHA); and one for its agency activities. Both sets
of financial statements are presented in this section.
A brief overview is provided with each set of financial statements and its accompanying notes to assist
the reader in understanding the performance of each entity.
Second, around three-quarters of the agency’s financial activities are undertaken on behalf of the
Territory rather than for Treasury’s own operations. This contrasts with most other agencies where, aside
from community service obligations (CSOs), agency budgets are for the most part devoted to their
service delivery responsibilities.
The Northern Territory Treasury Corporation (NTTC) is part of Treasury for organisational purposes but
is also a government business division with separate financial reporting requirements. NTTC undertakes
borrowings and investments on behalf of CHA. Its financial statements are included in its own Annual
Report.

The Central Agency Role
Treasury is a central agency, and its primary function is providing advice to Government. Like all
government agencies, Treasury’s activities are mainly funded by appropriations, as set out in the annual
Northern Territory Budget.
Treasury undertakes certain responsibilities on behalf of the Territory, therefore incurring Government
expenses through Treasury’s Operating Statement. These expenses include the Territory’s GST
administration costs, payment of CSOs for the utility uniform tariff policy and payment of home incentive
schemes on behalf of Government. It is important in reviewing Treasury’s financial statements to
understand the effect these whole of government expenses have on Treasury’s financial position.
Like all general government agencies, Treasury’s financial performance in 2014-15 and comparatives
for 2013-14 are reported in four financial statements: the Comprehensive Operating Statement;
Balance Sheet; Statement of Changes in Equity; and Cash Flow Statement. These statements have
been prepared in accordance with the whole of government financial management framework and
accounting standards. Treasury also collects substantial government revenue on behalf of CHA for use
across government. Information on income collected is also provided.
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Figure 4: Relationship between CHA, Treasury and Other Agencies
Agency Revenue
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Financial Statement Overview
For the Year Ended 30 June 2015
• Treasury reported an operating surplus of $7.25 million in 2014-15, compared with a $0.63 million
surplus in 2013‑14 and an estimated surplus for 2014-15 of $0.18 million. The higher surplus than
estimated resulted from expenditure being less than expected as a result of the implementation of
efficiency measures and the lower than anticipated take‑up of home incentive payments.
• The increase in income from $116.57 million in 2013-14 to $123.53 million is due to increased output
appropriation associated with expenses paid on behalf of government, including CSOs to the Power
and Water Corporation (PWC) and Jacana Energy, and the home incentive schemes.
• Expenses in 2014-15 remain largely consistent with the previous year, despite higher administration
costs as a result of higher consultant and legal expense over 2013-14. These increases were largely
offset by lower employee expenses and a reduction in GST administration costs.
• Total assets increased by $7.61 million in 2014-15, or 63 per cent, due mainly to higher cash at bank.
• Total liabilities increased by $0.35 million, or 9 per cent, mainly a result of an increase to payables.
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Comprehensive Operating Statement – Summary
Table 17: Comprehensive Operating Statement
2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

$000

Operating income

123 526

116 571

6 955

6

Operating expenses

116 273

115 943

330

0

7 253

627

6 626

Net operating deficit/surplus

Variation
%

The higher income in 2014-15 reflects an increase in funding for grants and subsidies made on behalf
of government. Operating expenses remain largely consistent across both years.

Operating Income
Table 18: Operating Income
2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

$000

120 674

113 751

6 923

6

0

14

- 14

- 100

2 427

2 398

29

1

Other income

425

408

17

4

Total income

123 526

116 571

6 955

Output appropriation
Commonwealth appropriation
Goods and services received free of charge

Variation
%

Treasury’s principal source of revenue (98 per cent or $120.7 million in 2014-15) is output appropriation.
The remaining $2.8 million is revenue for services received free of charge and other income. The
increase in output appropriation is largely a result of appropriation received for additional grant and
subsidy payments (First Home Owners Grant (FHOG) and CSOs).
Commonwealth appropriation in 2013-14 reflected residual payments for the First Home Owners Boost
scheme and was finalised in that year.
Around 80 per cent of Treasury’s output appropriation is for payments Treasury makes on behalf of
Government.
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Operating Expenses
Table 19: Operating Expenses
2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

$000

%

16 664

17 120

- 456

-3

Purchases of goods and services1

6 510

5 578

932

17

Goods and services received free of charge

2 427

2 398

29

1

GST administration

7 107

7 372

- 265

-4

322

51

271

527

Current

19 019

18 849

170

1

CSOs

64 225

64 575

- 350

-1

116 273

115 943

330

Employee expenses

Variation

Administrative expenses

Other expenses
Grants and subsidies

Total expenses
1 Includes repairs and maintenance, and property management.

Expenses incurred by Treasury during the year were predominantly whole of government items paid
from Treasury’s budget. Figure 5 shows that 22 per cent or $25.92 million of the 2014-15 operating
expenses related to Treasury’s own agency operations, while 78 per cent or $90.35 million were whole
of government expenses managed by Treasury. There has been no change in operational expenses for
Treasury as an agency to expenses paid on behalf of government compared to 2013-14. Treasury has
no discretion as to how resources are spent on behalf of government.
The expenses incurred on behalf of government include grants and subsidies such as CSO payments
to PWC and Jacana Energy to maintain uniform tariffs for households and small businesses, home
incentive schemes and GST administration costs paid to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO).
Figure 5: Treasury’s Operating Expenses

Agency expenses $25.92M

Expenses on behalf of
Government $90.35M

Treasury’s own agency expenses relate to employee and administrative costs, including Information
Communications and Technology (ICT) and legal and consultants’ services. There has been only a
marginal increase of $0.77 million from 2013-14 as a result of established efficiency measures.
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Employee Expenses
Employee expenses in 2014-15 decreased by 3 per cent from 2013-14 due a reduced number of
full‑time equivalent (FTE) staff compared to the previous year.

Administrative Expenses
Administrative expenses comprise the purchase of goods and services, repairs and maintenance,
depreciation, GST administration payments to the Commonwealth and other expenses such as legal,
travel, training and consultancy costs. It also reflects the notional cost of shared services provided
by the Department of Corporate and Information Services (DCIS) to Treasury as an agency. Overall
administrative expenses increased by 6 per cent compared with 2013-14, largely as a result of higher
purchases of goods and services. Purchases of goods and services increased by $0.93 million,
primarily due to higher consultancy and legal services.
Interest expenses relating to refunds awarded as a result of objections or appeals against assessments
was higher in 2014-15, however this was largely offset by lower than expected fees paid to the ATO for
the Territory’s share of the ATO’s cost of administering GST revenue for the states.
Goods and services received free of charge increased by 1 per cent.

Grants and Subsidies
Table 20 provides details of grants and subsidies paid in 2014-15 and 2013-14.
A decrease in the BuildBonus scheme payments due to its cessation on 31 December 2009, and a
reduction in CSO obligations, were largely offset by an increase in the demand for FHOGs resulting in a
negligible $0.02 million decrease in payments of grants and subsidies over 2013-14.
CSO payments of $64.23 million were made during the year to support the uniform tariff policy for
electricity, water and sewerage, providing assistance to households and businesses in the main urban
population centres of the Territory. The Department of Local Government and Community Services
provides CSOs in relation to utility services in remote areas.
Table 20: Grants and Subsidies
2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

$000

%

CSO

64 225

64 575

- 350

-1

FHOG

17 609

16 579

1 030

6

1 360

2 220

- 860

- 39

50

50

0

0

83 244

83 424

- 180

BuildBonus
Other grants
Total grants and subsidies
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Variation

Balance Sheet – Summary
Table 21: Balance Sheet

Assets
Liabilities
Equity

2014-15

2013-14

Variation

$000

$000

$000

%

19 592

11 986

7 606

63

4 365

4 013

352

9

15 227

7 974

7 253

Table 21 provides information on Treasury’s financial position at the end of the year and records
balances of assets, liabilities and equity.
Treasury’s assets comprise mostly cash, receivables and advances, with a small amount of property,
plant and equipment, which reflect Treasury’s predominant role of policy advice rather than service
delivery.
The increase in Treasury assets is largely due to increased cash and minor increases in receivables and
property, plant and equipment.
Treasury’s total liabilities of $4.4 million are higher than 2014-15, due to a 36 per cent or $0.44 million
increase in payables, partially offset by lower employee provisions due to a reduced number of FTE
staff compared to prior year.

Statement of Changes in Equity – Summary
Table 22: Statement of Changes in Equity

Balance of equity at 1 July

2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

Variation
$000

%

7 974

7 946

28

0

- 21 471

- 21 471

0

0

Accumulated funds

36 698

29 445

7 253

25

Balance of equity at 30 June

15 227

7 974

7 253

Capital

The balance of equity has increased by $7.25 million, reflecting the movements in assets and liabilities
mentioned above.
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Statement of Cash Flows – Summary
Table 23: Statement of Cash Flows
2014-15

2013-14

$000

$000

11 491

11 487

4

0

Receipts

121 497

114 935

6 562

6

Payments

- 113 964

- 114 330

366

0

0

- 600

600

- 100

19 024

11 491

7 533

Cash at beginning of the reporting period

Equity withdrawal
Cash at end of the reporting period

Variation
$000

%

The Cash Flow Statement summary provides information on the movement of cash during the year and
shows an increase in cash balances.
Figures in the Cash Flow Statement vary from those in the Comprehensive Operating Statement as the
Cash Flow Statement includes only cash transactions, whereas the Operating Statement includes noncash items such as depreciation and annual non-cash adjustments to employee entitlements. However,
the variations to receipts and payments are relatively consistent with those in the Operating Statement.

Collection of Income
Table 24: Total Income Collected by Treasury

Treasury – agency income – reported in the
Comprehensive Operating Statement

2014-15

Total

2012-13

Total

$000

%

$000

%

123 526

2

116 571

3

Treasury – CHA income – reported in Note 19 to
the financial statements

4 974 059

98

4 326 782

97

Total income collected

5 097 585

100

4 443 352

100

Table 24 shows the total income collected by Treasury, categorised by agency income and income
collected and administered on behalf of the Territory. CHA income does not form part of income
controlled by Treasury and is therefore not reported in Treasury’s financial reports. Rather, it is
summarised by way of disclosure in Note 19 to the financial statements.
During 2014-15, Treasury collected total income of $5.1 billion. Of this, 2.6 per cent or $0.12 billion
is the income figure reported in Treasury’s financial reports, with the remaining 97.4 per cent (or
$4.98 billion) being Territory income, collected on behalf of, and recorded in, CHA.
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Certification of the Financial Statements
We certify that the attached financial statements for the Department of Treasury and Finance have been
prepared from proper accounts and records in accordance with the prescribed format, the Financial
Management Act and Treasurer’s Directions.
We further state that the information set out in the Comprehensive Operating Statement, Balance Sheet,
Statement of Changes in Equity, Cash Flow Statement, and notes to and forming part of the financial
statements, presents fairly the financial performance and cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2015
and the financial position on that date.
At the time of signing, we are not aware of any circumstances that would render the particulars
included in the financial statements misleading or inaccurate.

Jodie Ryan

David Braines-Mead

Under Treasurer

Deputy Under Treasurer

30 October 2015

30 October 2015
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Comprehensive Operating Statement
For the year ended 30 June 2015
Note

2015

2014

$000

$000

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
Current

49

14

120 674

113 751

0

14

376

360

2 427

2 398

1

34

123 526

116 571

16 664

17 120

6 331

5 403

1

7

178

169

13

49

9 534

9 770

Current

19 019

18 849

CSO

64 225

64 575

307

2

116 273

115 943

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

7 253

627

COMPREHENSIVE RESULT

7 253

627

Appropriation
Output
Commonwealth
Sales of goods and services
Goods and services received free of charge

4

Other income
TOTAL INCOME

3

EXPENSES
Employee expenses
Administrative expenses
Purchases of goods and services

5

Repairs and maintenance
Property management
Depreciation and amortisation

8

Other administrative expenses

1

Grants and subsidies expenses

Interest expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

3

1 Includes DCIS service charges.

The Comprehensive Operating Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Balance Sheet
As at 30 June 2015
Note

2015

2014

$000

$000

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and deposits

6

19 024

11 491

Receivables

7

75

37

1

1

19 100

11 530

423

423

69

34

492

457

19 592

11 986

Prepayments
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Advances and investments
Property, plant and equipment

8

Total non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Payables

10

1 667

1 225

Provisions

11

1 939

1 993

3 607

3 218

759

795

759

795

4 365

4 013

15 227

7 974

- 21 471

- 21 471

36 698

29 445

15 227

7 974

Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Provisions

11

Total non-current liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Capital
Accumulated funds
TOTAL EQUITY

12

The Balance Sheet is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 30 June 2015

Note

Equity at
1 July
$000

Transactions
with owners in
Comprehensive their capacity
result
as owners
$000

Equity at
30 June

$000

$000

2014-15
Accumulated funds

29 445

7 253

36 698

29 445

7 253

36 698

Capital – transactions with owners
Equity injections

- 21 471

- 21 471

- 21 471

- 21 471

Equity transfers in
Equity withdrawals
Capital withdrawal
Equity transfers out

Total equity at end of financial year

12

7 974

7 253

15 227

28 817

627

29 445

28 817

627

29 445

2013-14
Accumulated funds

Capital – transactions with owners
Equity injections

- 20 872

- 20 872

Equity transfers in

1

1

- 600

- 600

- 599

- 21 471

- 599

7 974

Equity withdrawals
Capital withdrawal
Equity transfers out
- 20 872
Total equity at end of financial year

12

7 946

627

The Statement of Changes in Equity is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Cash Flow Statement
For the year ended 30 June 2015
Note

2015

2014

$000

$000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating receipts
Grants and subsidies received
Current

49

14

120 674

113 751

Appropriation
Output
Commonwealth

14

Receipts from sales of goods and services

774

1 156

121 497

114 935

Payments to employees

- 16 709

- 17 605

Payments for goods and services

- 13 655

- 13 300

Current

- 19 019

- 18 849

CSO

- 64 225

- 64 575

- 307

-2

- 113 915

- 114 330

7 581

605

Total operating receipts
Operating payments

Grants and subsidies paid

Interest paid
Total operating payments
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investing payments
Purchases of assets

- 49

Total investing payments

- 49

0

Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

- 49

0

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Financing payments
Equity withdrawals

- 600

Total financing payments

0

- 600

Net cash from/(used in) financing activities

0

- 600

7 533

5

11 491

11 487

19 024

11 491

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Cash at beginning of financial year
CASH AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

13

The Cash Flow Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2015
1. Objectives and Funding
Treasury contributes to the achievement of Government’s economic, fiscal and social policy objectives by
providing analysis and advice on sustainable government finances, and strategic positioning and effective risk
management of Government’s economic, commercial and revenue activities.
Treasury is predominantly funded by, and is dependent on, the receipt of parliamentary appropriations. The
financial statements encompass all funds through which the agency controls resources to carry on its functions
and deliver outputs. For reporting purposes, outputs delivered by the agency are summarised into six output
groups. Note 3 provides summary financial information in the form of a Comprehensive Operating Statement by
output group.
Additional information in relation to Treasury and its principal activities are provided in the Achievements section
of this report.

2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
(a) Basis of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Financial Management
Act (FMA) and related Treasurer’s Directions. The FMA requires Treasury to prepare financial statements for the
year ended 30 June based on the form determined by the Treasurer. The form of agency financial statements is
to include:
(i)

a Certification of the Financial Statements;

(ii) a Comprehensive Operating Statement;
(iii) a Balance Sheet;
(iv) a Statement of Changes in Equity;
(v) a Cash Flow Statement; and
(vi) applicable explanatory notes to the financial statements.
The financial statements have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting, which recognises the effect
of financial transactions and events when they occur, rather than when cash is paid out or received. As part of
the preparation of the financial statements, all intra‑agency transactions and balances have been eliminated.
Except where stated, the financial statements have also been prepared in accordance with the historical cost
convention.
The form of the agency financial statements is also consistent with the requirements of Australian Accounting
Standards. The effects of all relevant new and revised Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian
Accounting Standards Board (AASB) that are effective for the current annual reporting period have been
evaluated. The Standards and Interpretations and their impacts are:
AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements, AASB 2013-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Australian Implementation Guidance for Not-for-Profit Entities – Control and Structured Entities
AASB 10 requires a parent to present consolidated financial statements as those of a single economic entity,
replacing the requirements previously contained in AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements.
The standard does not impact the financial statements.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
AASB 11 Joint Arrangements
AASB 11 replaces AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures. It requires a party to a joint arrangement to determine
the type of joint arrangement in which it is involved by assessing its rights and obligations, and then account for
those rights and obligations in accordance with that type of joint arrangement. The standard does not impact the
financial statements.
AASB 12 Disclosure of Interests in other Entities, AASB 2013-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Australian Implementation Guidance for Not-for-Profit Entities – Control and Structured Entities
AASB 12 requires the extensive disclosure of information that enables users of financial statements to evaluate
the nature of, and risks associated with, interests in other entities and the effects of those interests on its financial
position, financial performance and cash flows. The standard does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 1031 Materiality (2013), AASB 2013-9 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
Conceptual Framework, Materiality and Financial Instruments, AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards (Part C – Materiality)
Revised AASB 1031 is an interim standard that cross-references to other standards and the Framework for the
Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements that contain guidance on materiality. The standard does
not impact the financial statements.
AASB 1055 Budgetary Reporting
AASB 1055 sets out budgetary reporting requirements for not-for-profit entities within the general government
sector. The required disclosures comprise a separate note accompanying the financial statements.
AASB 2012-3 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities (AASB 132)
The standard addresses inconsistencies in current practice when applying the offsetting criteria in AASB 132
Financial Instruments: Presentation. The standard does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 2013-3 Amendments to AASB 136 – Recoverable Amount Disclosures for Non-Financial Assets
The amendments to AASB 136 Impairment of Assets address the disclosure of information about the
recoverable amount of impaired assets if that amount is based on fair value less costs of disposal. The standard
does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards (Part A – Annual Improvements 2010-2012
and 2011-2013 Cycles)
Part A of the standard makes amendments to various Australian Accounting Standards (AASB 2, 3, 8, 9, 13, 116,
119, 124, 137, 138, 139, 140 and 1052 and Interpretation 129) arising from the issuance by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) Annual
Improvements to IFRS 2010-2012 Cycle and Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2011-2013 Cycle. The standard
does not impact the financial statements.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(b) Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations Issued but not yet Effective
At the date of authorisation of the financial statements, the Standards and Interpretations listed below were in
issue but not yet effective. They may have an impact on the financial statements for future reporting periods but
the exact impact is yet to be determined.
At the date of authorisation of the financial statements, the Standards and Interpretations listed below are
expected to have an impact, but the exact impact is yet to be determined.
Effective for annual
reporting periods
beginning on or after

Standard/Interpretation
AASB 9 Financial Instruments (Dec 2014), AASB 2014-1 amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards (Part E – Financial Instruments), AASB 2014-7 Amendments to
Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9 (Dec 2014)

1 Jan 2018

AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers, AASB 2014-5 Amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards arising from AASB 15

1 Jan 2017

AASB 2014-4 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Clarification of Acceptable
Methods of Depreciation and Amortisation (AASB 116 and 138)

1 Jan 2016

AASB 2015-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Annual Improvements to
Australian Accounting Standards 2012‑2014 Cycle (AASB 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 110, 119, 121, 133,
134, 137 and 140)

1 Jan 2016

AASB 2015-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Disclosure
Initiative: Amendments to AASB 101 (AASB 7, 101, 134 and 1049)

1 Jan 2016

AASB 2015-6 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Extending Related Party
Disclosures to Not-for-Profit Public Sector Entities (AASB 10, 124 and 1049)

1 July 2016

(c) Agency and Territory Items
The financial statements of Treasury include income, expenses, assets, liabilities and equity over which Treasury
has control (Agency items). Certain items, while managed by the agency, are controlled and recorded by
the Territory rather than the agency (Territory items). Territory items are recognised and recorded in CHA as
discussed below.
Central Holding Authority
CHA is the ‘parent body’ that represents the Government’s ownership interest in Government-controlled entities.
CHA also records all Territory items, such as income, expenses, assets and liabilities controlled by the
Government and managed by agencies on behalf of the Government. The main Territory item is Territory
income, which includes taxation and royalty revenue, Commonwealth general purpose funding (such as GST
revenue), fines, and statutory fees and charges.
CHA also holds certain Territory assets not assigned to agencies as well as certain Territory liabilities that are not
practical or effective to assign to individual agencies such as unfunded superannuation and long service leave.
CHA recognises and records all Territory items, and therefore, these items are not included in the agency’s
financial statements. However, as the agency is accountable for certain Territory items managed on behalf of
Government, these items have been separately disclosed in Note 19 – Schedule of Administered Territory Items.

(d) Comparatives
Where necessary, comparative information for the 2013-14 financial year has been reclassified to provide
consistency with current year disclosures.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(e) Presentation and Rounding of Amounts
Amounts in the financial statements and Notes to the Financial Statements are presented in Australian dollars
and have been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars, with amounts of $500 or less rounded down to zero.

(f) Changes in Accounting Policies
There have been no changes to accounting policies adopted in 2014-15 as a result of management decisions.

(g) Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of the financial report requires the making of judgments and estimates that affect the
recognised amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and the disclosure of contingent liabilities.
The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgments
about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results
may differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates
are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the
period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.
Judgments and estimates that have significant effects on the financial statements are disclosed in the relevant
notes to the financial statements. Notes that include significant judgments and estimates are:
• Employee Benefits – Note 2(s) and Note 11: Non-current liabilities in respect of employee benefits are
measured as the present value of estimated future cash outflows based on the appropriate government bond
rate, estimates of future salary and wage levels, and employee periods of service.
• Depreciation and Amortisation – Note 2(k), Note 8: Property, Plant and Equipment.

(h) GST
Income, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred on a purchase of goods and services is not recoverable from the ATO. In these circumstances the GST
is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated with the amount of GST included. The net amount of GST recoverable
from, or payable to, the ATO is included as part of receivables or payables in the Balance Sheet.
Cash flows are included in the Cash Flow Statement on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows
arising from investing and financing activities, which are recoverable from or payable to, the ATO are classified
as operating cash flows. Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST recoverable
or payable unless otherwise specified.

(i) Income Recognition
Income encompasses both revenue and gains.
Income is recognised at the fair value of the consideration received, exclusive of the amount of GST. Exchanges
of goods or services of the same nature and value without any cash consideration exchanged are not
recognised as income.
Grants and Other Contributions
Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions are recognised as revenue when the agency
obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions. Control is normally obtained upon receipt.
Contributions are recognised at their fair value. Contributions of services are only recognised when a fair value
can be reliably determined and the services would be purchased if not donated.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
Appropriation
Output appropriation is the operating payment to each agency for the outputs they provide and is calculated as
the net cost of agency outputs after taking into account funding from agency income. It does not include any
allowance for major non-cash costs such as depreciation.
Commonwealth appropriation follows from the Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal Financial Relations
(IGA), resulting in specific purpose payments (SPPs) and national partnership (NP) payments made by the
Commonwealth Treasury to state treasuries, in a manner similar to arrangements for GST payments. These
payments are received by the Treasury on behalf of CHA and then on-passed to the relevant agencies as
Commonwealth appropriation.
Revenue in respect of appropriations is recognised in the period in which the agency gains control of the funds.
Sale of Goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised (net of returns, discounts and allowances) when:
• the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods have transferred to the buyer;
• the agency retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with ownership
nor effective control over the goods sold;
• the amount of revenue can be reliably measured;
• it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the agency; and
• the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.
Rendering of Services
Revenue from rendering services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the contract. The
revenue is recognised when:
• the amount of revenue, stage of completion and transaction costs incurred can be reliably measured; and
• it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the entity.
Interest Revenue
Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues, taking into account the effective yield on the financial asset.
Goods and Services Received Free of Charge
Goods and services received free of charge are recognised as revenue when a fair value can be reliably
determined and the resource would have been purchased if it had not been donated. Use of the resource is
recognised as an expense.
Disposal of Assets
A gain or loss on disposal of assets is included as a gain or loss on the date control of the asset passes to the
buyer, usually when an unconditional contract of sale is signed. The gain or loss on disposal is calculated as the
difference between the carrying amount of the asset at the time of disposal and the net proceeds on disposal.
Contributions of Assets
Contributions of assets and contributions to assist in the acquisition of assets, being non-reciprocal transfers,
are recognised, unless otherwise determined by Government, as gains when the agency obtains control of the
asset or contribution. Contributions are recognised at the fair value received or receivable.

(j) Repairs and Maintenance Expense
Funding is received for repairs and maintenance works associated with agency assets as part of output
revenue. Costs associated with repairs and maintenance works on agency assets are expensed as incurred.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(k) Depreciation and Amortisation Expense
Items of property, plant and equipment, including buildings but excluding land, have limited useful lives and are
depreciated or amortised using the straight-line method over their estimated useful lives.
Amortisation applies in relation to intangible non-current assets with limited useful lives and is calculated and
accounted for in a similar manner to depreciation.
The estimated useful lives for each class of asset are in accordance with the Treasurer’s Directions and are
determined as follows:

Plant and Equipment

2015

2014

3-10 years

3-10 years

Assets are depreciated or amortised from the date of acquisition or from the time an asset is completed and
held ready for use.

(l) Interest Expense
Interest expenses include interest and finance lease charges. Interest expenses are expensed in the period in
which they are incurred.

(m) Cash and Deposits
For the purposes of the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow Statement, cash includes cash on hand, cash at bank
and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are highly liquid short-term investments that are readily convertible to
cash. Cash at bank includes monies held in the Accountable Officer’s Trust Account that are ultimately payable
to the beneficial owner.

(n) Receivables
Receivables include accounts receivable and other receivables and are recognised at fair value less any
allowance for impairment losses.
The allowance for impairment losses represents the amount of receivables the agency estimates are likely
to be uncollectible and are considered doubtful. Analyses of the age of the receivables that are past due as
at the reporting date are disclosed in an aging schedule under credit risk in Note 14: Financial Instruments.
Reconciliation of changes in the allowance accounts is also presented.
Accounts receivable are generally settled within 30 days.

(o) Property, Plant and Equipment
Acquisitions
All items of property, plant and equipment with a cost, or other value, equal to or greater than $10 000 are
recognised in the year of acquisition and depreciated as outlined below. Items of property, plant and equipment
below the $10 000 threshold are expensed in the year of acquisition.
The construction cost of property, plant and equipment includes the cost of materials and direct labour, and an
appropriate proportion of fixed and variable overheads.
Subsequent Additional Costs
Costs incurred on property, plant and equipment subsequent to initial acquisition are capitalised when it is
probable that future economic benefits in excess of the originally assessed performance of the asset will flow
to the agency in future years. Where these costs represent separate components of a complex asset, they are
accounted for as separate assets and are separately depreciated over their expected useful lives.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(p) Revaluations and Impairment
Revaluation of Assets
Plant and equipment are stated at historical cost less depreciation, which is deemed to equate to fair value.

(q) Operating Leases
Operating lease payments made at regular intervals throughout the term are expensed when the payments are
due, except where an alternative basis is more representative of the pattern of benefits to be derived from the
leased property. Lease incentives under an operating lease of a building or office space is recognised as an
integral part of the consideration for the use of the leased asset. Lease incentives are to be recognised as a
deduction of the lease expenses over the term of the lease.

(r) Payables
Liabilities for accounts payable and other amounts payable are carried at cost, which is the fair value of the
consideration to be paid in the future for goods and services received, whether or not billed to the agency.
Accounts payable are normally settled within 30 days.

(s) Employee Benefits
Provision is made for employee benefits accumulated as a result of employees rendering services up to the
reporting date. These benefits include wages and salaries and recreation leave. Liabilities arising in respect
of wages and salaries, recreation leave and other employee benefit liabilities that fall due within 12 months
of reporting date are classified as current liabilities and are measured at amounts expected to be paid.
Non‑current employee benefit liabilities that fall due after 12 months of the reporting date are measured at
present value, calculated using the government long-term bond rate.
No provision is made for sick leave, which is non-vesting, as the anticipated pattern of future sick leave to be
taken is less than the entitlement accruing in each reporting period.
Employee benefit expenses are recognised on a net basis in respect of the following categories:
• wages and salaries, non-monetary benefits, recreation leave, sick leave and other leave entitlements; and
• other types of employee benefits.
As part of the financial management framework, CHA assumes the long service leave liabilities of government
agencies, including Treasury, and therefore no long service leave liability is recognised in agency financial
statements.

(t) Superannuation
Employees’ superannuation entitlements are provided through the:
• Northern Territory Government and Public Authorities Superannuation Scheme (NTGPASS);
• Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme (CSS); or
• non-government employee-nominated schemes for those employees commencing on or after 10 August 1999.
The agency makes superannuation contributions on behalf of its employees to CHA or non-government
employee-nominated schemes. Superannuation liabilities related to government superannuation schemes are
held by CHA and therefore are not recognised in agency financial statements.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(u) Contributions by and Distributions to Government
Treasury may receive contributions from Government where the Government is acting as owner of the agency.
Conversely, the agency may make distributions to Government. In accordance with the FMA and Treasurer’s
Directions, certain types of contributions and distributions, including those relating to administrative restructures,
have been designated as contributions by, and distributions to, Government. These designated contributions and
distributions are treated by the agency as adjustments to equity.
The Statement of Changes in Equity provides additional information in relation to contributions by, and
distributions to, Government.

(v) Commitments
Disclosures in relation to capital and other commitments, including lease commitments are shown at
Note 15: Commitments.
Commitments are those contracted as at 30 June where the amount of the future commitment can be reliably
measured.

(w) Financial Instruments
A financial instrument is a contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or
equity instrument of another entity. Financial assets and liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when
the agency becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the financial instrument. The agency’s financial
instruments include cash and deposits; receivables; advances; investments loan and placements; payables;
advances received; borrowings and derivatives.
Exposure to interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, credit risk, price risk and liquidity risk arise in the normal
course of activities. The agency’s investments, loans and placements, and borrowings are predominantly
managed through the NTTC adopting strategies to minimise the risk.
Classification of Financial Instruments
AASB 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosures requires financial instruments to be classified and disclosed within
specific categories depending on their nature and purpose.
Financial assets are classified into the following categories:
• financial assets at fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL);
• held-to-maturity investments;
• loans and receivables; and
• available-for-sale financial assets.
Financial liabilities are classified into the following categories:
• financial liabilities at FVTPL; and
• financial liabilities at amortised cost.
Treasury’s financial instruments are limited to those at FVTPL and loans and receivables.
Financial Assets or Financial Liabilities at FVTPL
Financial instruments are classified as at FVTPL when the instrument is either held for trading or is designated as
at FVTPL.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
An instrument is classified as held for trading if it is:
• acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing it in the near term with an intention
of making a profit; or
• part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that are managed together and for which there is evidence
of a recent actual pattern of short-term profit-taking; or
• a derivative that is not a financial guarantee contract or a designated and effective hedging instrument.
A financial instrument may be designated as at FVTPL upon initial recognition if:
• such designation eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition inconsistency that would
otherwise arise; or
• the instrument forms part of a group of financial instruments, which is managed and its performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management or investment strategy,
and information about the grouping is provided internally on that basis; or
• it forms part of a contract containing one or more embedded derivatives, and AASB 139 Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement permits the contract to be designated as at FVTPL.
Loans and Receivables
For details refer to Note 2 (n).

(x) Fair Value Measurement
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date.
Fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant’s ability to generate
economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another market participant that
would use the asset in its highest and best use. The highest and best use takes into account the use of the asset
that is physically possible, legally permissible and financially feasible.
When measuring fair value, the valuation techniques used maximise the use of relevant observable inputs and
minimise the use of unobservable inputs. Unobservable inputs are used to the extent that sufficient relevant and
reliable observable inputs are not available for similar assets/liabilities.
Observable inputs are publicly available data relevant to the characteristics of the assets/liabilities valued.
Observable inputs used by the agency include, but are not limited to, published sales data for land and general
office buildings.
Unobservable inputs are data, assumptions and judgments not available publicly, but relevant to the
characteristics of the assets/liabilities valued. Such inputs include internal agency adjustments to observable
data to take account of particular and potentially unique characteristics/functionality of assets/liabilities and
assessments of physical condition and remaining useful life.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorised
within the following fair value hierarchy based on the inputs used:
• Level 1 – inputs are quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
• Level 2 – inputs are inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or
liability, either directly or indirectly; and
• Level 3 – inputs are unobservable.
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3. Comprehensive Operating Statement by Output Group
Financial
Management
Note

Economics

Territory Revenue

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
Current

10

3

9

3

12

4

4 886

4 437

76 819

76 502

28 940

24 144

Capital
Appropriation
Output
Commonwealth

14

Sales of goods and services

75

72

68

65

94

90

485

480

437

432

607

599

Interest revenue
Goods and services received free of charge

4

Other income

7

TOTAL INCOME

5 456

4 991

77 333

77 001

29 653

24 858

3 031

3 440

3 120

3 382

4 322

4 330

5

840

869

1 671

1 043

1 451

989

8

3

6

2

5

3

28

485

480

7 535

7 797

617

606

50

50

18 969

18 799

64 225

64 575
307

2

EXPENSES
Employee expenses
Administrative expenses
Purchases of goods and services
Repairs and maintenance
Depreciation and amortisation
Other administrative expenses1

1

1

2

Grants and subsidies expenses
Current
Capital
CSOs
Interest expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

4 359

4 796

76 603

76 853

25 669

24 755

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

1 097

196

730

148

3 984

103

1 097

196

730

148

3 984

103

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Items that will not be reclassified to net surplus/deficit
Changes in accounting policies
Correction of prior period errors
Changes in asset revaluation surplus
TOTAL OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
COMPREHENSIVE RESULT
1 Includes DCIS service charges.

This Comprehensive Operating Statement by output group is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial
Statements.
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3. Comprehensive Operating Statement by Output Group (continued)
Superannuation
Note

Economic
Regulation

Corporate
Governance

Total

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
Current

8

2

1

4 052

3 586

1 287

9

3

49

14

Capital
Appropriation
Output

1 248

4 690

3 836 120 674 113 752

Commonwealth

14

Sales of goods and services

60

58

8

7

71

68

376

360

388

384

49

48

461

457

2 427

2 398

Interest revenue
Goods and services received
free of charge

4

Other income

21

TOTAL INCOME

5

33

4 508

4 050

1 345

1 303

5 231

4 369 123 526 116 571

2 177

2 313

518

426

3 496

3 229

16 664

17 120

1 129

1 095

731

933

688

643

6 510

5 572

EXPENSES
Employee expenses
Administrative expenses
Purchases of goods and services

5

Repairs and maintenance

1

Depreciation and amortisation

8

Other administrative expenses

1

2

5

388

384

1
49

7

1

3

5

13

49

48

461

456

9 535

9 770

19 019

18 849

64 225

64 575

307

2

Grants and subsidies expenses
Current
Capital
CSOs
Interest expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

3 696

3 797

1 298

1 408

4 648

4 334 116 273 115 943

812

253

47

- 104

583

35

7 253

627

812

253

47

- 104

583

35

7 253

627

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME
Items that will not be reclassified to
net surplus/deficit
Changes in accounting policies
Correction of prior period errors
Changes in asset revaluation surplus
TOTAL OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME
COMPREHENSIVE RESULT
1 Includes DCIS service charges.

This Comprehensive Operating Statement by output group is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial
Statements.
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2015

2014

$000

$000

2 427

2 398

1 679

1 194

6

6

Marketing and promotion

77

76

Document production

55

99

863

379

32

40

Training and study

166

131

Official duty fares

118

102

20

15

3 016

2 042

4. Goods and Services Received Free of Charge
Corporate and information services
Internal audits and reviews

5. Purchases of Goods and Services
The net surplus/(deficit) has been arrived at after charging the following expenses:
Goods and services expenses:
Consultants1
Advertising

2
3

Legal expenses

4

Recruitment

5

Travelling allowance
Total

1 Includes marketing, promotion and ICT consultants.
2 Does not include recruitment, advertising or marketing and promotion advertising.
3 Includes advertising for marketing and promotion but excludes marketing and promotion consultants’ expenses, which are incorporated in the
consultants’ category.
4 Includes legal fees, claim and settlement costs.
5 Includes recruitment-related advertising costs.

6. Cash and Deposits
Cash on hand

2

2

Cash at bank

19 022

11 489

Total cash and deposits

19 024

11 491

2

38

GST receivables

73

-1

Total receivables

75

37

7. Receivables
Current
Accounts receivable
Interest receivables
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2015

2014

$000

$000

At fair value

118

1 064

Less: Accumulated depreciation

- 49

- 1 030

69

34

8. Property, Plant and Equipment
Plant and equipment

Total property, plant and equipment

2015 Property, Plant and Equipment Reconciliations
A reconciliation of the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment at the beginning and end of 2014-15 is
set out below:
Plant and
Equipment

Total

$000

$000

Carrying amount as at 1 July 2014

34

34

Additions

48

48

- 13

- 13

69

69

Depreciation
Carrying amount as at 30 June 2015

2014 Property, Plant and Equipment Reconciliations
A reconciliation of the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment at the beginning and end of 2013-14 is
set out below:

Carrying amount as at 1 July 2013
Depreciation
Carrying amount as at 30 June 2014

Plant and
Equipment

Computer
Software

Total

$000

$000

$000

62

21

83

- 28

- 21

- 49

34

0

34
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9. Fair Value Measurement of Non-Financial Assets
(a) Fair Value Hierarchy
Fair values of non-financial assets categorised by levels of inputs used to compute fair value are:
Level 3

Total Fair
Value

$000

$000

69

69

34

34

2014-15
Asset classes
Plant and equipment (Note 8)
2013-14
Asset classes
Plant and equipment

There were no transfers between Level 1 and levels 2 or 3 during 2014-15.

(b) Valuation Techniques and Inputs
Valuation techniques used to measure fair value in 2014-15 are:
Level 3 Techniques
Asset classes
Plant and equipment

Cost approach

There were no changes in valuation techniques from 2013-14 to 2014-15.

(c) Additional Information for Level 3 Fair Value Measurements
(i)

Reconciliation of Recurring Level 3 Fair Value Measurements
Plant and
Equipment
$000

2014-15
Fair value as at 1 July 2014

118

Depreciation

- 49

Fair value as at 30 June 2015

69

(ii) Sensitivity Analysis
Plant and equipment included computer hardware and software stated at historical cost less depreciation, which
is deemed to equate to fair value.
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2015

2014

$000

$000

10. Payables
Accounts payable

101

25

Accrued expenses

1 567

1 201

Total payables

1 667

1 225

1 300

1 339

201

223

83

73

356

358

1 939

1 993

759

795

2 698

2 787

19 024

11 491

7 253

627

13

49

11. Provisions
Current
Employee benefits
Recreation leave
Leave loading
Other employee benefits
Other current provisions
Other provisions
Non current
Employee benefits
Recreational Leave
Total provisions
Treasury employed 143 FTE employees as at 30 June 2015 (153 FTE employees as at
30 June 2014). This excludes NTTC (7 FTEs).

12. Equity
Treasury’s equity recorded in the Balance Sheet is consistent with that recorded as Equity
in the Statement of Changes in Equity.

13. Notes to the Cash Flow Statement
Reconciliation of cash
The total of agency ‘Cash and deposits’ recorded in the Balance Sheet is consistent with
that recorded as ‘Cash’ in the Cash Flow Statement.
Net surplus/(deficit)
Non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortisation
Repairs and maintenance – minor new work non cash

1

Changes in assets and liabilities:
Decrease/(increase) in receivables

- 38

190

Decrease/(increase) in inventories
Decrease/(increase) in prepayments

28

Decrease/(increase) in other assets
(Decrease)/increase in payables

442

220

(Decrease)/increase in provision for employee benefits

- 87

- 44

-2

- 70

7 581

605

(Decrease)/increase in other provisions
Net cash from operating activities
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14. Financial Instruments
A financial instrument is a contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability
or equity instrument of another entity. Financial instruments held by Treasury include cash and deposits,
receivables, payables and finance leases. Treasury has limited exposure to financial risks as discussed below.

(a) Categorisation of Financial Instruments
The carrying amounts of the agency’s financial assets and liabilities by category are disclosed in the table below.
2015

2014

$000

$000

19 024

11 491

2

38

1 667

1 225

Financial assets
Cash and deposits
Loans and receivables
Financial liabilities
FVTPL:
Designated as at FVTPL

(b) Credit Risk
The agency has limited credit risk exposure (risk of default). In respect of any dealings with organisations
external to government, the agency has adopted a policy of only dealing with credit‑ worthy organisations and
obtaining sufficient collateral or other security where appropriate, as a means of mitigating the risk of financial
loss from defaults.
The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, net of any allowances for losses,
represents the agency’s maximum exposure to credit risk without taking account of the value of any collateral or
other security obtained.
Receivables
Receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis to ensure that exposure to bad debts is not significant.
A reconciliation and aging analysis of receivables is presented below. All receivables at the end of the reporting
period were from external sources.

Receivables

Aging of
Aging of
Impaired
Net
Receivables Receivables Receivables
$000

$000

$000

2014-15
Not overdue

73

74

2

2

75

76

38

38

Overdue for less than 30 days
Overdue for 30 to 60 days
Overdue for more than 60 days
Total
2013-14
Not overdue
Overdue for less than 30 days
Overdue for 30 to 60 days
Overdue for more than 60 days
Total
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14. Financial Instruments (continued)
(c) Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that Treasury will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. Treasury’s
approach to managing liquidity is to ensure it will always have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when they
fall due.
The following tables detail the Treasury’s remaining contractual maturity for its financial assets and liabilities. It
should be noted that these values are undiscounted, and consequently totals may not reconcile to the carrying
amounts presented in the Balance Sheet.
2015 Maturity Analysis for Financial Assets and Liabilities
Variable Interest Rate

Fixed Interest Rate

Less than 1 to 5 More than Less than 1 to 5 More than Non Interest
a Year Years 5 Years
a Year
Years 5 Years
Bearing
$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

Total

Weighted
Average

$000

%

Assets
Cash and deposits

19 024

19 024

75

75

19 099

19 099

Payables

1 667

1 667

Total financial liabilities

1 667

1 667

Receivables
Total financial assets
Liabilities

2014 Maturity Analysis for Financial Assets and Liabilities
Variable Interest Rate

Fixed Interest Rate

Less than 1 to 5 More than Less than 1 to 5 More than Non-Interest
a Year Years 5 Years
a Year
Years 5 Years
Bearing
$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

Total

Weighted
Average

$000

%

Assets
Cash and deposits

11 491

11 491

38

38

11 529

11 529

Payables

1 225

1 225

Total financial liabilities

1 225

1 225

Receivables
Total financial assets
Liabilities
Deposits held

(d) Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices. It comprises interest rate risk, price risk and currency risk. The primary market risk
that an agency is likely to be exposed to is interest rate risk.
(i)

Interest Rate Risk

Treasury has limited exposure to interest rate risk as agency financial assets and financial liabilities are
non‑interest bearing.
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14. Financial Instruments (continued)
Market Sensitivity Analysis
Changes in the variable rates of 100 basis points (1 per cent) at reporting date would have the following effect
on the agency’s profit or loss and equity.
Profit or Loss and Equity
100 Basis Points
Increase

100 Basis Points
Decrease

$000

$000

Financial assets – cash at bank

190

- 190

Net sensitivity

190

- 190

Financial assets – cash at bank

115

- 115

Net sensitivity

115

- 115

30 June 2015

30 June 2014

(ii) Price Risk
Treasury is not exposed to price risk as Treasury does not hold units in unit trusts.
(iii) Currency Risk
Treasury is not exposed to currency risk as Treasury does not hold borrowings denominated in foreign
currencies or transactional currency exposures arising from purchases in a foreign currency.

(e) Net Fair Value
The carrying amount of Treasury’s financial assets and liabilities recorded in the financial statements
approximates their net fair values and are consequently Level 1 instruments.

15. Commitments
(a) Operating Lease Commitments
Treasury leases property under non-cancellable operating leases expiring from one to five years. Leases
generally provide the agency with a right of renewal at which time all lease terms are renegotiated. The agency
also leases items of plant and equipment under non-cancellable operating leases. Future operating lease
commitments not recognised as liabilities are payable as follows:
2015

Within one year
Later than one year and not later than five years

94

2014

Internal

External

Internal

External

$000

$000

$000

$000

65

73

0

65
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16. Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
(a) Contingent Liabilities
Unquantifiable contingent liabilities of the Territory, and possibly Treasury, are:
Workers Compensation Insurance
The Government has indemnified private sector insurers, that provide workers compensation insurance in
the Territory. The indemnity covers insurers for losses that arise as a result of acts of terrorism. The resultant
contingent liability is unquantifiable but reportable as is deemed to be above the materiality threshold.
Finance
The Territory financial management framework is underpinned by the centralised banking arrangements. The
sole provider of banking-related services has been granted indemnities under the whole of government banking
contract. The contingent liability resulting from the indemnities is unquantifiable and not reportable.

(b) Contingent Assets
Treasury had no contingent assets as at 30 June 2015 or 30 June 2014.

17. Events Subsequent to Balance Date
No events have arisen between the end of the financial year and the date of this report that require adjustment
to, or disclosure in these financial statements.
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18. Write-Offs, Postponements, Waivers, Gifts and Ex Gratia Payments
Agency
2015

No. of
Trans.

$000
Write-offs, postponements and waivers under
the FMA

0

Territory Items

2014

No. of
Trans.

$000
1

0

2015

No. of
Trans.

$000
0

2014

No. of
Trans.

$000

3 107

22

801

4

1 406

18

1 406

18

0

0

1 700

4

801

4

1 700

4

801

4

121

5

166

5

Represented by:
Amounts written off, postponed and waived
by delegates
Irrecoverable amounts payable to the Territory or
an agency written off
Losses or deficiencies of money written off
Public property written off

0

1

0

1

Waiver or postponement of right to receive or
recover money or property
Total written off, postponed and waived by
delegates

0

0

Amounts written off, postponed and waived by
the Treasurer
Irrecoverable amounts payable to the Territory or
an agency written off
Losses or deficiencies of money written off
Public property written off
Waiver or postponement of right to receive or
recover money or property

96

Total written off, postponed and waived by
the Treasurer

0

0

0

0

Write-offs, postponements and waivers authorised
under other legislation

0

0

0

0

Gifts under the FMA

0

0

0

0

Gifts authorised under other legislation

0

0

0

0

Ex gratia payments under the FMA

0

0

0

0
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19. Schedule of Administered Territory Items
The following Territory items are managed by Treasury on behalf of Government and are recorded in CHA
(refer Note 2(c)).
2015

2014

$000

$000

792 834

635 173

2 990

5 275

3 224 841

2 827 904

SPP

318 458

256 306

NP agreements

474 156

448 357

1 883

2 834

158 156

150 542

Other income

742

391

Total income

4 974 059

4 326 782

Other administrative expenses

4 974 059

4 326 782

Total expenses

4 974 059

4 326 782

0

0

Taxes receivable

73 266

70 699

Other receivables

32 416

29 238

105 682

99 936

CHA income payable

74 292

71 076

Unearned CHA income

31 390

28 860

105 682

99 936

0

0

Territory income and expenses
Income
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
Current
GST revenue

Fees from regulatory services
Royalties and rents

Expenses

Territory income less expenses
TERRITORY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets

Total assets
Liabilities

Total liabilities
Net assets
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20. Budgetary Information
(a) Comprehensive Operating Statement
2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

Variance

$000

$000

$000

49

14

35

120 674

108 021

12 653

376

414

- 39

2 427

2 455

- 28

1

110

- 109

123 526

111 014

12 512

16 664

17 608

- 944

6 509

6 326

183

1

22

- 21

Depreciation and amortisation

13

13

0

Other administrative expenses

9 534

9 785

- 251

Current

19 019

11 184

7 835

4

CSOs

64 225

65 875

- 1 650

5

307

39

268

6

116 273

110 852

5 421

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

7 253

162

7 091

COMPREHENSIVE RESULT

7 253

162

7 091

Note

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
Current
Appropriation
Output
Sales of goods and services
Goods and services received free of charge
Other income
TOTAL INCOME

1

2

EXPENSES
Employee expenses

3

Administrative expenses
Purchases of goods and services
Repairs and maintenance

Grants and subsidies expenses

Interest expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

20 (a) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to variances greater than 10 per cent or $0.50 million, or where multiple
significant variances have occurred.
1. The increase in output appropriation was as a result of higher expected take‑up of the FHOG and the
Utilities Commission undertaking third‑party access and price regulation activities at Darwin Port.
2. The budget for other income was comprised of various superannuation fees such as NTGPASS,
superannuation retained fees, family law. These fees have since been paid directly to CHA.
3. Employee expenses are below budget due to unfilled budgeted positions as a result of efficiency measures.
4. Variance against budget relates to higher take-up of FHOG.
5. A revision to CSOs to reflect revised agreements.
6. Higher than expected interest expense was incurred relating to refunds awarded as a result of objections or
appeals against tax assessments.
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20. Budgetary Information (continued)
(b) Balance Sheet
2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

Variance

$000

$000

$000

19 024

11 236

7 788

Receivables

75

228

- 153

Prepayments

1

30

- 29

19 100

11 494

7 606

423

423

0

Note

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and deposits

Total current assets

1

Non-current assets
Advances and investments
Property, plant and equipment

69

15

54

492

438

54

19 592

11 932

7 660

Payables

1 667

1 004

663

2

Provisions

1 939

2 504

- 565

3

3 607

3 508

99

759

795

- 36

759

795

- 36

4 365

4 303

62

15 227

7 629

7 598

- 21 471

- 21 471

0

36 698

29 100

7 598

15 227

7 629

7 598

Total non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities

Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Provisions
Total non-current liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Capital
Accumulated funds
TOTAL EQUITY

20 (b) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to variances greater than 10 per cent or $0.50 million, or where multiple
significant variances have occurred.
1. The cash at bank increase of $7.79 million reflects the improved 2014-15 result.
2. Payables are higher largely as a result of accrued employee expenses for the last pay period of 2014-15,
which finished on 1 July 2015
3. Employee provisions are lower than budget as a result of lower FTEs at year end.
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20. Budgetary Information (continued)
(c) Cash Flow Statement
2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

$000

$000

$000

49

14

35

120 674

108 021

12 653

1

774

524

250

2

121 497

108 559

12 938

Payments to employees

- 16 709

- 17 608

899

Payments for goods and services

- 13 655

- 13 678

23

Current

- 19 019

- 11 184

- 7 835

4

CSOs

- 64 225

- 65 875

1 650

5

- 307

- 39

- 268

6

- 113 915

- 108 384

- 5 531

7 581

175

7 406

Purchases of assets

- 49

0

- 49

Total investing payments

- 49

0

- 49

Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

- 49

0

- 49

7 533

175

7 358

Cash at beginning of financial year

11 491

11 061

430

CASH AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

19 024

11 236

7 788

Variance

Note

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating receipts
Grants and subsidies received
Current
Appropriation
Output
Receipts from sales of goods and services
Total operating receipts
Operating payments
3

Grants and subsidies paid

Interest paid
Total operating payments
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investing payments

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held

20 (c) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to variances greater than 10 per cent or $0.50 million, or where multiple
significant variances have occurred.
1. The increase in output appropriation was as a result of higher expected take‑up of the FHOG and the
Utilities Commission undertaking third‑party access and price regulation activities at Darwin Port.
2. GST refunds are largely responsible for the higher cash flow, offset by lower than budgeted income from
traineeships.
3. Payments to employees are lower due to lower FTEs as a result of efficiency measures.
4. Higher FHOG take-ups than originally budgeted are the cause of higher Current grants and subsidies.
5. A revision to CSOs to reflect revised agreements.
6. Higher than expected interest expense was incurred relating to refunds awarded as a result of objections or
appeals against tax assessments.
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20. Budgetary Information (continued)
(d) Administered Territory Items

2014-15
2014-15
Actual

Original
Budget

$000

$000

$000

792 834

663 200

129 634

2 990

5 121

- 2 131

3 224 841

3 129 000

95 841

SPP

318 458

297 150

21 308

NP agreements

474 156

443 529

30 627

1 883

2 543

- 660

158 156

164 127

- 5 971

Other income

742

300

442

Total income

4 974 059

4 704 970

269 089

Other administrative expenses

4 974 059

4 704 970

269 089

Total expenses

4 974 059

4 704 970

269 089

0

0

0

Taxes receivable

73 266

84 896

- 11 630

Other receivables

32 416

7 979

24 437

105 682

92 875

12 807

74 292

85 410

- 11 118

Variance

Note

TERRITORY INCOME AND EXPENSES
Income
Taxation revenue

1

Grants and subsidies revenue
Current
GST revenue

Fees from regulatory services
Royalties and rents

2

Expenses
CHA income transferred
Doubtful debts
Bad debts

Territory income less expenses
TERRITORY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets

Total assets
Liabilities
CHA income payable
Unearned CHA income
Total liabilities
Net assets

31 390

7 465

23 925

105 682

92 875

12 807

0

0

0

20 (d) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to variances greater than 10 per cent, or where multiple significant
variances have occurred.
1. Increase in taxation revenue compared to the original 2014-15 Budget due to an increase in payroll tax
and stamp duty collections with smaller increases from gambling taxes, insurance taxes and motor vehicle
registration fees, reflective of current economic conditions.
2. Increased GST revenue, largely due to an increase in national collections including a balancing adjustment
related to 2013‑14.
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2014-15 Financial Statements –
Central Holding Authority
Central Holding Authority Role
Treasury has an important role in managing CHA for the Government. CHA is the Territory’s entity that
holds the revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities of the Territory and has a similar function to that of a
parent company in a group of companies. Territory revenue is collected by agencies on behalf of CHA.
Appropriation is also transferred from CHA to agencies.
In Treasury’s case, Territory revenue, such as payroll tax, conveyancing stamp duty and mineral
royalties, is collected on behalf of CHA. The IGA approved in November 2008 provided all NP and SPP
funds to be received from the Commonwealth Treasury through Treasury into CHA. These payments are
then distributed to the relevant line agencies in the form of Commonwealth appropriation.
Necessarily, Treasury’s agency accounts and CHA are closely interrelated, reflecting Treasury’s whole
of government responsibilities. Figure 4 on page 65 endeavours to illustrate the relationship and
compare it to CHA’s relationship with other agencies.

Overview
This section of the report provides an analysis of the financial performance of CHA.
CHA is a key element of the Territory’s financial management framework, it records on behalf of the
Territory:
• assets that are not assigned to agencies, such as the Territory’s investment portfolio. CHA does not
hold physical assets such as land and buildings;
• liabilities where it is not practical or effective to assign them to individual agencies. CHA has two
major liabilities – Territory borrowings and unfunded employee liabilities. Territory borrowings
comprise the stock of general government debt that has accumulated since Self-Government and
has been used to fund the construction of major infrastructure in the Territory over this period.
Unfunded employee liabilities are those that have accrued but are not yet due to be paid, such as
superannuation and long service leave;
• revenue collected by CHA is regarded as Territory revenue, the main types are taxation, untied grants
(predominantly GST revenue) and fines; and
• expenses where the main expense is the payment of appropriation to agencies. Other significant
expenses are interest on Territory borrowings, interest on cash balances of government business
divisions and government owned corporations, and the centrally managed employee costs of
superannuation and long service leave.
The significant movements in these items are analysed below and incorporated in the Comprehensive
Operating Statement, Balance Sheet, Statement of Changes in Equity and Cash Flow Statement of the
accompanying financial statements.
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Main Results
• CHA reported an operating surplus of $1069 million in 2014-15, compared with a $252 million
surplus in 2013-14. The improved outcome is largely the result of increased revenue relating to the
sale of the Territory Insurance Office (TIO) combined with increases in own-source revenue and GST
receipts compared to that in the prior year.
• Equity has increased by $1069 million to $3570 million in 2014-15, compared with an increase of
$252 million in 2013-14 as a direct result of the operating surplus outcome.

Comprehensive Operating Statement
CHA reported a net operating surplus of $1.1 billion in 2014-15, an improvement of $816 million
compared to the previous year’s operating surplus of $252 million.
The improvement in the operating result is largely due to a significant increase in revenue as a result of
the sale of TIO ($411 million) combined with an increase in taxation revenue ($158.4 million) and higher
GST receipts ($396.9 million).
The increase in total revenue was partially offset by an increase in appropriation for general
government agencies to provide core services across the Territory ($232.3 million) and an increase
in superannuation expense ($71 million), largely reflecting the movement in the bond rate, from
3.6 per cent to 3.0 per cent, that is used in valuing the liability.
Overall, CHA’s revenue increased by $1.1 billion in 2014-15, while operating expenses increased by
$276 million.
The components of revenue and expenditure and movement between years are outlined below.

Operating Revenue
In 2014-15, CHA recorded revenue in excess of $5.7 billion, a $1.1 billion increase on 2013-14. This is
attributed to an increase in tied Commonwealth funding including both SPPs and NPs of 7.6 per cent
($83 million), GST revenue of 36 per cent ($397 million) and Territory own-source revenue of
56 per cent ($613 million).
Notwithstanding the significant improvement in Territory own-source revenue, the Territory continues to
be reliant on Commonwealth revenue. Commonwealth revenue makes up 70 per cent of total revenue,
with GST (56 per cent) and tied funding (14 per cent). The remaining 30 per cent is Territory own-source
revenue.
As shown in Figure 6, the proportion of Territory revenue when compared to Commonwealth-related
revenue improved by 6 per cent in 2014-15. As stated earlier this improvement is predominantly due
to the sale of TIO, once the one-off effect of the sale is removed, the proportion of Commonwealth
revenue to Territory revenue is largely consistent between years.
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Figure 6: Components CHA Operating Revenue as a Percentage of Total Revenue between Years
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For the second year in succession Territory revenue exceeded $1 billion, improving from $1.12 billion in
2013-14 to $1.73 billion in 2014-15.
The most significant component of the improvement in Territory revenue reflects the $411 million
received from the sale of TIO, inclusive of a special dividend of $140 million.
The remaining improvement is reflective of strong economic growth in the Territory resulting in
increased taxation revenue of $158 million, predominantly relating to $121 million in stamp duty,
reflecting an increase in the number of residential and commercial transactions including a large
one‑off commercial transaction, and payroll tax collections of $21 million as a result of employment and
wages growth particularly among the larger employers forming part of the Territory’s payroll tax base.
Figure 7 provides the components of CHA Territory revenue between years.
Figure 7: Components of CHA Territory Revenue between Years
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Other income

Table 25 provides a summary of the $1.1 billion improvement in CHA revenue from 2013-14 to 2014-15.
Table 25: Movements in Operating Revenue
2014-15 2013-14 Variation Reason for Variation
$M

$M

$M

3 225

2 828

397

SPPs and NPs

793

705

88

Increase in tied Commonwealth funding of
$88 million due largely to additional funding for
education and health and hospital services.

Stamp duty

334

213

121

Increased stamp duty largely relates to
conveyance duties, including one high value
commercial transaction late in the financial year.

Payroll tax

347

326

21

Increase reflects strong growth in wages and
employment, particularly among the larger
employers making up the Territory’s payroll tax
base.

Mining royalties,
rents and dividends

343

219

143

Reflects the $140 million special dividend
received from TIO.

Other income

421

72

349

Increase reflects the sale of TIO partially
combined with profit on CHA’s equity
investment in other trading entities sold or
wound up during 2014-15.

GST revenue

GST revenue increased by $397 million, primarily
due to an increase in the Territory’s relative
share and growth in national GST collections in
2014-15, combined with a $26 million balancing
adjustment related to the 2013-14 final national
GST collections.

Operating Expenses
CHA operating expenses in 2014-15 total $4.7 billion, $276 million higher than in 2013-14. This increase
is mainly due to higher superannuation expenses of $71 million resulting from the movement in the
10‑year bond rate used to value the superannuation liability from 3.6 per cent to 3.0 per cent, combined
with an increase in appropriation to agencies of $232 million.
The bulk of CHA expenses relate to appropriation to agencies to deliver government services.
Appropriation made up 87 per cent of the total CHA expenses in 2014-15, unchanged from that
reported in 2013-14.
Figure 8 highlights the key components of CHA operating expenses as a percentage of total expenses,
while Table 26 provides a summary of the movements in CHA expenses between years.
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Figure 8: Components of CHA Operating Expenses as a Percentage of Total Expenses between Years
%
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Table 26: Movements in CHA Operating Expenses between Years
2014-15 2013-14 Variation Reason for Variation
Appropriation
Superannuation
expense

$M

$M

$M

4 058

3826

232

393

322

71

An increase in appropriation for general government
agencies to provide services across the Territory.
Variance predominantly reflects the effect of the
movement in the 10‑year bond rate between years.

Balance Sheet
Net assets, as total assets less total liabilities, increased by $1.1 billion to $3.6 billion in 2014-15,
compared with $2.5 billion in 2013-14.
CHA’s total assets of $11.9 billion are $1 billion higher than in 2013-14 mainly due to:
• increased investment in government agencies of $759 million as a result of upward revaluations in
PWC and Indigenous Essential Services assets; and
• $303 million increase in securities, due to an increased investment of $100 million in the
Medium‑Term Investment Fund and $200 million from the proceeds of the TIO sale to support the
longer term economic growth and wellbeing of Territorians.
The decrease of $74 million in total liabilities since 2013-14 is mainly due to a reduction in deposits held
of $412 million, related to the pre-funding of a portion of the Territory’s 2014-15 borrowing program in
2013-14. The decrease was partially offset by an increase in the Territory’s unfunded superannuation
liability of $204 million due to the effect of a lower bond rate and an increase in total borrowings of
$113 million.
The increase in borrowings was largely driven by a debt equity swap arrangement with PWC
($170 million) as part of the Government’s utility reform agenda, partly offset by a $55 million retirement
of debt.
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Certification of the Financial Statements
We certify that the attached financial statements for the Central Holding Authority have been prepared
from proper accounts and records in accordance with the prescribed format, the Financial Management
Act and Treasurer’s Directions.
We further state that the information set out in the Comprehensive Operating Statement, Balance Sheet,
Statement of Changes in Equity, Cash Flow Statement, and notes to and forming part of the financial
statements, presents fairly the financial performance and cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2015
and the financial position on that date.
At the time of signing, we are not aware of any circumstances that would render the particulars
included in the financial statements misleading or inaccurate.

Jodie Ryan

Dwayne McInnes

Under Treasurer

Senior Director Financial Management Group

30 October 2015

30 October 2015
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Comprehensive Operating Statement
For the year ended 30 June 2015
Note

2015

2014

$000

$000

836 094

677 693

3 224 841

2 827 904

SPP

318 458

256 306

NP agreements

474 156

448 357

Current

2 990

5 275

Capital

8 071

10 798

30 257

30 202

65 632

62 047

29 277

48 712

343 444

219 279

35 917

37 727

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
GST revenue

Sales of goods and services
Fees from regulatory services
Interest revenue
Goods and services received free of charge
Unrealised gain/loss on securities marked to market
Royalties rents and dividends
Employer superannuation contribution
Other income

390 321

42 262

5 759 458

4 666 562

48 435

47 140

393 092

322 132

Workers compensation expense

3 655

37 058

Administrative expenses

1 218

1 186

185 740

180 966

3 496 208

3 342 018

562 171

484 014

TOTAL EXPENSES

4 690 519

4 414 513

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

1 068 939

252 049

COMPREHENSIVE RESULT

1 068 939

252 049

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Long service leave expense
Superannuation expense

9

Borrowing expenses
Interest expense
Output appropriation
Commonwealth appropriation

The Comprehensive Operating Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Balance Sheet
As at 30 June 2015
Note

2015

2014

$000

$000

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and deposits

3

549 302

604 336

Receivables

4

101 733

113 081

1 739 348

1 436 428

1 093

1 069

2 391 476

2 154 914

10 000

10 000

9 461 259

8 702 646

9 471 259

8 712 646

11 862 735

10 867 560

950 565

1 362 475

Advances and investments
Prepayments
Total current assets
Non current assets
Advances and investments
Investments in agencies
Total non current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Deposits held
Payables

5

5 142

2 390

Borrowings and advances

6

170 000

2 260

Provisions

7

60 747

52 365

Employee benefits

8

182 600

174 151

Superannuation liability

9

226 349

229 607

1 595 403

1 823 248

Total current liabilities
Non current liabilities
Borrowings and advances

6

2 880 531

2 935 531

Provisions

7

112 478

116 151

Employee benefits

8

93 283

87 888

Superannuation liability

9

3 610 765

3 403 404

Total non current liabilities

6 697 056

6 542 975

TOTAL LIABILITIES

8 292 459

8 366 224

NET ASSETS

3 570 276

2 501 336

Accumulated funds

3 570 276

2 501 336

TOTAL EQUITY

3 570 276

2 501 336

EQUITY

The Balance Sheet is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
For the year ended 30 June 2015
Transactions
with Owners in
Comprehensive their Capacity
Note Equity at 1 July
Result
as Owners

Equity at
30 June

$000

$000

$000

$000

2 501 336

1 068 939

3 570 276

2 501 336

1 068 939

3 570 276

2 249 288

252 049

2 501 336

2 249 288

252 049

2 501 336

2014-15
Accumulated funds
Changes in accounting policy
Correction of prior period errors
Transfers from reserves
Other movements directly to equity
Total equity at end of financial year
2013-14
Accumulated funds
Changes in accounting policy
Correction of prior period errors
Transfers from reserves
Other movements directly to equity
Total equity at end of financial year

This Statement of Changes in Equity is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Cash Flow Statement
For the year ended 30 June 2015
Note
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating receipts
Taxes received
Grants and subsidies received
GST received
SPP
NP agreements
Current
Capital
Royalties rent and dividends
Agency superannuation contributions
Other agency receipts
Interest received
Total operating receipts
Operating payments
Long service leave
Superannuation benefits
Payments for goods and services
Interest paid
Output payments
Commonwealth payments
Total operating payments
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities

10

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investing receipts
Equity sales or withdrawals
Total investing receipts
Investing payments
Advances and investing payments
Capital appropriation
Commonwealth appropriation
Equity acquisitions
Total investing payments
Net cash from/(used in) investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Financing receipts
Proceeds of borrowings
Deposits received
Total financing receipts
Financing payments
Repayment of borrowings
Total financing payments
Net cash from/(used in) financing activities
Net Increase/(decrease) in cash held
Cash at beginning of financial year
CASH AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

3

2015
$000

2014
$000

838 027

687 750

3 224 841
318 458
474 156
2 990
8 071
356 794
35 917
333 218
64 914
5 657 386

2 827 904
256 306
448 357
5 275
10 798
204 635
37 727
72 563
60 572
4 611 887

37 799
188 990
980
186 687
3 496 208
562 171
4 472 835
1 184 551

34 858
184 254
1 434
180 521
3 342 018
484 014
4 227 099
384 788

1 059 116
1 059 116

66 052
66 052

273 650
240 082
236 183
1 249 619
1 999 533
- 940 417

215 759
231 639
226 991
154 560
828 949
- 762 897

170 000
- 411 909
- 241 909

380 000
232 968
612 968

57 258
57 258
- 299 167
- 55 034
604 336
549 302

2 017
2 017
610 951
232 842
371 494
604 336

The Cash Flow Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2015
1. Objectives and Funding
CHA is the ‘parent body’ that represents the Government’s ownership interest in Government-controlled entities.
CHA also records all Territory items. Territory items are revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities controlled by
the Government and managed by agencies on behalf of the Government. The main Territory item is Territory
revenue, which includes taxation and royalty revenue, Commonwealth Government general purpose funding
(such as GST revenue), fines and statutory fees and charges.
CHA also holds certain Territory assets not assigned to agencies as well as certain Territory liabilities that are
not practical or effective to assign to individual agencies.
Territory items
CHA recognises all Territory items, therefore the Territory items managed by the agency on behalf of the
Government are not recorded in their own financial statements. However, as agencies are accountable for the
Territory items they manage on behalf of Government, these items have been separately disclosed in the notes
of agency financial statements.

2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
(a) Basis of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the FMA and related
Treasurer’s Directions. The FMA requires CHA to prepare financial statements for the year ended 30 June based
on the form determined by the Treasurer. The form of agency financial statements is to include:
(i)

a Certification of the Financial Statements;

(ii) a Comprehensive Operating Statement;
(iii) a Balance Sheet;
(iv) a Statement of Changes in Equity;
(v) a Cash Flow Statement; and
(vi) applicable explanatory notes to the financial statements.
The financial statements have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting, which recognises the effect
of financial transactions and events when they occur, rather than when cash is paid out or received. As part of
the preparation of the financial statements, all intra‑agency transactions and balances have been eliminated.
Except where stated, the financial statements have also been prepared in accordance with the historical cost
convention.
The form of the agency financial statements is also consistent with the requirements of Australian Accounting
Standards. The effects of all relevant new and revised Standards and Interpretations issued by the AASB that
are effective for the current annual reporting period have been evaluated. The Standards and Interpretations and
their impacts are:
AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements, AASB 2013-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Australian Implementation Guidance for Not-for-Profit Entities – Control and Structured Entities
AASB 10 requires a parent to present consolidated financial statements as those of a single economic entity,
replacing the requirements previously contained in AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements.
The standard does not impact the financial statements.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
AASB 11 Joint Arrangements
AASB 11 replaces AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures. It requires a party to a joint arrangement to determine
the type of joint arrangement in which it is involved by assessing its rights and obligations, and then account for
those rights and obligations in accordance with that type of joint arrangement. The standard does not impact the
financial statements.
AASB 12 Disclosure of Interests in other Entities, AASB 2013-8 Amendments to Australian Accounting
Standards – Australian Implementation Guidance for Not-for-Profit Entities – Control and Structured Entities
AASB 12 requires the extensive disclosure of information that enables users of financial statements to evaluate
the nature of, and risks associated with, interests in other entities and the effects of those interests on its financial
position, financial performance and cash flows. The standard does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 1031 Materiality (2013), AASB 2013-9 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
Conceptual Framework, Materiality and Financial Instruments, AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards (Part C – Materiality)
Revised AASB 1031 is an interim standard that cross-references to other standards and the Framework for the
Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements that contain guidance on materiality. The standard does
not impact the financial statements.
AASB 1055 Budgetary Reporting
AASB 1055 sets out budgetary reporting requirements for not-for-profit entities within the general government
sector. The required disclosures comprise a separate note accompanying the financial statements.
AASB 2012-3 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities (AASB 132)
The standard addresses inconsistencies in current practice when applying the offsetting criteria in AASB 132
Financial Instruments: Presentation. The standard does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 2013-3 Amendments to AASB 136 – Recoverable Amount Disclosures for Non-Financial Assets
The amendments to AASB 136 Impairment of Assets address the disclosure of information about the
recoverable amount of impaired assets if that amount is based on fair value less costs of disposal. The standard
does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards (Part A – Annual Improvements 2010-2012
and 2011-2013 Cycles)
Part A of the standard makes amendments to various Australian Accounting Standards (AASB 2, 3, 8, 9, 13,
116, 119, 124, 137, 138, 139, 140 and 1052 and Interpretation 129) arising from the issuance by IASB of IFRS’s
Annual Improvements to IFRS 2010-2012 Cycle and Annual Improvements to IFRS’s 2011-2013 Cycle. The
standard does not impact the financial statements.
AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards (Part B – Defined Benefit Plans: Employee
Contributions) (AASB 119)
The standard makes narrow-scope amendments to AASB 119 Employee Benefits that apply to contributions from
employee or third parties to defined benefit plans. The objective of the amendments is to simplify the accounting
for contributions independent of the number of years of employee service. The standard does not impact the
financial statements.
AASB 2014-2 Amendments to AASB 1053 – Transition to and between Tiers, and related Tier 2 Disclosure
Requirements (AASB 1053)
The standard amends AASB 1053 Application of Tiers of Australian Accounting Standards to clarify that
AASB 1053 relates only to general purpose financial statements. The standard does not impact the financial
statements.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(b) Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations Issued but not yet Effective
At the date of authorisation of the financial statements, the Standards and Interpretations listed below are
expected to have an impact, but the exact impact is yet to be determined.
Effective for annual
reporting periods
beginning on or after

Standard/Interpretation
AASB 9 Financial Instruments (December 2014), AASB 2014-7 Amendments to Australian
Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2014)

1 January 2018

AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
AASB 2014-5 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 15

1 January 2017

AASB 1056 Superannuation Entities

1 July 2016

AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards (Part E – Financial
Instruments)

1 January 2015

AASB 2015-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Annual Improvements to
Australian Accounting Standards 2012-2014 Cycle (AASB 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 110, 119, 121, 133,
134, 137 and 140)

1 January 2016

AASB 2015-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Disclosure Initiative:
Amendments to AASB 101 (AASB 7, 101, 134 and 1049)

1 January 2016

AASB 2015-3 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the Withdrawal
of AASB 1031 Materiality

1 July 2015

AASB 2015-6 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Extending Related Party
Disclosures to Not-for-Profit Public Sector Entities (AASB 10, 124 and 1049)

1 July 2016

(c) Comparatives
Where necessary, comparative information for the 2013-14 financial year has been reclassified to provide
consistency with current year disclosures.

(d) Presentation and Rounding of Amounts
Amounts in the financial statements and notes to the financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and
have been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars, with amounts of $500 or less rounded down to zero. Totals
may not add due to rounding.

(e) Changes in Accounting Policies
There have been no changes to accounting policies adopted in 2014-15 as a result of management decisions.

(f) Accounting Judgements and Estimates
The preparation of the financial report requires the making of judgements and estimates that affect the
recognised amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and the disclosure of contingent liabilities.
The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making judgements
about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results
may differ from these estimates.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates
are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the
period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
Judgements and estimates that have significant effects on the financial statements are disclosed in the relevant
notes to the financial statements. Notes that include significant judgements and estimates are:
• Employee Benefits – Note 8: Non-current liabilities in respect of employee benefits including superannuation
liability – Note 9 is measured as the present value of estimated future cash outflows based on the appropriate
government bond rate, estimates of future salary and wage levels and employee periods of service.

(g) Goods and Services Tax
Income, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred on a purchase of goods and services is not recoverable from the ATO. In these circumstances the GST
is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated with the amount of GST included. The net amount of GST recoverable
from, or payable to, the ATO is included as part of receivables or payables in the Balance Sheet.
Cash flows are included in the Cash Flow Statement on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising
from investing and financing activities, which are recoverable from, or payable to the ATO, are classified as
operating cash flows. Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST recoverable or
payable unless otherwise specified.

(h) Income Recognition
Income encompasses both revenue and gains.
Income is recognised at the fair value of the consideration received, exclusive of the amount of GST. Exchanges
of goods or services of the same nature and value without any cash consideration exchanged are not
recognised as income.

(i) Grants and Other Contributions
Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions are recognised as revenue when the agency
obtains control over the assets comprising the contributions. Control is normally obtained upon receipt.
Following the new IGA effective 1 January 2009, all SPPs and NP payments are now made by the
Commonwealth Treasury to state treasuries, in a manner similar to arrangements for GST payments. These
payments are received by Treasury on behalf of CHA and then on‑passed to the relevant agencies as
Commonwealth appropriation.
Contributions are recognised at their fair value. Contributions of services are only recognised when a fair value
can be reliably determined and the services would be purchased if not donated.

(j) Taxation
Territory taxation is recognised when the underlying transaction or event, which gives rise to the right to collect
revenue, occurs and can be measured reliably. Government-assessed revenues are recognised at the time the
assessments are issued. An example of an assessment-based tax is conveyance duty.
Taxpayer-assessed revenues, for example payroll tax, are recognised when a taxpayer’s self assessment is
received. Additional revenues are recognised for assessments subsequently issued following review of returns
lodged by taxpayers.
In respect of taxation balances from government trading entities under the National Tax Equivalent Regime, only
the current taxation receivable is recognised in these statements.
Revenue from regulatory fees and fines is recognised at the time the fine or regulatory fee is issued.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(k) Sale of Goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised (net of returns, discounts and allowances) when:
• the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods have transferred to the buyer;
• the agency retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with ownership
nor effective control over the goods sold;
• the amount of revenue can be reliably measured;
• it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the agency; and
• the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.

(l) Rendering of Services
Revenue from rendering services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the contract. The
revenue is recognised when:
• the amount of revenue, stage of completion and transaction costs incurred can be reliably measured; and
• it is probable that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the entity.

(m) Interest Revenue
Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues, taking into account the effective yield on the financial asset.

(n) Dividends
Dividends revenue is recognised when control of the right to receive the dividend receivable from government
trading entities is obtained by CHA.

(o) Goods and Services Received Free of Charge
Goods and services received free of charge are recognised as revenue when a fair value can be reliably
determined and the resource would have been purchased if it had not been donated. Use of the resource is
recognised as an expense.

(p) Fees and Fines
Revenue from regulatory fees and fines is recognised at the time the fine or regulatory fee is issued.

(q) Interest Expense
Interest expenses include interest and finance lease charges. Interest expenses are expensed in the period in
which they are incurred.

(r) Cash and Deposits
For the purposes of the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow Statement, cash includes cash on hand, cash at bank
and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are highly liquid short-term investments that are readily convertible to
cash.

(s) Receivables
Receivables include accounts receivable and other receivables and are recognised at fair value less any
allowance for impairment losses.
The allowance for impairment losses represents the amount of receivables the agency estimates are likely to be
uncollectible and are considered doubtful.
Accounts receivable and other receivables are generally settled within 30 days.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(t) Advances and Investments
Advances include investment in financial assets for policy purposes and are recorded at cost.
Investments include investments in financial assets for liquidity management purposes. Securities and
investments are recorded at net market value, after deducting estimated costs of realisation at reporting date.

(u) Investments in Agencies
This represents the contributed capital balances of the Territory’s investment in all its controlled entities.

(v) Payables
Liabilities for accounts payable and other amounts payable are carried at cost, which is the fair value of the
consideration to be paid in the future for goods and services received, whether or not billed to the agency.
Accounts payable are normally settled within 30 days.

(w) Provisions
Provisions represent outstanding compensation claims that are recorded at net present value.
Workers Compensation
Provisions represent workers compensation liabilities, which comprise those under the Return to Work Act and
COMCARE liabilities under Commonwealth legislation.
The change in liability for the year ended 30 June 2015 is based upon an actuarial assessment of the value of
outstanding claims at the end of the period and takes into account revisions to earlier years’ estimates of the
value of outstanding claims.

(x) Borrowings and Advances
Borrowings represent funds raised for liquidity management purposes from the following sources: loans raised
by the Commonwealth on behalf of the Territory, domestic and overseas borrowings via the NTTC, and overdraft
facilities obtained from the commercial banking sector by public non financial corporations and public financial
corporations.
Advances reflect loans received for policy purposes. These are primarily the original Commonwealth loans
issued at Self‑Government.

(y) Employee Benefits
A liability is recognised for benefits accruing to employees in respect of long service leave when it is probable
that settlement will be required and they are capable of being measured reliably.
Long Service Leave
As part of the introduction of Working for Outcomes, CHA assumed the long service leave liabilities of
government agencies with the actual liability transferred from agency ledgers during 2002-03.
Liabilities recognised in respect of employee benefits expected to be settled within 12 months are measured at
their nominal values using the remuneration rate expected to apply at the time of settlement.
Liabilities recognised in respect of employee benefits not expected to be settled within 12 months are measured
as the present value of the estimated future cash outflows calculated using the appropriate government bond
rate and taking into consideration expected future salary and wage levels, experience of employee departures
and periods of service.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
(z) Superannuation Liability
Employees’ superannuation entitlements are provided through either a defined contribution plan or a defined
benefits plan. Liability for unfunded superannuation is met directly by CHA. Agencies make superannuation
contributions on behalf of their employees to either CHA or to the non-government employee-nominated
schemes.
Defined Contribution Plans
Contributions to defined contribution superannuation plans are expensed when employees have rendered the
service entitling them to the contributions. These include the employee-nominated non-government schemes for
those employees commencing on or after 10 August 1999. As they are funded on an ongoing basis, a liability
is generally not recognised, however a liability is recognised for the superannuation costs associated with the
benefits accrued for employees in respect of annual leave and long service leave.
Defined Benefit Plans
For defined benefit superannuation plans, the cost of providing benefits is determined using the projected
unit credit method, with actuarial valuations carried out at each reporting date. The projected unit credit
method calculates the accrued liability by discounting the value of the expected future benefit payments, after
allowing for future salary increases, future interest and future pension increases where applicable, arising from
membership completed prior to the reporting date. The discount rate used is the 10-year bond rates as at
30 June 2015, which was 3 per cent; the equivalent rate as at 30 June 2014 was 3.6 per cent.
The defined benefit superannuation plans include:
• NTGPASS;
• CSS;
• Northern Territory Supplementary Superannuation Scheme (NTSSS);
• Northern Territory Police Supplementary Benefit Scheme (NTPSBS);
• Legislative Assembly Members Superannuation (LAMS); and
• other statutory schemes.

(aa) Equity
The values of all holdings in entities external to a sector that are controlled by that sector are included in equity.

(ab) Financial Instruments
A financial instrument is a contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or
equity instrument of another entity. Financial instruments include cash and deposits; receivables; advances,
investment loans and placements; payables; advances received; borrowings and derivatives. Exposure to
interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, credit risk, price risk and liquidity risks arise in the normal course of
activities. CHA’s investments, loans and placements, and borrowings are predominantly managed through the
NTTC. Financial assets and liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when CHA becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the financial instrument. CHA has the following financial instruments:
• cash and cash equivalents;
• loans and receivables;
• non-trading financial assets;
• financial assets that held-to-maturity investments; and
• non-trading financial liabilities.
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2. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)
Fair Value of Financial Instruments
The fair value of financial instruments is determined based on quoted market prices, where available, or on
estimates using present values or other valuation techniques. These techniques are significantly affected by
the assumptions used, including discount rates and estimates of future cash flows. When market prices are not
readily available, fair value is either based on estimates obtained from independent experts or quoted market
prices of comparable instruments.
Note 11: Financial Instruments provides additional information on financial instruments.

(ac) Reporting Period
The reporting period is the year ended each 30 June.
2015

2014

$000

$000

Cash and short-term deposits

549 302

604 336

Total cash and deposits

549 302

604 336

Taxes receivable

61 873

59 523

Royalties, rents and dividends receivable

3. Cash and Deposits

4. Receivables
35 399

48 724

Interest receivables

2 753

2 031

Other receivables

1 707

2 803

Total receivables

101 733

113 081

Other payables

5 142

2 390

Total payables

5 142

2 390

170 000

2 260

170 000

2 260

2 880 531

2 935 531

2 880 531

2 935 531

3 050 531

2 937 791

5. Payables
Current

6. Borrowings and Advances
Current
Loans and advances
Non current
Loans and advances
Total borrowings and advances
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2015

2014

$000

$000

25 443
68
35 236
60 747

19 324
66
32 975
52 365

111 235
1 243
112 478
173 225

114 996
1 155
116 151
168 516

135 542

100 550

8 000

16 900

Increase in claims incurred/recoveries anticipated over the year

- 4 260

20 119

Reductions arising from payments

- 1 293

- 2 027

137 989

135 542

182 600

174 151

182 600

174 151

93 283

87 888

93 283

87 888

275 883

262 039

7. Provisions
Current
Workers compensation liability
Other
Unearned revenue
Non current
Workers compensation liability
Other
Total provisions
Reconciliation of provisions
Balance at 1 July
Effect of changes in assumptions

Balance at 30 June

8. Employee Benefits
Current
Long service leave
Non current
Long service leave
Total employee benefits

9. Superannuation Liability
The following values reported are based on estimates of the size and timing of future benefit payments obtained
through actuarial reviews conducted at three-year intervals that are updated on an annual basis. NTGPASS,
NTSSS, Supreme Court Judges’ Pension Scheme (JPS), Northern Territory Government Death and Invalidity
Scheme (NTGDIS), Administrators Pension Scheme and LAMS fund are based on tri-annual reviews as at 30
June 2013, however updated for 30 June 2015. NTPSBS and CSS are based on tri-annual reviews conducted on
30 June 2015. The movement in liability between years is predominantly due to movement in the bond rate from
3.6 per cent to 3 per cent.
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
2015

2014

$000

$000

226 349

229 607

Non current

3 610 765

3 403 404

Total superannuation liabilities (a)

3 837 114

3 633 012

82 688

71 037

CSS

2 241 700

2 093 311

NTGPASS

1 007 164

988 051

257 274

259 885

68 399

60 703

Current

(a) The Territory Government superannuation schemes comprise:
LAMS

NTSSS
NTPSBS
NTGDIS
Statutory schemes1

72 416

65 961

107 472

94 063

3 837 114

3 633 012

2015

2014

%

%

Key Assumptions
Key assumptions as at balance date and for following year expense
Discount rate (gross of tax)

3.00

3.60

Salary rate

3.00

4.50

Expected return on scheme assets (net of tax)

7.00

7.00

Inflation (pensions)

2.50

2.50

3.60

3.80

nil

nil

Imputed cost of interest
Tax rate for employer contributions

2

1 The statutory schemes comprise the superannuation liability for the administrators and judges.
2 All employer contributions are untaxed. Therefore, no allowance has been made for contributions tax, except for LAMS, 15 per cent.

Scheme Information
CSS
The benefits provided by the scheme include an employer-financed defined benefit and the members’
accumulation balances.
The amount of retirement benefit is the sum of:
(a) an employer-financed indexed pension;
(b) the accumulated value of productivity contributions (this can be converted to a non-indexed pension); and
(c) the accumulated value of member contributions.
The employer-financed indexed pension is calculated as a percentage of final salary and discounted for
early retirement before the maximum retirement age. CSS was closed on 1 October 1986 to all new Territory
employees except police who were eligible to join up until 1 January 1988.
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
NTGPASS
NTGPASS is a contributory lump sum superannuation scheme that was closed to new members from
10 August 1999. On retirement the following benefits are payable:
(a) the members accumulation account; plus
(b) an accrued employer component.
The accrued employer component is calculated as 2.5% x total benefit points x benefit salary.
NTSSS
NTSSS is a non-contributory lump sum superannuation scheme that was closed to new members from
10 August 1999. The standard benefit is 3 per cent of annual salary plus approved allowances on the last day of
employment for each year of service since October 1988.
NTGDIS
The scheme provides death and disablement cover to all public sector employees under Choice of Fund
arrangements.
Other Statutory Schemes
These include the NTPSBS, LAMS, Administrator and Supreme Court JPS which are all pension based schemes.
The following schemes are included in the consolidated disclosures:
• CSS
• NTGPASS
• NTSSS
• NTGDIS
• NTPSBS
• LAMS
• Administrator’s Pension Scheme
• Supreme Court JPS
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
2015
$000

Amounts in the Financial Statements
Balance Sheet
Present value of the defined benefit obligation at end of year
Fair value of plan assets at end of year contributions tax liability
Net present value of creditors1
Net liability/(asset) recognised in balance sheet at end of year

2014
$000

3 869 432
- 67 773
35 455
3 837 114

3 655 135
- 63 814
41 690
3 633 012

Operating Statement
Employer service cost
Net interest cost
Remeasurements
Movement in superannuation creditors
Variation between payments and contributions
Total superannuation expense

76 346
126 115
194 275
- 6 235
2 592
393 092

81 372
128 328
110 805
43
1 584
322 132

Explanation of amounts in the financial statements
Remeasurements
Actual return on fund assets less interest income
Actuarial (gains)/losses on liability
Total remeasurement

- 4 201
198 476
194 275

- 7 249
118 054
110 805

Reconciliation of the net defined benefit liability/(asset)
Net defined benefit liability/(asset) at beginning of year
Expense recognised in income statement
Employer contributions
Remeasurements
Net defined benefit liability/(asset) at end of year

3 591 322
202 461
- 186 398
194 275
3 801 660

3 453 487
209 700
- 182 670
110 805
3 591 322

Reconciliation from Opening to Closing Balance of the Following:
Reconciliation of plan assets
Fair value of the plan assets at the beginning of the year
Employer contributions
Participant contributions
Benefit payments
Taxes and expenses paid
Interest income
Actual return on plan assets less interest income
Assets at the year end

63 814
186 398
717
- 188 990
- 619
2 252
4 201
67 773

55 822
182 670
238
- 184 254
- 36
2 125
7 249
63 814

3 655 135
76 346
128 367
717
- 619
- 188 990
- 69 038
267 287
227
3 869 432

3 509 308
81 372
130 453
238
- 36
- 184 254

1 For NTGPASS, NTSSS and NTGDIS.

Note: LAMS is the only unfunded scheme that has assets.

Reconciliation of the present value of the defined benefit obligation
Total defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the year
Employer service cost
Interest expense
Participant contributions
Taxes and expenses paid
Benefits payments
Actuarial (gain)/loss on liabilities due to changes in demographic assumptions
Actuarial (gain)/loss on liabilities due to changes in financial assumptions
Actuarial (gain)/loss on liabilities due to changes in liability experience
Total defined benefit obligation at year end
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103 304
14 750
3 655 135

9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
Sensitivity Analysis – LAMS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

150 461

Discount rate

1.0

124 764

- 25 697

- 17.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

183 919

33 458

22.0

Salary increase

1.0

182 163

31 702

21.0

Salary increase

- 1.0

125 485

- 24 976

- 17.0

Mortality rates

10.0

145 812

- 4 649

- 3.0

Mortality rates

- 10.0

155 704

5 243

3.0

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – LAMS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 19 years.

Sensitivity Analysis – Supreme Court JPS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

102 446

Discount rate

1.0

88 451

- 13 995

- 14.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

120 044

17 598

17.0

Inflation

1.0

119 360

16 914

17.0

Inflation

- 1.0

88 659

- 13 787

- 13.0

Mortality rates

10.0

98 615

- 3 831

- 4.0

Mortality rates

- 10.0

106 814

4 368

4.0

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – Supreme Court JPS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 15 years.
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
Sensitivity Analysis – NTPSBS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

68 399

Discount rate

1.0

58 756

- 9 643

- 14.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

80 682

12 283

18.0

Inflation

1.0

80 042

11 643

17.0

Inflation

- 1.0

59 020

- 9 379

- 14.0

Mortality rates

10.0

66 817

- 1 582

- 2.0

Mortality rates

- 10.0

70 164

1 765

3.0

Commutation rate

0.0

70 668

2 269

3.0

Commutation rate

30.0

66 129

- 2 270

- 3.0

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – NTPSBS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 17 years.

Sensitivity Analysis – Administrator Scheme
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

5 121

Discount rate

1.0

4 649

- 472

- 9.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

5 678

557

11.0

Inflation

1.0

5 664

543

11.0

Inflation

- 1.0

4 651

- 470

- 9.0

Mortality rates

10.0

4 887

- 234

- 5.0

Mortality rates

- 10.0

5 389

268

5.0

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – Administrator Scheme
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 11 years.
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
Sensitivity Analysis – NTGPASS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

992 000

Discount rate

1.0

912 000

- 80 000

- 8.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

1 084 400

92 400

9.0

Salary increase

1.0

1 098 700

106 700

11.0

Salary increase

- 1.0

898 200

- 93 800

- 9.0

Pension increase

1.0

992 000

Pension increase

- 1.0

992 000

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – NTGPASS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 12 years.

Sensitivity Analysis – NTSSS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

246 800

Discount rate

1.0

226 600

- 20 200

- 8.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

270 100

23 300

9.0

Salary increase

1.0

269 600

22 800

9.0

Salary increase

- 1.0

226 700

- 20 100

- 8.0

Pension increase

1.0

246 800

Pension increase

- 1.0

246 800

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – NTSSS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 12 years.
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9. Superannuation Liability (continued)
Sensitivity Analysis – CSS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

2 241 700

Discount rate

1.0

1 936 300

- 305 400

- 14.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

2 626 600

384 900

17.0

Salary increase

1.0

2 255 000

13 300

1.0

Salary increase

- 1.0

2 229 400

- 12 300

Pension increase

1.0

2 582 100

340 400

15.0

Pension increase

- 1.0

1 961 200

- 280 500

- 13.0

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – CSS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 12 years.

Sensitivity Analysis – NTGDIS
The entity’s total defined benefit obligation as at 30 June 2015 under several scenarios is presented below.
Defined
Discount
Benefit
Rate Change Obligation
%
Base case

$000

Change in
Obligation

Estimated
Impact

$000

% change

62 600

Discount rate

1.0

57 100

- 5 500

- 9.0

Discount rate

- 1.0

69 100

6 500

10.0

Salary increase

1.0

68 900

6 300

10.0

Salary increase

- 1.0

57 100

- 5 500

- 9.0

Pension increase

1.0

62 600

Pension increase

- 1.0

62 600

Maturity Profile of Defined Benefit Obligation – NTGDIS
The weighted average term of the defined benefit obligation is 12 years.
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10. Notes to the Cash Flow Statement
2015

2014

$000

$000

Reconciliation of cash
The total of agency cash and deposits of $549 million (2014: $604 million) recorded in the
Balance Sheet is consistent with that recorded as ‘cash’ in the Cash Flow Statement.
Reconciliation of net surplus/(deficit) to net cash from operating activities
Net surplus (deficit)

1 068 939

252 049

Unrealised (gain)/loss on securities marked to market

- 29 277

- 48 712

Profit or loss on sale of equity investments

- 91 846

Changes in assets and liabilities:

Amortisation on investments

6

69

10 136

- 29 882

- 26

- 520

Gain on extinguishment
Decrease/(increase) in receivables
Decrease/(increase) in prepayments
(Decrease)/increase in other provision

2 262

- 12

(Decrease)/increase in payables

2 752

21 571

221 604

190 225

1 184 551

384 788

(Decrease)/increase in provision for employee benefits
Net cash from operating activities
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11. Financial Instruments
A financial instrument is a contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or
equity instrument of another entity. Financial instruments held by CHA include cash and deposits, receivables,
payables. CHA has limited exposure to financial risks as discussed below.

(a) Categorisation of Financial Instruments
The carrying amounts of the agency’s financial assets and liabilities by category are disclosed in the table
below.
2015

2014

$000

$000

549 302

604 336

1 038 932

660 282

713 525

789 000

42 740

55 444

955 707

1 364 422

3 050 531

2 937 792

Financial assets
Cash and deposits
FVTPL:
Held for trading
Designated as at FVTPL
Derivative instruments in designated hedge accounting relationships
Held-to-maturity investments
Loans and receivables
Available-for-sale financial assets
Financial liabilities
FVTPL:
Held for trading
Designated as at FVTPL
Derivative instruments in designated hedge accounting relationships
Amortised cost

(b) Credit Risk
CHA has limited credit risk exposure (risk of default). In respect of any dealings with organisations external to
government, CHA has adopted a policy of only dealing with credit-worthy organisations and obtaining sufficient
collateral or other security where appropriate, as a means of mitigating the risk of financial loss from defaults.
The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, net of any allowances for losses,
represents CHA’s maximum exposure to credit risk without taking account of the value of any collateral or other
security obtained.

(c) Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the agency will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The
agency’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure it will always have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities
when they fall due.
The following tables detail the agency’s remaining contractual maturity for its financial assets and liabilities.
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11. Financial Instruments (continued)
2015 Maturity Analysis for Financial Assets and Liabilities
Variable Interest Rate

Fixed Interest Rate

More
Less than 1 to 5 than 5 Less than
a Year Years Years
a Year
$000

$000

$000

$000

1 to 5
Years
$000

Non
More than 5 Interest
Years
Bearing
$000

$000

Total

Weighted
Average

$000

%

Assets
Cash and deposits

549 302

549 302

Receivables

42 740

2.00

42 740

Investment, loans and
placements

1 038 932

703 525

10 000

1 752 457

Total financial assets

1 588 234

703 525

10 000

42 740 2 344 499

2.64

Liabilities
Deposits held
Payables

950 565

950 565

5 142

5 142

Borrowings

500 000 1 525 000 1 025 531

3 050 531

Total financial liabilities

500 000 1 525 000 1 025 531

955 707 4 006 238

5.61

2014 Maturity Analysis for Financial Assets and Liabilities
Variable Interest Rate

Fixed Interest Rate

More
Less than 1 to 5 than 5 Less than
a Year Years Years
a Year
$000

$000

$000

$000

1 to 5
Years
$000

Non
More than 5 Interest
Years
Bearing
$000

$000

Total

Weighted
Average

$000

%

Assets
Cash and deposits

604 336

604 336

Receivables

55 444

2.50

55 444

Investment, loans and
placements

660 282

779 006

10 000

1 449 289

Total financial assets

1 264 618

779 006

10 000

55 444 2 109 068

3.59

Liabilities
Deposits held

1 362 475 1 362 475

Payables

1 947

1 947

Borrowings

510 000 2 065 000

362 792

Total financial liabilities

510 000 2 065 000

362 792 1 364 422 4 302 213

2 937 792
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11. Financial Instruments (continued)
(d) Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices. It comprises interest rate risk, price risk and currency risk. The primary market risk
that CHA is likely to be exposed to is interest rate risk.
Market Sensitivity Analysis
Changes in the variable rates of 100 basis points (1 per cent) at reporting date would have the following effect
on the agency’s profit or loss and equity.
Profit or Loss and Equity
100 basis points
increase

100 basis points
decrease

$000

$000

Financial assets – cash at bank

5 493

- 5 493

Financial assets – receivable loans

7 135

- 7 135

12 628

- 12 628

Financial assets – cash at bank

6 043

- 6 043

Financial assets – receivable loans

7 890

- 7 890

13 933

- 13 933

30 June 2015

Financial liabilities – borrowings
Net sensitivity
30 June 2014

Financial liabilities – borrowings
Net sensitivity

(i)

Price Risk

CHA is exposed to price risk as it holds units in unit trusts.
Price risk arises when an agency holds units in unit trusts and there is a change in the market value of these
units as advised by respective fund managers.
Price risk is managed through the use of strictly monitored allocation limits for units held in each class of
managed funds. CHA invests in a diverse range of managed funds thereby limiting the impact of any one
underlying variable affecting unit prices.
Returns achieved by appointed fund managers are continuously monitored and compared to returns earned by
a suitable peer group of other professional fund managers.
Price Sensitivity Analysis
The following analysis demonstrates the impact of a movement in prices of units held in unit trusts. It is assumed
that any relevant price change occurs as at reporting date.
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11. Financial Instruments (continued)
2015
2014
Impact on Profit or Impact on Profit or
Loss and Equity Loss and Equity

Change in Unit
Price
%

$0

$0

Upside
Equities

10

36 438

36 206

Property securities

10

10 843

8 107

1

1 741

1 466

Equities

- 10

- 36 438

- 36 206

Property securities

- 10

- 10 843

- 8 107

-1

- 1 741

- 1 466

Interest bearing
Downside

Interest bearing

(e) Net Fair Value
The fair value of financial instruments is determined on the following basis:
• the fair value of cash, deposits, advances, receivables and payables approximates their carrying amount,
which is also their amortised cost;
• the fair value of derivative financial instruments are derived using current market yields and exchange rates
appropriate to the instrument; and
• the fair value of other monetary financial assets and liabilities is based on discounting to present value the
expected future cash flows by applying current market interest rates for assets and liabilities with similar risk
profiles.
For financial instruments measured and disclosed at fair value, the following table groups the instruments based
on the level of inputs used.
Net Fair Value

Total Carrying
Amount

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Total

$000

$000

$000

$000

$000

2015
Financial assets
Advances and investments

1 232 000

1 233 154

1 233 154

Total financial assets

1 232 000

1 233 154

1 233 154

Borrowings and advances

3 050 531

3 331 997

3 331 997

Total financial liabilities

3 050 531

3 331 997

3 331 997

Advances and investments

1 074 000

1 073 323

1 073 323

Total financial assets

1 074 000

1 073 323

1 073 323

Borrowings and advances

3 331 997

3 168 795

3 168 795

Total financial liabilities

3 331 997

3 168 795

3 168 795

Financial liabilities

2014
Financial assets

Financial liabilities

There were no changes in valuation techniques during the period.
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12. Budgetary Information
(a) Comprehensive Operating Statement
2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

Variance

$000

$000

$000

836 094

709 561

126 533

1

3 224 841

3 129 000

95 841

2

SPP

318 458

297 150

21 308

3

NP agreements

474 156

443 529

30 627

4

Current

2 990

5 121

- 2 131

Capital

8 071

4 600

3 471

30 257

28 879

1 378

65 632

39 954

25 678

5

29 277

12 217

17 060

6

343 444

235 019

108 425

7

35 917

38 229

- 2 312

390 321

20 559

369 762

5 759 458

4 963 818

795 640

48 435

42 155

6 280

393 092

- 211 824

604 916

Workers compensation expense

3 655

5 633

- 1 978

Administrative expenses

1 218

835

383

185 740

183 123

2 617

3 496 208

3 443 240

52 968

10
11

Note

INCOME
Taxation revenue
Grants and subsidies revenue
GST revenue

Sales of goods and services
Fees from regulatory services
Interest revenue
Goods and services received free of charge
Unrealised gain/loss on securities marked to market
Royalties, rents and dividends
Employer superannuation contributions
Other income
TOTAL INCOME

8

EXPENSES
Long service leave expense
Superannuation expense

9

Borrowing expenses
Interest expense
Output appropriation
Commonwealth appropriation

562 171

506 526

55 645

TOTAL EXPENSES

4 690 519

3 969 688

720 831

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

1 068 939

994 130

74 809

COMPREHENSIVE RESULT

1 068 939

994 130

74 809
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12. Budgetary Information (continued)
12 (a) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to major variances greater than $10 million, or where multiple significant
variances have occurred.
1. The $126.5 million increase in taxation revenue from the May 2014 Budget reflects:
• increased payroll tax of $15.5 million due to growth in both employment and wages, particularly among the
large employers, forming part of the Territory’s payroll tax base; and
• an increase in stamp duty of $120.5 million reflecting an increase in the number and value of residential
transactions combined with several high value commercial transactions including a one-off high value
commercial transaction; offset by
• lower income tax equivalent revenue of $11 million from trading entities.
2. Increased GST revenue of $95.8 million is due to a one-off balancing payment of $26 million receipted in
2014-15 related to the 2013-14 final national GST collections and $69.8 million related to the growth in the
2014-15 national GST pool.
3. SPP income has increased by $21.3 million predominantly as a result of increased funding for the Students
First SPP of $17 million and for National Disability SPP of $4.1 million.
4. NP revenue has increased by $30.6 million due to revised and new funding across various NPs including
remote indigenous housing, plant disease and eradication of Banana Freckle and community safety and
justice.
5. Interest revenue has increased by $25.7 million as a result of higher than anticipated cash balances in
short‑term deposits and securities as a result of the 2013-14 and 2014-15 improved outcomes.
6. Unrealised gain/loss on securities marked to market has increased by $17.1 million due to the better than
expected performance of the Conditions of Service Reserve and Medium‑Term Investment Fund.
7. Royalties, rents and dividends has increased by $108.4 million predominantly due to a special dividend of
$140 million received from TIO, partially offset by lower than budgeted dividends from other government
trading entities.
8. Other income has increased by $369.8 million predominantly as a result of:
• sale proceeds of TIO of $270.9 million, net of the special dividend; and
• a profit on sale of equity investments in other agencies of $92 million.
9. The increase of $604.9 million in superannuation expense is predominantly as a result of the movement in
the bond rate (2015: 3 per cent, original Budget: 5 per cent) used in valuing the Territory’s superannuation
liabilities as required by accounting standards.
10. Output appropriation increased by $52.9 million as a result of new funding decisions approved by Cabinet
across various agencies.
11. Commonwealth appropriation increased by $55.6 million in line with increased Commonwealth tied revenue.
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12. Budgetary Information (continued)
(b) Balance Sheet
2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

Variance

$000

$000

$000

Cash and deposits

549 302

241 957

307 345

1

Receivables

101 733

145 620

- 43 887

2

1 739 348

1 141 761

597 587

1

1 093

548

545

2 391 476

1 529 886

861 590

Note

ASSETS
Current assets

Advances and investments
Prepayments
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Advances and investments

10 000

3

Investment in agencies

9 461 259

9 207 743

253 516

4

Total non-current assets

9 471 259

9 207 743

263 516

11 862 735

10 737 629

1 125 106

950 565

503 536

447 029

5 142

2 533

2 609

170 000

2 017

167 983

6

60 747

40 612

20 135

7

Employee benefits

182 600

173 738

8 862

Superannuation liability

226 349

217 051

9 298

1 595 403

939 487

655 916

2 880 531

3 112 514

- 231 983

6

112 478

84 203

28 275

7

93 283

90 214

3 069

Superannuation liability

3 610 765

2 823 755

787 010

Total non-current liabilities

6 697 056

6 110 686

586 370

TOTAL LIABILITIES

8 292 459

7 050 173

1 242 286

NET ASSETS

3 570 276

3 687 456

- 117 180

Accumulated funds

3 570 276

3 687 456

- 117 180

TOTAL EQUITY

3 570 276

3 687 456

- 117 180

TOTAL ASSETS

10 000

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Deposits held
Payables
Borrowings and advances
Provisions

Total current liabilities

5

8

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings and advances
Provisions
Employee benefits

EQUITY
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12. Budgetary Information (continued)
12 (b) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to major variances greater than $10 million, or where multiple significant
variances have occurred.
1. The increase in cash and deposits and to advances and investments largely reflects the sale proceeds of
TIO of $411 million and the 2013-14 and 2014-15 improved outcomes.
2. Receivables have decreased by $43.9 million largely reflecting lower income tax equivalent receivables from
public trading entities combined with lower payroll tax receivables.
3. Advances and investments of $10 million reflects the reinvestment of matured securities from short-term into
long-term investments.
4. Investments in agencies has increased by $253.5 million reflecting the increase in net assets across
agencies.
5. Deposits held has increased by $447 million due to higher than anticipated cash balances held by CHA on
behalf of trading entities.
6. The overall net reduction in borrowings reflects Government’s revised borrowing requirements as a result of
the improved 2013-14 and 2014-15 outcomes and a repayment of $55 million.
7. The overall net increase in provisions reflects an increase to unearned tax revenue combined with an
increase to workers compensation liability as a result of actuarial review.
8. The overall net increase in superannuation liability is predominantly due to the movement in the bond rate
(2015: 3 per cent, original budget: 5 per cent) used in valuing the Territory’s superannuation liabilities as
required by the accounting standards.
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12. Budgetary Information (continued)
(c) Cash Flow Statement

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating receipts
Taxes received
Grants and subsidies received
GST received
SPP
NP agreements
Current
Capital
Royalties, rent and dividends
Agency superannuation contributions
Other agency receipts
Interest received
Total operating receipts
Operating payments
Long service leave
Superannuation benefits
Other salary payments
Payments for goods and services
Interest paid
Output payments
Commonwealth payments
Total operating payments
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Investing receipts
Equity sales or withdrawals
Total investing receipts
Investing payments
Advances and investing payments
Capital appropriation
Commonwealth appropriation
Equity acquisitions
Total investing payments
Net cash from/(used in) investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Financing receipts
Proceeds of borrowings
Deposits received
Total financing receipts
Financing payments
Repayment of borrowings
Total financing payments
Net cash from/(used in) financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Cash at beginning of financial year
CASH AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR

138

2014-15
Actual

2014-15
Original
Budget

Variance

$000

$000

$000

838 027

687 896

150 131

1

3 224 841
318 458
474 156
2 990
8 071
356 794
35 917
333 218
64 914
5 657 386

3 129 000
297 150
443 529
5 121
4 600
218 674
38 229
49 885
39 954
4 914 038

95 841
21 308
30 627
- 2 131
3 471
138 120
- 2 312
283 333
24 960
743 348

2
3
4

37 799
188 990
980
186 687
3 496 208
562 171
4 472 835
1 184 551

34 155
182 132
5 633
820
183 096
3 443 240
506 526
4 355 602
558 436

3 644
6 858
- 5 633
160
3 591
52 968
55 645
117 233
626 115

1 059 116
1 059 116

39 935
39 935

1 019 181
1 019 181

10

273 650
240 082
236 183
1 249 619
1 999 533
- 940 417

- 64 178
241 325
238 753
37 764
453 664
- 413 729

337 828
- 1 243
- 2 570
1 211 855
1 545 869
- 526 688

11

170 000
- 411 909
- 241 909

179 000
- 498 215
- 319 215

- 9 000
86 306
77 306

12
13

57 258
57 258
- 299 167
- 55 034
604 336
549 302

2 260
2 260
- 321 475
- 176 768
418 725
241 957

54 998
54 998
22 308
121 734
185 611
307 345

12
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12. Budgetary Information (continued)
12 (c) Notes:
The following note descriptions relate to major variances greater than $10 million, or where multiple significant
variances have occurred.
1. The $150.1 million increase in taxation revenue from the May 2014 Budget reflects:
• increased payroll tax of $15.5 million due to growth in both employment and wages, particularly among the
large employers, forming part of the Territory’s payroll tax base;
• an increase in stamp duty of $120.5 million reflecting an increase in the number and value of residential
transactions combined with several high value commercial transactions including a one-off high value
commercial transaction; and
• increased income tax equivalent income received from trading entities relating to the 2013-14 financial year.
2. Increased GST receipts of $95.8 million are due to a one-off balancing payment of $26 million receipted
in 2014-15 related to 2013-14 final national GST collections and $69.8 million related to the growth in the
2014‑15 national GST pool.
3. SPP income has increased by $21.3 million predominantly as a result of increased funding for the Students
First SPP of $17 million and for National Disability SPP of $4.1 million.
4. NP revenue has increased by $30.6 million due to revised and new funding across various NPs including
remote indigenous housing, plant disease and eradication of Banana Freckle and community safety and
justice.
5. Royalties, rents and dividends received are greater than budgeted due to a special dividend of $140 million
received from TIO.
6. Other agency receipts increased by $283.3 million predominantly due to the sale proceeds of TIO of
$270.9 million.
7. Interest received has increased by $24.9 million as a result of higher than anticipated cash balances in
short‑term deposits and securities as a result of the 2013-14 and 2014-15 improved outcomes.
8. Output appropriation increased by $52.9 million as a result of new funding decisions approved by Cabinet
across various agencies.
9. Commonwealth appropriation increased by $55.6 million in line with increased Commonwealth tied revenue.
10. The overall net increase in equity sales or withdrawals and equity acquisitions predominantly reflects CHA’s
increased investment within PWC following a debt for equity swap of $170 million.
11. The movement in advances and investing payments of $337.8 million largely represents the sale of
Government’s equity investment within TIO.
12. The overall net increase to borrowing repayments largely reflects Government’s revised borrowing
requirements as a result of the improved 2013-14 and 2014-15 outcomes combined with a repayment of
$55 million.
13. The $86.3 million reduction to deposits received largely reflects lower cash balances held on behalf of
trading entities.

13. Events Subsequent to Reporting Date
In 2014-15, stamp duty revenue was significantly higher than forecast mostly due to a large one‑off commercial
transaction finalised late in the financial year. Subsequent to the stamp duty being paid in relation to the
transaction, the value of the Territory land in question (and duty payable) was disputed by the taxpayer. The
Territory Revenue Office has determined that duty was overpaid and approximately one quarter of the duty paid
is to be refunded, which will materially reduce net stamp duty collections in 2015-16.
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Appendix 1 – Directory
Department of Treasury and Finance

Financial Management

www.treasury.nt.gov.au

www.treasury.nt.gov.au/budgetandfinance

Charles Darwin Centre, 19 The Mall, Darwin NT 0800
GPO Box 1974, Darwin NT 0801
(unless stated otherwise, please use the above
postal address)

Telephone: +61 8 8999 6087
Email: financialmanagementgroup.dtf@nt.gov.au

Telephone: +61 8 8999 7406
Email: enquiries.dtf@nt.gov.au
Business hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm

Tim McManus
Senior Director Budget Development

Information Policy Officer

Director Budget Development

www.treasury.nt.gov.au/informationact

Tiziana Hucent
Director Financial Reporting

Telephone: +61 8 8999 6982
Email: foi.dtf@nt.gov.au

Executive
Telephone: +61 8 8999 7425
Jodie Ryan
Under Treasurer
Tony Stubbin
Deputy Under Treasurer (on extended leave)
David Braines-Mead
Deputy Under Treasurer
Craig Graham
Deputy Under Treasurer

Economic
www.treasury.nt.gov.au/economy

Dwayne McInnes
Senior Director Financial Management

Tarrant Moore

Funds Management
Northern Territory Superannuation Office
www.super.nt.gov.au
GPO Box 4675, Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: +61 8 8901 4200 or 1800 631 630
Facsimile: +61 8 8901 4222
Email: ntsuperannuation@nt.gov.au
Sarah Rummery
Commissioner of Superannuation

Northern Territory Treasury Corporation
www.nttcorp.nt.gov.au
GPO Box 2035, Darwin NT 0801

Telephone: +61 8 8999 6801
Email: economics.dtf@nt.gov.au

Telephone: +61 8 8999 7745
Facsimile: +61 8 8999 7449
Email: nttc@nt.gov.au

Tracey Scott
Assistant Under Treasurer (Economic)

Alex Pollon
General Manager

Samantha Byrne
Senior Director Economic Policy
Robert Cagnetti
Director Commercial
Andrew Baylis
Director Economic Analysis
Kimberlee McKay
Director Economic Policy
Nardia Harris
Director Intergovernmental Relations
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Territory Revenue Office

Treasury Services

www.revenue.nt.gov.au

Telephone: +61 8 8999 6168
Gerard Taylor
Director Corporate Support

GPO Box 154, Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: 1300 305 353
Email: ntrevenue@nt.gov.au
Grant Parsons
Assistant Under Treasurer (Revenue)
Commissioner of Territory Revenue
Mineral Royalty Secretary
Michael Butler
Director Revenue Development
Deputy Commissioner of Territory Revenue
Jayne Balding
Director Revenue Collections
Deputy Commissioner of Territory Revenue
Kevin Phang
Director Royalty and Advisory Services
Darren Witham
Director Revenue Information Systems

Utilities Commission
www.utilicom.nt.gov.au
GPO Box 915, Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: +61 8 8999 5480
Email: utilities.commission@nt.gov.au
Patrick Walsh
Utilities Commissioner
Peter Caldwell
Associate Utilities Commissioner
Mike Robson
Associate Utilities Commissioner
Vanessa Sutcliffe
Director Utilities Commission

Treasury People
Barb Snell and Eric Vo (Territory Revenue Office), Hannah Skewes (Territory Revenue Office)
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Appendix 2 – Glossary
Accountable Officer’s Trust Account

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)

Established under section 7(1) of the Financial
Management Act (FMA) to enable agencies to hold
money in trust for another person or entity. Transactions in
these accounts are excluded from the Public Account.

Australia’s official national statistical agency, providing
statistics on economic and social matters covering
government, business and population.

Accounts payable

Australia’s agency responsible for overseeing banks,
credit unions, building societies, general insurance and
reinsurance companies, life insurance, private health
insurance, friendly societies and most members of the
superannuation industry.

Refers to the value of short and long-term trade
debt and accounts payable, interest payable and
prepayments received.

Accounts receivable
Refers to the value of short and long-term trade credit
and accounts receivable, interest receivable and
prepayments made.

Administrative officer
One of the Northern Territory Public Sector (NTPS)
employee classification streams. Occupations in this
stream include assistant directors, managers, analysts
and officers.

Advances
Amounts paid or received for policy purposes rather
than for liquidity management purposes.

Agency
A unit of government administration, office or
statutory corporation, nominated in an Administrative
Arrangements Order for the purposes of the FMA and
includes a part or division of an agency.

Appropriation
An authority given by the Legislative Assembly to make
payments, now or at some future time, for the purposes
stated, up to the limit of the amount in the particular Act.

Australian Accounting Standards (AAS)
Statements of accounting standards that can be
applied in the preparation and presentation of financial
statements.

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority

Capital appropriation
Represents an increase in Government’s investment in an
agency for asset purchases and capital works projects
and is provided to agencies by Central Holding Authority
(CHA) for capital items.

Central Holding Authority
Established under Section 5 of the FMA, CHA is a
representation of the revenue, expenses, assets and
liabilities of the Territory. Credited to this account is all
money received by or on behalf of the Territory or an
agency, except that required or permitted by or under
that or any other Act to be credited to an Operating
Account or to an Accountable Officer’s Trust Account.

Commonwealth appropriation
A form of appropriation that commenced in 2008‑09
as a result of the Intergovernmental Agreement on
Federal Financial Relations (IGA) agreed by the Council
of Australian Governments (COAG) in late 2008 and
effective from 1 January 2009. The arrangements result
in specific purpose payments (SPPs) and national
partnership (NP) payments from the Commonwealth
being received by Treasury, on behalf of CHA. To
pass these on to relevant agencies, a new form of
appropriation was required and the FMA was amended
accordingly in June 2009.

Commonwealth Grants Commission (CGC)
The body that advises on per capita relativities for
distributing, among the states and territories, a pool of
revenue from the Commonwealth.
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Community service obligation (CSO)

Expense

A CSO arises when the Government requires a
government business division or government owned
corporation to carry out activities that it would not
choose to do on a commercial basis, or would only
do at higher commercial prices. CSO payments allow
the Government to achieve identifiable community or
social objectives that would not be achieved if left to
commercial considerations.

A cost or outflow of resources from an agency.

Contingent liability
A potential financial obligation arising out of a condition,
situation, guarantee or indemnity, the ultimate effect
of which will be confirmed only on the occurrence or
non‑occurrence of one or more uncertain future events.

Corporate governance
Provides a structured framework through which Treasury
is directed and controlled, and guides how decisions
are made, risks are managed and the agency’s future is
planned. These decisions in turn guide the necessary
planning, budgeting and management of performance,
and support Treasury’s Senior Management Group
(SMG) in its leadership of Treasury.

Council of Australian Governments
The peak intergovernmental forum represented by the
Prime Minister, Premiers, Chief Ministers, Treasurers
and President of the Australian Local Government
Association.

Employee Development Framework
Treasury’s performance management system, where
staff performance, job satisfaction and training needs
are reviewed and discussed between manager and
staff member on a six-monthly basis, and targets
are set for the coming six months. The performance
management system is based on NTPS Capability and
Leadership Framework.

Full-time equivalent (FTE)
Used in reference to staffing numbers where one
FTE reflects one employee working full-time hours of
36.75 hours per week. Employees working part-time
or casual hours are represented as a fraction of this.
For example, part-time hours of 29.70 hours a week
equates to 0.8 FTE.

GST
On 1 July 2000, the Commonwealth introduced the GST.
Payments from the Commonwealth return GST revenue
to the states and territories, replacing the previous
general purpose grants.

Indemnity
A written undertaking to compensate, protect or insure
another person or entity against future financial loss,
damage or liability.

Intergovernmental Agreement
An agreement signed by all states and the
Commonwealth in December 2008 defining the
framework for federal financial relations, encompassing
Commonwealth funding to states through general
revenue assistance, SPPs and NP payments.

National partnership agreement
An agreement defining the objectives, outputs and
performance benchmarks related to the delivery of
specified projects, to facilitate reforms or to reward
those jurisdictions that deliver on national reforms or
achieve service delivery improvements.

Executive officer
Executive officers, other than a Chief Executive are
employees of the NTPS and their terms and conditions
are set out in Determination 13 of 2011. Under the
terms of the Contract, the Chief Executive Officer
(Under Treasurer) is deemed to be the Employer of the
Executive Officer.
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Northern Territory Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (NTCAT)
NTCAT, the ‘super tribunal’ for the Northern Territory. It
is designed to be a one stop shop for reviewing a wide
range of administrative decisions and resolving certain
civil disputes.

Outputs
Outputs are the services provided or the goods
produced by an agency for users external to the
agency. The Government purchases outputs in order to
achieve policy objectives or outcomes.

Provisions

Office of the Commissioner for Public
Employment (OCPE)

Amounts set aside by entities from current revenue or
income for future payments.

Under section 13 of the Public Sector Employment
and Management Act (PSEMA), the OCPE fulfils the
role of employer by establishing policy and practice
frameworks for the management of all public sector
employees. This is achieved through the defined
functions of the Commissioner for Public Employment.

Revenue

Outcomes

An inflow of resources into an agency related to its
operations.

Risk assessment
Determining the nature and level of business risk to the
agency and divisions.

Outcomes are expressions of the intended results,
impacts or consequences on the Territory community of
outputs provided by agencies. Outcomes represent the
objectives that the Government is seeking to achieve.

Risk management

Output appropriation

Specific purpose payments

Provided to fund the delivery of outputs and determined
at the whole of agency level. Output appropriation
provides the Government’s funding for agency
operations after taking into account funding from
agency revenue. Although output appropriation is based
on accrual costs, it does not encompass non-cash
accrual costs, such as depreciation. This will result in
deficits generally being reported by agencies.

SPPs are tied grants received from the Commonwealth,
which are earmarked for specific purposes.

Output groups
Output groups aggregate similar or related agency
outputs and are applied primarily for reporting
purposes.
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The steps taken to manage risks, including identifying
(both actual and potential), assessing, eliminating or
controlling risks.

Uniform Presentation Framework (UPF)
A uniform reporting framework agreed by the Australian
Loan Council in 2000, a revision of the agreement
reached at the 1991 Premiers’ Conference. The UPF
was further updated and reissued in April 2008 to
incorporate the new accounting standards AASB 1049
Whole of Government and General Government
Sector Financial Reporting. The UPF specifies that the
Commonwealth, state and territory governments will
present a minimum set of budget and financial outcome
information on the Government Finance Statistics basis,
according to an agreed format and specified Loan
Council reporting arrangements.
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Appendix 3 – Abbreviations
AASB

Australian Accounting Standards Board

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

IGA

AEMO

Australian Energy Market Operator

Intergovernmental Agreement on Federal
Financial Relations

AER

Australian Energy Regulator

JPS

Supreme Court Judges’ Pension Scheme

AO

Administrative Officer

LAMS

ATO

Australian Taxation Office

Legislative Assembly Members’
Superannuation

BCP

Business Continuity Plan

MS

Microsoft Suite

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

NP

National partnership

CGC

Commonwealth Grants Commission

NTGDIS

CHA

Central Holding Authority

Northern Territory Government Death and
Invalidity Scheme

CSA

Control self-assessment

CSO

Community service obligation

CSS

Commonwealth Superannuation Scheme

DASSAN Darwin Asylum Seekers Support and
Advocacy Network

NTGPASS Northern Territory Government and Public
Authorities’ Superannuation Scheme
NTPS

Northern Territory Public Sector

NTPSBS Northern Territory Police Supplementary
Benefit Scheme
NTSSS

Northern Territory Supplementary
Superannuation Scheme

NTTC

Northern Territory Treasury Corporation

OHS

Occupational health and safety

OCPE

Office of the Commissioner for Public
Employment

PSEMA

Public Sector Employment and
Management Act

First Home Owner Grant

PWC

Power and Water Corporation

FMA

Financial Management Act

SAO

Senior Administrative Officer

FMG

Financial Management Group

SMG

Senior Management Group

FOIT

Finance Officer in Training

SPP

Specific purpose payment

FTE

Full-time equivalent

TAFR

Treasurer’s Annual Financial Report

FVTPL

Fair value through profit or loss

TIO

Territory Insurance Office

HR

Human Resources

TRO

Territory Revenue Office

IASB

International Accounting Standards Board

UPF

Uniform Presentation Framework

ICS

Indigenous Cadetship Support

WHS

Work health and safety

ICT

Information, Communications and Technology

WHSMS

Work health and safety management system

IECD

Indigenous Employment and Career
Development

WILS

Work Integrated Learning Scholarship

DCIS

Department of Corporate and Information
Services

ECO

Executive Contract Officer

EDF

Employee Development Framework

EDRM

Electronic Document Records Management

EEO

Equal employment opportunity

FAQ

Frequently asked questions

FHOG
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